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ABOUT THE DISSERTATION 

As a physicist with strong interests in computer science and software engineering, 

I am fascinated by learning and collaborating systems. I shared these interests with 

the Innovation division of the Logica corporation and worked in parallel on my PhD 

research at the University of Amsterdam. 

Working on the border of science and industry offered me a chance to get a 

grant1 from the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research, which enabled me to 

combine my work at Logica with my research activities. 

In this dissertation I describe my research on the learning capacities of agent 

organisations. The focus is on the contribution of local learning mechanisms to 

global task-handling performance improvements. I have studied the aspects of 

learning and collaboration in organisations from a theoretical as well as a practical 

point of view. The research originated from industrial interests in the domains of grid 

computing and collaborative business networks. I have developed distributed 

software that supports network performance management. Grid infrastructures, 

collaborative business networks, as well as the supporting software systems, are 

being regarded as organisations of collaborative agents. In that perspective I 

studied practical and fundamental questions about organisational learning 

processes in networked systems. 

The dissertation is the result of building bridges between academic and industrial 

worlds. I use grammar induction techniques commonly known in the field of 

machine learning and applied the work in the fields of grid-computing and 

collaborative network organisations. I worked in the area of multi agent systems and 

developed software in Java. Within the context of this work, I founded an innovation 

expertise team inside the Logica corporation. The group is engaged with scientific 

prototyping and delivers industrial contributions to Dutch and European research 

projects. 

I enjoyed initiating and maintaining fruitful connections between various scientific 

research fields and industrial areas. 

 

 

Wico Mulder, Eelde, the Netherlands, March 2011 

                                                
1 The work was granted by a „NWO Casimir grant‟ in 2005 under the name „Assist: maintenance of 

dynamic IT infrastructures by means of collaborative organisations using adaptive information 

services‟. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Learning in networked systems is a challenging field of research. This chapter introduces the 

problem we address in the dissertation. Section 1.1 explains the concept of collaborative 

agent organisations and introduces two different kinds of networked systems that form the 

context of the case-environments described later in chapter 4 and chapter 5. Section 1.2 

poses our research questions and presents the scope of our research. Section 1.3 describes 

our approach and Section 1.4 ends the chapter with an outline of the rest of the dissertation. 

1.1 Networks of collaborating and learning agents 

Today's world is a networked world. Companies organise themselves more and 

more as networked2 organisations and distributed systems are increasingly used for 

communication and collaboration purposes. On one hand, networked systems 

show high degrees of robustness and adaptability (Barabasi [13]), but on the other 

hand one often perceives that their operational performance is not always as 

expected. Examples can be found in various areas such as logistics (van 

Hillegersberg [68]), process networks (van der Aalst et al. [2]), computer networks 

(Foster et al. [49]) and business organisations (Camarinha-Matos et al. [25]). 

In the dissertation we regard networked systems as organisations of autonomous, 

collaborating entities, called agents. We are interested in optimizing the task-

handling behaviour of these organisations.  

Since learning systems are systems that automatically improve their performance 

with experience (Mitchell [95]), we study the use of learning mechanisms to improve 

the task-handling performance of organisations. Learning systems are commonly 

known as systems that can create models, generalise data, infer structures and 

relationships and adapt themselves to their environment.  

                                                
2  In general, a network, (or graph in mathematical literature), is a set of items, called elements, vertices 

or nodes, with connections between them, called links, or edges. We use the term ´network´ to stress 

the topology of an organisation that consists of connected elements.  
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Performance3 of organisations is commonly described on a global level, whereas 

actions and responsibilities lie at the level of the individual entities (Gershenson & 

Heylighen [55]).  

We are interested in how the learning capability of organisations is related to the 

learning capabilities of the individual elements (Stone & Veloso [123], Weiss & 

Dillenbourg [127]).  

 

Two different fields of research provided the context for our work: 

1. Computing grid infrastructures (networks of computer resources) 

2. Collaborative network organisations (networks of collaborating business 

organisations) 

 

Within these fields of research, we participated in two research programs that dealt 

with the subject of network management in a broad scope. Before we explain our 

role and focus in these projects, we first introduce the context of each field of 

research. Then, we explain how we describe elements of both fields in terms of 

agent organisations. 

 

1.1.1 Computing grid infrastructures 

A computing grid infrastructure is a large scale computer network designed to share 

computer resources for doing large volumes of calculations and data storage 

(Foster [48]). Grid infrastructures are typically used in weather forecasting, physics, 

bio-medical research, serious gaming and simulations. 

The Virtual Lab for e-science (VL-e) project (Hertzberger & Vos [65], Hertzberger 

[66]) focussed on bringing together distributed computing, high performance 

networking and development of scientific applications. Within the subprogram 

“Scaling up to & validating in real life applications” we worked on a grid 

infrastructure and focussed on its operational management.  

The analysis of malfunctioning behaviour of grid infrastructures is found to be 

difficult and time consuming (Foster et. al [49]). This holds certainly in cases where 

individual elements or subsections of the network appear to work well, while the 

                                                
3  In this dissertation we talk about performance of agents in terms of task-handling behaviour. We 

remark that, in general, there is no single best way to measure the performance. The kind and quality 

of performance depends on criteria that one formulates for such a network. One might distinguish for 

instance the quality of the task handled by the network, the number of tasks handled within a certain 

amount of time and so on. We are not interested in details about the techniques or criteria to quantify 

a certain kind of performance. With respect to our research we assume that the performance criteria 

used can be measured in an operational process, and can be quantified by a number. 
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collective performs below expected levels. From our experience in the field of grid 

computing we learned that cross-domain communication on performance issues is 

crucial to overcome that the networked infrastructure can, after relative periods of 

stability, break down unexpectedly and cause excessive management work. 

Our research concentrated on the development of collaborative learning 

mechanisms and the development of software that supports system administrators 

(Mulder et al. [100], Mulder & Jacobs [102]). 

1.1.2 Collaborative network organisations 

A collaborative network organisation (CNO) is a network that consists of multiple 

business organisations that collaborate in order to achieve common or compatible 

goals. Typical examples of CNOs are virtual organisations and enterprise networks. 

(Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [23]). The elements of the network are individual 

organisations, also called members, each having their own goals and operational 

processes. While each member acts within its own local environment to deliver a 

partial product or service, it collaborates and aligns its activities with others in order 

to achieve common goals. Today, the concepts of CNOs are well known but the 

aspects around their management are still subject to research (Karvonen et al. [79]). 

The European Collaborative Organisation LEADership initiative (ECOLEAD) was a 

research project about managing CNOs (Camarinha-Matos et al. [25]). Within the 

subprogram “Dynamic Virtual Organisation Management” we worked on distributed 

information management mechanisms and studied questions about performance 

measurement in networks of business organisations. Information management 

inside networks of business organisations is found to be crucial for their agility, i.e. 

their ability to adapt themselves to changes in their environment (Hodík et al. [70]). 

Our research in this project focussed on measuring performance indicating the 

degree of collaboration inside networks. We developed software that supports the 

process of information retrieval and calculation of performance indicators (Mulder & 

Meijer [99]). The software supports managers in their task of managing the 

performance of the collaborative organisation networks. 

1.1.3 Collaborative agent organisations 

The elements of grid infrastructures as well as the elements of collaborative network 

organisations can be described in terms of collaborating autonomous entities, 

called agents. Agents are powerful natural metaphors for conceptualizing, designing 

and implementing complex distributed systems (Jennings [78], Wooldridge [132]). 

There are many definitions of the concept of agents. Depending on the purpose, 

scientific discipline and context, different characteristics of agent based systems are 

used to define what they are (Moonen [96]).  
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The most commonly agreed characteristics of agents are:  

- Autonomy: agents have their own goals and fulfil their own tasks,  

- Communication: agents can interact with other agents in their environment, 

- Local task-handling: agents perform tasks using rules and objectives 

defined in their local environment. 
 

Definition: An agent is an entity that performs autonomously, communicates 

with its local environment and other agents, and executes tasks.  
 

A task may consist of sub tasks. When agents collaborate in handling a task, each 

agent may be assigned one of the subtasks.  
 

Definition: A task is a description of work to be carried out, containing a 

description of the associated sets of input and targeted output. 
 

In the dissertation we also use the term job which is more or less the same as a 

task, except that it is used from the perspective of the environment that wants an 

agent to do work, instead of the perspective of the agent that has to execute this 

work. 

A group of agents is commonly known as a multi-agent-system (MAS) (Parunak 

[107]). In a MAS agents can collaborate on the execution of their tasks. (Lee et.al. 

[84]). In this dissertation we stress the aspect of collaboration and use the following 

definition of a collaborative agent organisation: 
 

Definition: A collaborative agent organisation is a group of agents that work 

together in order to reach one or more common goals. 
 

A collaborative agent organisation can itself be modelled as an agent: the 

organisation as a whole interacts with the environment in which it exists. With 

respect to this environment, a collaborative agent organisation has its own goals 

and tasks. Furthermore, the elements of one collaborative agent organisation may 

interact with elements of another collaborative agent organisation, forming yet a 

different organisation. In such a context one may speak of an organisation 

consisting of organisations. Figure 1.1 depicts an agent organisation that is 

comprised of two other agent organisations. 

The notion of collaborative agent organisations enables us to address our two case 

environments on the same level of abstraction. Furthermore, the various software 

systems that we developed also consist of components that collaborate in their 

tasks. The design and implementation of these systems is based on software 

agents. Software agents are individual computer programs that collaborate with 

each other to perform distributed modelling tasks.  
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Figure 1.1: Two collaborative agent organisations forming yet a larger one. The agents are 

represented by circles (dark – and light circles). The lines between them represent their 

capabilities to communicate with each other. 

In this dissertation we regard three types of collaborative agent organisations: 
 

1. A computing grid infrastructure consists of numerous computing elements that 

belong to the domain of a participating member. These components act 

autonomously and are controlled by local system administrators. The 

components fulfil computational tasks and communicate with each other. A 

grid infrastructure can be regarded as a collaborative agent organisation 

consisting of computing elements and administrators. Using the notion of 

agents, we can describe a grid infrastructure as follows: 
 

A computing grid infrastructure is regarded as a collaborative agent 

organisation in which the computing elements and human system 

administrators are modelled as agents. 
 

2. A collaborative network organisation (CNO) consists of individual business 

organisations, called members, that collaborate in order to fulfil one or more 

common goals. Each member acts autonomously, performs its own local 

tasks, and communicates with other members to align its processes and 

contribute to one or more common goals. We describe a CNO in terms of 

agents as follows: 
 

A collaborative network organisation is regarded as a collaborative 

agent organisation in which the individual member organisations are 

modelled as agents. 
 

3. The software agents that we have developed in our work do collaborate in their 

information retrieval and modelling tasks, forming a collaborative agent 

organisation.  

 

A group of software agents forms a collaborative agent organisation in 

which the agents share common tasks. 
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1.1.4 Learning agent organisations 

Learning can be considered either a process or a task. As a process, learning is 

generally understood as the act of creating a model from observations, and 

generalizing that model to such an extent that it also explains future observations. 

Learned models are used in decision making processes and influence the task-

handling behaviour of the system.  

Learning can also be considered as a task, which can be performed by an agent 

or group of agents. A group of agents that collaborates in solving a distributed 

learning problem, is a collaborative agent organisation that handles a learning task. 

When the results of a learning task are used to improve the performance of a 

different task, we speak of learning as a process. When an organisation of agents 

improves on its own task-handling performance, we speak of a learning 

organisation.  

 

 

Definition: A learning agent organisation is a collaborative agent organisation 

that is able to create models of its own task-handling behaviour and use these 

models in order to improve its performance with experience. 
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1.2 Research 

1.2.1 Problem 

Networked systems, described in terms of agent organisations, cope with 

challenges in managing their task-handling behaviour. We want to understand how 

learning mechanisms can reduce those efforts and improve the task-handling 

performance.  

Performance optimisation using a traditional centralized point of view is found to be 

obsolete and undoable (Wedde et al. [126]). Instead, decentralized, adaptive and 

collaborative approaches are found to be more suitable.  

 

1.2.2 Research questions 

Our main research question is: 

 

- How can learning agent organisations make use of local learning 

mechanisms to improve their global operational performance? 

 

In order to be able to address this question properly, make the research workable, 

and use the right level of abstraction, one needs to have an adequate descriptive 

model of a learning agent organisation. We therefore ask ourselves: 

 

- What is a formal (descriptive) model of a learning agent organisation that 

we can use to study its learning capabilities and what are the basic 

ingredients of a framework based on such a model? 

 

Questions on the level of case-environments and framework experiments are: 

 

- How can we model patterns of successive events that occur in volatile 

multi domain networks? 

- What is a practical approach to model the job handling behaviour of a grid 

computing environment? 

- How can we measure performance indicators in a collaborative business 

organisation network? 
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1.2.3 Scope and objective 

Learning tasks by means of agents, a field known as Multi Agent Learning (Sen & 

Weiss [116]), has been studied widely. Some studies focus on distributed 

algorithms and applications (Eugster [44], Jennings [77], Lynch [88], Shoham et al. 

[120]), others look more into collaboration from a process or business point of view 

(van der Aalst [2], Picard [108], Senge [117]). However, formal studies on global 

learning in relation to the learning capacities of the individual agents are not covered 

by these works. Also in the domain of Machine Learning, the discipline that studies 

learning mechanisms (Mitchell [95], van Someren and Urbancic [122]), the learning 

capabilities of collaborative agent organisations are to our best knowledge 

insufficiently addressed. We therefore pose the following hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis: The ability of an organisation to learn, i.e. to adapt itself to 

changes and experiences in its environment, depends on 1) the learning 

behaviour of its individual members, 2) the capacity of communicating results 

and models to other members of the organisation, and 3) the capability of the 

individual members to adapt their behaviour. 

 

The focus of the dissertation is on learning capabilities of collaborative agent 

organisations with applications in the area of grid computing infrastructures as well 

as in collaborative business network organisations.  

We restrict ourselves to event modelling and assume the structures can be 

represented in terms of regular languages. Our modelling techniques therefore 

focus on the inference of Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). Since our interest is 

on causal event structures, we did not use probabilistic DFA‟s (Dupont et al. [40]) or 

timed automata (Verwer [125]). 

We recognise that there are many other areas in the field of multi agent learning 

that do contribute to our overall aim of network performance improvement but 

which, for practical reasons could not be included in the scope of this work. 

Examples are agent-based reasoning, knowledge mining and ontology negotiation 

(Diggelen et al. [37]), human-agent interaction (Heerink et al. [62]), agent 

coordination strategies (Ghijsen et al. [57]) and routing protocols (Royer [112]). 

 

The objective of the work described in this dissertation is to get a better 

understanding of learning and collaboration processes in collaborative agent 

networks and to develop mechanisms that use local learning techniques that 

support global performance optimisation.  
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1.3 Approach 

Our approach is driven by interests in fundamental learning problems and is 

strongly based on engineering and design activities that solve practical issues in 

industry.  

Our research started with a focus on network performance management in the 

domain of computing grid infrastructures (Foster et al. [49], Michaud [94]). We 

developed software agents that support performance management. Significant work 

in this field, in particular on the reduction of workload on operational management 

and detection of hidden performance bottlenecks has been done by Adriaans ([3], 

[8], [9]). Data-mining algorithms were applied on information stored in large 

computer networks. We continued and extended the work of Adriaans with learning 

agents and applied our methods in complex networked environments with 

topologies that go beyond the borders of single enterprises.  

 

In chapter 3 we describe how software agents might collaborate in learning 

grammatical structures. We develop a collaborative learning mechanism. Individual 

learners observe local datasets and combine their models in order to obtain global 

models. Given some data in the form of a sequence of events, the aim is to find the 

underlying laws or regularities that produce this data. We extend earlier work on 

grammar induction and show how it can be used to learn structures in distributed 

datasets. The learners are implemented as software agents. 

In chapter 4 we describe how these software agents support grid administrators 

in their task of operational grid management. Using the perspective of collaborative 

agent organisations, different types of organisations, i.e. the software agents and 

grid infrastructure, join. The combined organisation has a goal to improve the task-

handling performance of the grid infrastructure. Software agents infer structures in 

the network-events and system administrators make use of that information in their 

decision making. The organisation as a whole, thus the software agents together 

with the computing elements and system administrators, is regarded as a learning 

agent organisation: the software agents support and influence the decision making 

of the system administrators, which in turn control the computing elements. 

In chapter 5 we look at collaborative network organisations and study the use of 

software agents to support operational network management. The managers obtain 

performance indicator information that is retrieved by the collaborating software 

agents. The collaboration of software agents with the managers transform the whole 

into a learning agent organisation. 

Our experiences in both case environments have led to a shift in our approach, 

turning it towards the perspective of self-organisation rather than a perspective of 

distributed modelling combined with a need for global models.  
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In chapter 6 we focus on fundamental questions about learning agent organisations. 

We look at agent organisations in which the agents work together in handling series 

of tasks that are defined by an external environment. The agents also collaborate in 

modelling the structure of these tasks. Each agent has local learning capabilities 

and collaborates with other agents in its learning process. We study the learning 

capability of these organisations and propose a formal framework. Using this 

framework we study the influence of local learning mechanisms on the global task-

handling behaviour of the organisation. 

1.4 Outline 

Chapter 1 contains the motivation and scope of our research. It introduces the 

problem domain and formulates the research questions.  

Chapter 2 contains some necessary theoretical background on agents, grammar 

induction and learning by compression.  

Chapter 3 describes mechanisms used to learn from multiple isolated data sets.  

Chapter 4 describes our work in the environment of grid infrastructures. The 

mechanisms described in chapter 3 are applied to a software system that is 

developed to support an operational grid environment. 

Chapter 5 is about our efforts in the environment of business organisation 

networks. We look at collaboration performance indicators and discuss our agent 

based information retrieval system as it is used in business organisation networks. 

Chapter 6 describes a theoretical framework and experiments on learning 

capabilities of self-organizing networks. Using simulations we study how agents 

contribute to global performance improvements using local modelling techniques. 

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses the results of our work. We 

end the dissertation with a section in which we discuss our thoughts on the 

industrial valorisation by means of a practical outlook. 

 

Appendix A describes engineering and development details.  

Appendix B contains details about the log files in the grid case. 

Appendix C contains details about the indicator information request files. 

Appendix D discusses our findings about the rise of the CNS expertise group. 
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Figure 1.2 shows the structure of the dissertation in terms of related areas of 

interest. The grey shaded areas represent existing, state of the art, fields of study. 

Areas that are partly greyed denote existing fields of research which have been 

extended with respect to the scope of our work. White areas denote new 

contributions as treated in this dissertation. The arrows denote that one particular 

field, subject or systems evolves from the other. The grey words indicate some 

related industrial or scientific disciplines. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Subject overview 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

This chapter summarizes a few theoretical concepts necessary to understand the context and 

mind-set behind the subject of the dissertation. The sections can be read independently of 

each other. Section 2.1 discusses some background of agent based systems and explains 

the various contexts in which agents are used within the scope of this dissertation. Section 

2.2 is about learning in distributed environments. Section 2.3 explains the basics of grammar 

induction which is narrowed to inferring deterministic finite automata in section 2.4. Section 

2.5 briefly addresses the notion of learning by compression. Section 2.6 elaborates on 

learning in dynamic environments and explains the concept of adaptive modelling. Section 

2.7 completes the chapter with a brief section about self-organisation. 

 

 

2.1 Agent based systems 

In this dissertation the notion of agents is used in three different, but related, 

contexts:  

 Modelling networked systems, 

 Developing software systems using distributed software techniques,  

 Distributed problem solving and design of collaborative learning mechanism. 

2.1.1 Modelling  

The concept of agents allows for abstractions and lets one describe systems in 

terms of how they interact and work. This can be done from a practical 

(Hillegersberg [68]) or an information theoretical (Crutchfield [32]) perspective. 

Although there are commonalities in the definitions used, the focus of interest is 

different when agents are regarded from theoretical, mechanical, or technical points 

of view. In general autonomy is the most widely accepted characteristic. An agent is 

a system that is capable of autonomous action in its environment in order to meet its 

design objectives. (see definition in chapter 1) 
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In the field of robotics and artificial intelligence, agents are characterized as 

autonomous entities that have sensors and actuators (Russel and Norvig [113]). 

Examples are humans (having eyes as sensors, hands as actuators), robots (having 

cameras as sensors, wheels as actuators) but also business organisations (having 

humans both as sensors and actuators) and software agents (having input-

interfaces as sensors and method calls on other agent as actuators). When used in 

practical applications, for example in the fields of logistics and planning, agents are 

often regarded from the perspective of communication and collaboration (Fox et. al 

[50], Rodriques et. al [111], Marik and McFarlane [91]). 

 

Agent based models (Wooldridge [132]) are used to model complex real-world 

networked systems, making it easier to understand and improve those systems. 

 

Definition: An agent-based model is a computational model of actions and 

interactions of autonomous entities created to assess their effects on the 

system as a whole.  

 

Agent-based models can be used to simulate simultaneous operations in an attempt 

to re-create and predict the appearance of complex phenomena. In the 1990s, 

distributed computing technologies gave significant momentum to the use of agent-

based models (Axelrod [12], Bonabeau [20], Shoham & Leyton-Brown [120]). Agent 

based models are commonly used for modelling decentralized systems in which the 

level and kind of interaction between the system elements varies from informative 

(Michaud et al. [94]), cooperative (Rodriques et. al [111]) to collaborative4 (Fox et. al 

[50]) kinds.  

 

A related field is known as the area of complex adaptive systems (CAS). CAS are 

networks of entities (cells, populations of species, individuals, firms, nations) that 

interact with each other in a complex and continuous way (Dooley [39]). The control 

of a CAS tends to be highly dispersed and decentralized. Coherent behaviour in the 

system often arises from competition, cooperation or collaboration among the 

agents. The difference in the concepts of Multi Agent Systems (MAS), CAS and our 

notion of collaborative agent organisations is small: 1) a CAS does not necessarily 

need to consist of agents and 2) one can argue that a collaborative agent 

organisation can be considered as a MAS with a focus on the collaboration 

capabilities. 

                                                
4 There is a difference between cooperation and collaboration. Cooperation is about individual 

contributions to a common goal, communicating orders and results. Collaborating is a more tightly 

way of cooperating; agents that collaborate, share information during the execution of their tasks in 

order to better align their processes with each other. 
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2.1.2 Engineering 

In our work we use a technical agent framework as a basis for the design and 

implementation of our software systems that support the management of networked 

systems. Agents are widely used in the design and implementation of distributed 

systems (Caire [26], Luck [86]). Agent based software engineering is a common 

design and build paradigm (Jennings [77], Yolum [133]); systems are composed of 

pieces of autonomous software, forming the basis of large scale loosely coupled 

systems. There are many areas of application (Bellifemine et al. [16], Jennings & 

Wooldrigde [76]). One of them relates to the field of network management (Di Marzo 

Serugendo [36], Foster [49], Michaud [94]).  

The necessities for designing and building systems in complex, open 

environments by means of agents become clear when the application domain 

involves a number of distinct problem solving entities (or data sources) that are 

physically or logically distributed (in terms of their data, control, expertise, or 

resources) and which need to interact with one another in order to solve problems 

(Moonen [96]). Systems whose capabilities and parameters are likely to need to 

change over time, or are treated differently across multiple organisational domains, 

benefit from the scalability aspects of agent systems (Stone & Veloso [123]).  

The state-of-the-art methodologies and notations for the development of agent-

based systems was surveyed by Bauer [14]. Agent Oriented Software Engineering 

(Zambonelli et al. [134]) methods extend traditional design methodologies. It is 

common to use four engineering phases (Mes et al. [92]): decomposition of the 

system into functionalities, assignment of functionalities to agents, definition of 

interaction protocols and the design of the decision-making capabilities and action-

criteria of the agents. 

2.1.3 Distributed problem solving 

Historically, agents are used in the area of distributed problem solving. They play an 

important role in the research fields of distributed artificial intelligence, distributed 

learning and distributed problem solving (Weiss and Dillenbourg [127]). Distributed 

problem solving involves the collective effort of multiple entities to combine their 

knowledge, information, and capabilities to develop solutions to problems that 

cannot be solved by a single entity (Durfee [41]). 

Finding structures in network-events is a distributed learning problem in which 

multiple learners collaborate. A learner can be implemented in the form of a software 

agent. The agent acts as a problem-solver and that collaborates with other agents in 

order to develop solutions to the distributed learning problem. In chapter 3 we 

describe a distributed learning mechanism that uses agents that collaborate in a 

grammar induction task. 
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2.2 Learning in distributed environments 

Learning systems are systems that automatically improve with experience (Mitchell 

[95]). Collaborative learning is regarded as a learning task that is carried out by a 

group of individual learners. Collaborative learning strategies and algorithms are 

applied in cases where constraints hamper the use of single learning methods. 

There are many strategies and algorithms that let a group of learners share 

hypotheses and results in order to fulfil a learning task (Cervone [27]). Some 

algorithms are designed to deal with communication- or data availability constraints 

in their environment whilst others are designed to improve an individual learning 

goal or the performance of a weak learning algorithm.  

In cases where communication- and privacy constraints prevent environments 

from having all data accessible from a single place, learning tasks must be carried 

out by multiple learners. One kind of collaborative learning is therefore known as 

distributed learning (Lynch, [88]). Distributed algorithms are algorithms designed to 

run on hardware consisting of many interconnected processors. Pieces of a 

distributed algorithm run concurrently and independently, each with only a limited 

amount of information. Distributed algorithms are commonly applied using divide 

and conquer techniques; data is distributed to multiple intermediate structures and 

results are gathered into one output.  

A second kind of collaborative learning is known as transfer learning (Haskell 

[61]). It refers to methods in which a learned model from one particular learner is 

used to improve or bias the learning of a second learner. This is also known as 

iterative learning (Kirby [80]), in which collaborative methods are designed such as 

to meet the constraint of a weak performance of a single, individual learning 

algorithm. The approach is based on Darwenian type evolutionary algorithms; new 

learners are generated by processes of mutation and recombination guided by 

hypotheses (Michalski et al. [93]). In successive time steps, each learner sees some 

data, forms a hypothesis about the process that has produced that data, and 

generates data to be fed into next generation learners.  

Another popular and commonly known learning technique is reinforcement 

learning (Chalkiadakis et al. [28], Sutton and Barto [124], Bosoniu et al. [21]) which 

is an unsupervised learning method that is suitable for learning in unknown 

environments based on local experiences. A reinforcement learner learns by trial 

and error while getting rewards from its environment. Challenges in this field are to 

coordinate the learning behaviour of the learners. Other popular learning terms 

commonly heard in the field of collaborative learning are boosting and co-training 

(Blum [17]). Boosting refers to a general method of producing prediction rules by 

combining rough and moderately inaccurate weaker rules. Using a boosting 

algorithm, individual weak learners carry out learning tasks in sequential time steps. 
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Boosting algorithms are algorithms that run on top of other algorithms. Another 

technique commonly known is Co-training, a method for learning a classification 

task from a small set of labelled data and a large set of unlabeled data, using 

separate, but redundant, views on the data.  
 

From an agent-perspective, collaborative learning is a task that is carried out by 

agents in a multi agent system (Sen & Weiss [116]). There are three classes of 

learning mechanisms that make multi-agent learning different from single-agent 

learning (Weiss & Dillenbourg [127]). In the first class, multiplicated learning, 

multiple learners learn independently of each other; their interactions do not impact 

their individual learning processes. There may be interactions among the agents, 

but these interactions just provide input which may be used in the other agents' 

learning processes. The individual learners may use the same or a different learning 

algorithm. Each individual learner typically pursues its own learning goal without 

explicitly taking care of the other agents' learning goals and without being guided by 

the wish or intention to support the others in achieving their goals. (The learning 

goals may mutually supplement each other, but this is more an „emerging side 

effect‟ than the essence of multiplicated learning).  

The second class, divided-learning, is characterized by a single learning task that 

is divided among several agents. In order to achieve the desired learning effects, the 

division of tasks can either be based on decisions on the functional aspects of the 

algorithm or based on the characteristics of the data to be processed. The agents 

involved in divided learning have a shared overall learning goal. The division of the 

learning algorithm or task is typically done by the system designer and is not a part 

of the learning process itself. Interaction is required for putting together the results 

achieved by the different agents, but as in the case of multiplicated learning this 

interaction does only concern the input and output of the agents' learning activities.  

The third class, interactive learning considers agents that interact during learning. 

In the case of interactive learning the interaction is a more dynamic activity that 

concerns the intermediate steps of the learning process. Interaction, is an essential 

part and ingredient of the learning process. An agent involved in interactive learning 

does not so much act as a generalist or a specialist, but as a „regulator‟ who 

influences the learning path and as an „integrator‟ who synthesizes the conflicting 

perspectives of the different agents involved in the learning process. Note that the 

three classes are not disjoint, but are of different complexity and partially subsume 

one another: divided learning includes elements of multiplied learning, and 

interactive learning includes elements of divided learning. 

In multi agent systems, all three learning mechanisms may occur simultaneously on 

different levels and with different, but related, purposes. 

Our software agents share tasks as well as models. Their learning mechanisms can 

be classified both as multiplicated learning as well as interactive learning. 
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2.3 Grammar induction 

In our work we use grammar induction for modelling successive events that occur in 

networked systems. In fact, this means that we try to learn the grammatical rules 

that produce those structures. An extensive overview of the field of grammar 

induction and grammatical inference methods is provided by de la Higuera ([67]). 

In a grammar induction process, a learning algorithm is used to obtain a set of 

rules, i.e. a grammar, that explains the structure of a given set of data. The aim is to 

learn from sample data, usually a list of sentences, an unknown grammar which 

explains this data. This grammar is captured in a model that can be used to verify 

whether unknown samples follow the rules of the grammar. The model takes 

sequences of symbols as input (sentences) and produces a binary classification as 

output, indicating whether that sentence belongs to the language or not.  

The type of models that are commonly used to represent grammars and classify 

languages are automata.  

2.3.1 Language theory and Automata 

Formal Language Theory aims at characterizing the possibility of learning a certain 

class of languages given a specification of the conditions under which learning has 

to take place. 

 

Formally, a language is defined as follows: 

 

Definition: a language is defined as any subset of ∑* , where ∑ is a fixed finite 

set of symbols, called the alphabet of the languages to be considered, and ∑* 

is the set of all finite strings of elements5 of ∑. 

 

Definition: a grammar is a set of rules that characterises a group of languages. 

  

                                                
5 In mathematical logic and computer science, the Kleene star (or Kleene operator or Kleene closure) is 

a unary operation, either on sets of strings or on sets of symbols or characters. The application of the 

Kleene star to a set V is written as V*. If V is a set of symbols or characters then V* is the set of all 

strings over symbols in V, including the empty string. 
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Languages can be categorized based on their syntactic structures. In terms of the 

elements of a syntactic structure, a language is the collection of all strings of 

terminal symbols that can be generated from a given start symbol using so-called 

productions.  

 terminal symbols <t>; the collection of words, or symbols in the language.  

 non-terminal symbols <nt> the collection of descriptive parts of speech of 

the language (sentence, noun, verb, adjective, …)  

 productions; rules that describe how the non-terminals may be replaced by 

strings of terminals and non-terminals.  

 start symbol; a non-terminal used to start every derivation. 

To illustrate this, we look at a formal definition of the language of all fully 

parenthesized expressions that can be formed over the four arithmetic operations 

using a single letter A through Z as place holders for variables and numbers. 

A grammar that explains a construction like for example ((   ) (   )) is then 

given by:  L = (<exp>, T, N, P) where  

 T = {A..Z,  +, -, *, /} 

 N = {<exp>,<term>, <op>} 

and P is the set of so-called „productions‟: 

 <exp> ::= <term> | ( <term><op><term>) 

 <op> ::= + | - | * | / 

 <term> ::= <exp> | A | … | Z 

 

Chomsky distinguished the syntactic complexity of languages by considering four 

broad categories of languages, which are distinguished by how complex their 

productions can be. 

Language type Allowed productions  Automaton 
„Regular‟  
 

<nt> ::= t <nt> or  <nt> ::=<nt> t 
<nt> ::= t 
for all non terminals <nt> and all terminals t.  

Finite  

„Context Free‟  
 

<nt> ::= any string of t and <nt> 
This is a very rich category of languages. This 
category includes all programming languages, and 
the sample language described above.  

PushDown  

„Context 
Sensitive‟ 
 

any string of <nt>::= any other string of <nt> and t 
where the length of the string on the right is greater 
than or equal to that the string on the left.  

Linear 
Bounded 

„Unrestricted‟/ 
„Recursively 
enumerable‟  

any string of <nt>::= any other string of <nt> and t 
with no restrictions on the lengths of the strings 
involved in the substitutions. 

Turing 
Machines 

Table 1, Chomsky hierarchy of languages 
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2.3.2 Language Learnability 

In a landmark paper (Gold, [58]) the idea of identification in the limit is introduced as 

a paradigm to study language learning. At the beginning of the learning process a 

student and a teacher select a class of languages L. The teacher consequently 

selects an element Li   L and starts to produce example sentences from Li. 

After each example the student is allowed to update his guess for the language 

the teacher has selected. We expect the teacher to be an informer for the language 

i.e. each sentence from Li will be produced in the limit. The class of languages L is 

considered to be identifiable in the limit from positive information if the student can 

for each language in L reach a stable guess in a finite amount of time on the basis of 

only positive examples. 

2.3.3 Automata 

An automaton (plural: automata) is a mathematical model that, given an input of 

symbols, jumps through a series of states according to a certain transition function. 

The transition function tells the automaton which state to go to next given a current 

state and a current symbol.  

Automata theory is closely related to formal language theory. Automata are often 

classified by the class of formal languages they are able to recognize. In formal 

language theory one talks about an alphabet, which is set of symbols, denoted by , 

strings (sequences of symbols) and languages, defined as a set of strings. 

Languages are categorized by grammars, covering the underlying rules, which can 

be represented by automata. 

An overview of different kinds of automata that are used to identify languages over 

event sequences is given by Verwer. ([125]). In this work he elegantly stresses the 

fact that the behaviour, or working, of real life systems is usually described using 

descriptions of state and transitions. He notices the importance of timed-automata. 

These automata include the information about the time that a transition takes to 

bring a system from one state to another. 

 

An automaton can be deterministic or non-deterministic. The difference between a 

deterministic automaton and a non-deterministic automaton is that a non-

deterministic automaton can have multiple transitions for one particular symbol or 

may not have a transition for each symbol in the alphabet. In a deterministic 

automaton each state has a transition for every symbol in the alphabet.  

For practical reasons, transitions that are not allowed are not drawn, unless they 

explicitly denote a negative example. An non-deterministic automaton can be 

transformed to a deterministic automaton using a subset algorithm (Hopcroft [74]).  
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Such a step can be expensive in terms of computational complexity: the 

identification of sets of nodes on the original graph in the resulting deterministic 

graph implies an exponential computational complexity as there are 2N sets of 

nodes in an original graph of N nodes. 

 

In our work, we model structures that can be represented by the class of regular 

languages. (see also section 2.4.3)  

A specific subset within the class of regular languages is the set of finite languages. 

Finite languages are obviously regular as one can create a regular expression that is 

the union of every word in the language, and thus are regular.  

Regular languages can be modelled by means of Deterministic Finite Automata 

(DFA). For every DFA there is a regular language and every regular language can be 

represented by a DFA. 

For input of infinite length, one uses Büchi automata6. Context Sensitive languages 

cannot be modelled by means of a DFA. Instead, pushdown automata7 (PDA) and 

Linear bounded automata (LBA)8 are used.  

 

                                                
6 A Büchi automaton is the extension of finite state automata to infinite word lengths. A word is accepted 

if the automaton goes through some designated states infinitively often. 

7 A Pushdown Automaton (PDA) is a finite automaton that can make use of a stack containing data. 

Every context-free grammar can be transformed into an equivalent pushdown automaton. The 

derivation process of the grammar is simulated in a leftmost way. Where the grammar rewrites a non-

terminal, the PDA takes the topmost non-terminal from its stack and replaces it by the right-hand part 

of a grammatical rule (expand). Where the grammar generates a terminal symbol, the PDA reads a 

symbol from input when it is the topmost symbol on the stack (match). In a sense the stack of the 

PDA contains the unprocessed data of the grammar, corresponding to a pre-order traversal of a 

derivation tree. Pushdown automata differ from finite state machines in two ways:  1)They can use the 

top of the stack to decide which transition to take. 2) They can manipulate the stack as part of 

performing a transition. 

8 A Linear Bounded Automaton (LBA) is a restricted form of a nondeterministic Turing machine. It 

possesses a tape made up of cells that can contain symbols from a finite alphabet, a head that can 

read from or write to one cell on the tape at a time and can be moved, and a finite number of states. It 

differs from a Turing machine in that while the tape is initially considered to have unbounded length, 

only a finite contiguous portion of the tape, whose length is a linear function of the length of the initial 

input, can be accessed by the read/write head. This limitation makes an LBA a more accurate model 

of computers that actually exist than a Turing machine in some respects. The only restriction placed 

on grammars for such languages is that no production maps a string to a shorter string. Thus no 

derivation of a string in a context-sensitive language can contain a sentential form longer than the 

string itself. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between linear-bounded automata and such 

grammars, no more tape than that occupied by the original string is necessary for the string to be 

recognized by the automaton. 
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Definition:  a Deterministic Finite Automaton   is defined as a 5-tuple 

  *          +  

 

Where 

 

  is a finite non-empty set of states, 

  is a finite non-empty set of input symbols, input alphabet, 

        the transition function, 

     the start state, 

    the final states or accepting states 

 

 

Automata can be represented in the form of graphs. Figure 2.1 shows an example of 

a graph of a DFA. The nodes represent the state of the system, and the edges 

correspond with the transitions. The accepting states are denoted with a double-

lined circle. One can see, by following the graph and concatenating the symbols of 

the edges that e.g. ab, aaab and aacbbb are strings that are accepted by the 

automaton. Examples of strings that are rejected (i.e. not accepted) are e.g. aab, 

abb, acb and so on.  

 

 

  *         +  

  *     +  

  *(   )    (   )    (   )    (   )    (   )    (   )   + 

   * + 

  *   + 

Figure 2.1: Example of a DFA 
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2.4 Learning Deterministic Finite Automata 

DFA-inference, or DFA-induction is the process of creating a DFA from a set of 

examples, which can be classified both positive (accepted) as well as negative (not 

accepted) (Cicchello & Kremer [29]). In general, when learning a DFA from a set of 

examples, one starts by building a tree out of the sequences of the symbols that 

occur in the examples. When represented by means of a graph, every string in the 

dataset is a path in the graph. In the learning process, also known as the 

generalisation process, one tries to reduce the number of branches and leaves by 

means of merging states. 

 

Figure 2.2 shows some examples of DFAs, created from three positive samples 

abcde, abcbcde, and abcbcbcde.  

The first DFA (1) shows the unfolded topology. This is called the maximum 

canonical automaton (MCA). 

The second DFA (2) is the prefix-tree-acceptor (PTA) type. Starting from its first 

state (marked with a dot), transitions can be carried out sequentially ending in an 

accepting end state (denoted by a the double-lined circle).  

The third DFA (3) in the figure shows a generalized version, i.e. it allows for the 

original samples to be accepted, but also other, “similar”, samples. As can be seen 

in this DFA, a generalization results in a DFA that contains symbol transitions that 

were not given in the original sample.  

The fourth DFA (4) is also a generalized form, but here an extra constraint, called 

adjacency is added. It forbids state transitions that result in neighbouring symbols 

which were not neighbours in any sentence of the sample. Compared to the third 

DFA, the adjacency constraint results in a model that does not accept the string 

ade. In some cases this limited generalization results in more intuitive or practical 

models.  

The most generalized form is shown in the fifth DFA (5), this form is called the 

Universal Automaton (UA).  
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1) 

 

 

2) 

 

3) 

 

4) 

 

5) 

 

Figure 2.2: Example DFAs (1) maximal canonical DFA (MCA), (2) prefix tree acceptor (PTA), (3) 

folded DFA , (4) folded DFA with adjacency checks, (5) Universal automaton 

2.4.1 Generalization by merging states 

Since creating some DFA that is consistent with positive training data is trivial, 

namely the MCA or PTA, it is usual to add the constraint that the DFA should 

generalize to unseen test data. The process of making generalizations is called 

learning. By merging or clustering data using heuristics, the folding results in more 

generic DFAs, allowing unseen data to be classified as positive or negative. The 

smallest DFA that accepts all positive samples is of course the universal automaton, 

but this automaton has a poor generalization error9. We need a better criterion for 

smallest DFA. Given a finite positive data set representing an infinite regular 

language, the learning task is to find a DFA with minimum expected generalization 

error over the set of infinite regular languages consistent with the sample data. We 

use the principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL, see section 2.4.2) to identify 

such a DFA. 

The process of learning a DFA starts with a sample, consisting of a set of sentences 

that are supposed to be accepted (or rejected) by the target DFA. First, a prefix tree 

                                                
9 The generalization error of a model is a function that measures how far the student model is from the 

teacher model in average over the entire set of possible data that can be generated by the teacher 

after each iteration of the learning process. 
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acceptor (PTA) is built. This is the (tree-shaped) DFA that accepts exactly the 

sentences in the learning sample, and nothing else. Then, generalization (learning) 

takes place by merging states and making the resulting automaton deterministic 

again by applying further merges. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the process of merging two states. A merge of two states q 

and q‟ combines two states into one. This new state q‟‟ has the incoming and 

outgoing transitions of both q and q‟. When a merge introduces a non-deterministic 

choice, i.e. when q‟‟ is the source of two transitions with the same symbol, the target 

states of these are merged as well. Generalization takes place here. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: A merge of two states. On the left the original part of the automaton is shown, the 

states that are to be merged are surrounded by a dashed ellipse. In the middle the result of the 

merge is shown. After merging, determinization takes place. 

Formally, a derived DFA as a result of merging states, is defined by means of 

partitions and quotient-DFAs (Cornuéjols & Miclet [31]): 

An automaton   ⁄ , called the quotient automaton, denotes the automaton derived 

from automaton   with respect to the partition   of the set of states of  . It is 

obtained by merging states of  . The states belonging to the same subset, or 

block, B in   are merged in the quotient automaton. A particular quotient automaton 

belongs to a particular partition. During the process of generalizing automata, an 

algorithm (heuristic) is used to search through the set of possible partitions. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 : Illustration of a quotient automaton 
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Figure 2.4 shows an automaton   (left) and a derived quotient automaton   ⁄  

(right) with   {* + * + *   + *   +} 

 

Any accepting path in   is also an accepting path in   ⁄ . 

 

Definition: Given a DFA  , we define  ( ) as the set of strings that belong to 

a language   described by  . If an automaton      ⁄  is derived from 

automaton    ⁄  by means of a partition, then  (   ⁄ )    (     ⁄ ) 

 

Definition: A partition   of a set   is a set of nonempty subsets of   such that 

every element      is in exactly one of these subsets.  (   )     indicates 

the subset of the partition   of which   is an element. 

 

Definition: Let   *          + be a DFA.  

The quotient automaton   ⁄  *         (    )   + derived from   on the 

basis of a partition   of   is defined as follows: 

 

     ⁄  * (   )      + 

   *              + 

   (    )                           (   ) iff                    

and      (   ) 

 

 

Using the notion of quotient automata we can decrease or increase the generality of 

the automaton and the associated language inclusion hierarchies by means of 

respectively splitting or merging states. 
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2.4.2 Minimum Description Length (MDL) 

The 14th-century English logician William Occam stated that descriptions of the 

world, and models in general, should be as simple as possible. This principle, 

referred to as Occam‟s razor (to cut off Plato‟s beard of ideas) has had a decisive 

influence in the history of science (Domingos [38]). The principle of Occam‟s Razor 

says that from a large set of models that all explain the same thing or behaviour, the 

least complex model is the best model to use. The Minimum Description Length 

principle (MDL) is a commonly known implementation of Occam‟s way of selecting 

models. In the field of grammar induction methods MDL provides a useful solution 

to the model selection problem (Adriaans et al. [6]). 

MDL is an information theoretic approach to inductive inference that originated in 

algorithmic coding theory (Rissanen [110]). MDL is based on the fact that any 

regularity in a given set of data can be used to compress the data, i.e. to describe it 

using fewer symbols than needed to describe the data as itself. Data is described in 

terms of a code as compressed by the model and the goal of model selection is to 

identify the model, from a set of candidate models, that permits the shortest 

description length (code) of the data (Grünwald [60], Myung [103]). Although MDL 

has evolved in the last decades, our work uses its original, so called two-part-code 

description. 

 

Definition: The minimum description length principle (a.k.a. two-part code 

MDL): the best theory to explain a set of data is the one which minimizes the 

sum of the length in bits, of the description of the theory and the length in bits, 

of the data when encoded with the help of the theory.  

Let   ,  ,... be a list of candidate models, the best model    that describes 

the data   is the one that minimizes the sum  (  )   (    ) where 

 (  ) is the length, in bits, of the description of the model and  

 (    ) is the length in bits, of the description of the data when encoded with 

the help of the model.  

 

In chapter 3 we will explain in detail how we use MDL as a model-selection criterion 

in the process of learning DFAs. 

 

The principle of MDL tells us that, for a given set of models M and a dataset D, we 

should try to find the model of combination of models in M that compresses D the 

most. The compression can be described in terms of the two-part-code: a 

description of a model (model code), and a description of the data in terms of the 

model (data-to-model-code). An intuitive example is a repeating data pattern. We 

only need to describe the pattern that is generated (data-to-model-code) and some 

information about the way the pattern is repeated (model-code). More general, data 
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that belongs to a particular language could be described in terms of the grammar 

(the model-code) of the language and a set of indexes corresponding to an 

enumeration of the sentences in the data (data-to-model-code). A commonly placed 

remark is that MDL strikes a balance between how complex a model/hypothesis is 

and how much it explains the data. This can be explained by means of fitting a 

dataset using an n-th degree polynomial (Grünwald [60]) and resembles the intuitive 

feeling about the DFA models we obtain after generalization. 

2.4.3 Using DFAs for modelling successive network events 

In general, modelling processes in networked systems can be done using different 

techniques and mechanisms. For example Petri Nets (Winskel & Nielsen [131]) are 

used to model the interaction between asynchronous and parallel processes. 

Sequential patterns by means of probabilistic models, e.g. N-grams (Manning & 

Schütze [90]) or Hidden Markov models (Ephraim & Merhav [43]). Learning such 

models is done by finding optimal probability distributions of state transitions given 

a number of the states. Typically for Markov models is that all information about the 

future is contained in the present state; one does not need to examine the past to 

determine the future.  

In our work, we relate sequences of events and look for patterns in those 

sequences, while taking into account the history of paths in those patterns. We 

therefore use grammatical models. 

 

The rules for regular languages (see table on page 19) are  

 

<nt>:=t 

<nt>:=t<nt> 

 

In the case of monitoring network-events, the non-terminals <nt> correspond with 

the states of the system, the terminals <t> are the job-locations. E.g. when the 

system is at a certain state X, and a job goes from one location to another, the state 

of the system transforms to Y. The system has a limited number of states; 1) the 

number of network nodes is limited and 2) the job-paths are terminated either 

because the job gets executed or stays on a particular network node. A 

consequence of the Myhill–Nerode10 theorem is that a language L is regular if and 

only if the number of equivalence classes is finite. In our case, the equivalence 

classes correspond with the unique number of paths, which is a finite number. 

Furthermore, when looking at the so-called pumping lemmas for regular and context 

                                                
10 In the theory of formal languages, the Myhill–Nerode theorem provides a necessary and sufficient 

condition for a language to be regular or not. 

https://nlowa.logica.com/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_language
https://nlowa.logica.com/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/If_and_only_if
https://nlowa.logica.com/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/If_and_only_if
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free languages11 that define repeating patterns for regular languages to be like      

and for context-free languages to be like      , we can exclude the job-traffic 

patterns to be a context-free language: we don‟t expect to model events that first 

show up i times on node x, then at node z, followed by the same number of times on 

node y. Given the statements above, we consider DFA models as adequate for 

modelling job-handling behaviour. Although irregular behaviour can be modelled by 

Büchi automata because of their possible infinite loop situations, in practice we use 

fixed time-intervals in which the numbers of possible loops is finite. 

2.5 Learning by compression 

The previous sections explained that grammatical inference in general means to find 

laws or regularities underlying some given set of data. The grammar induction 

algorithms we use aim at constructing a grammar by means of incremental 

compression of the data set represented as a digraph or tree. The learning process 

takes the form of a guided incremental compression of the data set by means of 

merging or clustering of the nodes in the graph. The algorithms use heuristics to 

guide the model reduction.  

Regularity is closely related to compression; the more one is able to compress 

(describe in a compact manner) a set of data, the more regularities one has found in 

it and thereby, the more one has learned about the data. Theoretically, optimal 

compression represents the optimal interpretation of the data. Practically such a 

optimal compression cannot be computed.  

Until recently, the view of learning as algorithmic data compression did not seem 

to have much practical value. Although lots of learning algorithms in fact perform 

some kind of data compression, this was not a guiding principle of their design. 

Recently this perspective has changed. On one hand there are more applications of 

existing implementations of compression algorithms (Cilibrasi [30], Dalkilic [34]), on 

the other hand, there is a better understanding of the mathematics behind 

compression, such as the principle of MDL (Adriaans & Vitányi [7]) and the theory of 

Kolmogorov complexity (Li & Vitányi [85]). 

 

                                                
11 A pumping lemma is a statement that any language of a given class can be "pumped". A language 

can be pumped if any sufficiently long string in the language can be broken into pieces and these 

pieces can be repeated to produce an even longer string in the language. Thus, if there is a pumping 

lemma for a given language class, any language in the class will contain an infinite set of strings all 

produced by a simple rule given by the pumping lemma. 
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2.6 Adaptive modelling 

Collaborative agent organisations tend to be hard to manage because of their time 

dependent topologies, complex and chaotic behaviour. Complex systems 

(Boccaletti et al. [18], Newman et al. [105]) are systems with non-trivial topological 

features. Chaos is an intriguing feature of dynamic systems: changes applied to one 

agent influence the behaviour of others. In chaotic systems any uncertainty in the 

beginning produces rapidly escalating and compounding errors in the prediction of 

the system's future behaviour. (Devaney [35]). To be able to make long-term 

predictions of the behaviour of a chaotic system, the initial conditions must be 

known to an indefinite level of accuracy with respect to all possible states of that 

system, together with an evolution law that prescribes all future states. 

Modelling (in) collaborative agent organisations might be compared to weather 

forecasting. In order to make long-term forecasts we must constantly update our 

weather models so that we can improve the forecast gradually and increase the 

reliability of our forecast to an acceptable level. Static modelling learns the structure 

of a system that is static in time. As more information about the system is gathered, 

the possibility that the learner approximates to an adequate model grows. Once a 

model that explains the behaviour of the system is learned, there is no need to 

change it in the future. Adaptive modelling (Adriaans [5]) is about learning the 

structure of a system that changes in time. There is a relation between the rate at 

which models are generated and the change rate of the system. The role of adaptive 

modelling techniques is of vital importance for modelling the behaviour of 

collaborative agent organisations. 

In a distributed environment, adaptive modelling involves collaboration amongst 

the learning entities and their environment. For example, the modelling involves data 

retrieval and analysis over multiple datasets, sometimes even belonging to multiple 

domains. (Axelrod [12], Michaud [94], Hodík et al. [71], Mulder et al. [100]). Agents 

retrieve event-data and build models within their own domain. In order to obtain 

global models, the agents communicate and share their models. Instead of using 

learning techniques for modelling the behaviour of the whole network environment, 

such techniques are used for both modelling in local domains and combining those 

models into a global model. Chapter 3 discusses our collaborative modelling 

mechanism. 

 

There are a number of general motivations for preferring adaptive modelling above 

static modelling:  

 models often lag behind the actual network situation.  

 information of the environment is incomplete. It is very hard to gather all the 

information systematically, at a single moment of time. 
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 there are constraints on the availability and accessibility of monitoring data. 

 information is structured in domain-specific ways.  

 a gathering of all data at a single place is hardly feasible. 

 

Some of these motivations involve the volatile aspects of the environment; they 

account for the need of an adaptive way of learning. Other motivations involve the 

multiple-domain aspects; they plea for sharing individually retrieved models.  

Related to these motivations are the issues on centralised vs. decentralised 

modelling. Using a central controller for modelling and managing the network has 

many disadvantages: the controller usually needs current knowledge about the 

entire system, which implies communication links from every part of the system to 

the controller. This scales badly, and has the risk of a single failure that could bring 

the whole system down. On the other hand, decentralised modelling involves extra 

communication and data synchronisation efforts. 

2.7 Self-organisation 

Self-organisation12 refers to the effect of local rules in a set of interacting system 

elements, that cause a pattern or structure in the global behaviour of the set. 

(Heylighen [64]). In self-organizing phenomena the global behaviour of the set of 

elements seems to have no direct relation to the rules for local behaviour of the 

individual elements. Examples of self-organisation can be found in physics (e.g. the 

formation of snow crystals), biology (flocking birds) and computer science 

(autonomic computing)13. Self-organisation implies the creation of order in a system 

without a form of central coordination.  

Self-organisation is typically associated with systems that maintain an entropy that 

is different from the environment for a certain period of time. Systems that have a 

high unchanging entropy are not interesting from a learning point of view. Since 

there is no structure, there is nothing to learn from. But self-organizing systems do 

contain structures, allowing the process of learning of models which, in turn, can be 

used to optimise processes. 

The notion of self-organisation is found to be key to complex network 

management (Edmonds [42]). Complex networks are systems that consist of many 

                                                
12 The term self-organisation was first proposed by the cyberneticist W. Ross Ashby in the 1940s and 

developed among others by his colleague Heinz von Förster. During the 1960s and 1970s, the idea 

was picked up by physicists and chemists studying phase transitions and other phenomena of 

spontaneous ordering of molecules and particles. These include Ilya Prigogine, who received a Nobel 

Prize for his investigation of self-organizing “dissipative structures” 

13 http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic, visited on 07-03-2010 
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interacting components. The global behaviour of these interacting components 

cannot be described only in terms of local behaviour-rules of their single parts. 

Unlike classical modelling, which attempts to describe a system‟s behaviour in 

terms of deterministic behaviour of its components, the behaviour in complex 

systems cannot be modelled according to behavioural rules of their parts. As a 

result, modelling the behaviour of complex networks is a difficult task, certainly in 

cases where the topology is highly volatile. Self-organisation causes complex 

networks to tend to settle into recognizable behaviours, in spite of their intrinsic 

unpredictability. The coordination for the alignment of tasks and the order of the 

system is distributed and redundantly present in the system (Di Marzo Serugendo 

[36]). The lack of a centralized point of control reduces the risk of a single-point of 

failure that can reduce the performance of the system drastically.  

One can say that self-organisation typifies complex systems in general; these 

systems organize themselves so as to better cope with various internal 

perturbations and conflicts (Holland [72]). This allows them to evolve and adapt to a 

constantly changing environment. 

 

2.8 Summary 

In this chapter we have discussed some theoretical background. We explained the 

concept of agents from three perspectives: modelling, engineering and distributed 

problem solving. All of them are important in our work: we use agents to model 

collaborative organisations, we develop software agents to support the process of 

performance management and we look at organisations that can be modelled in 

terms of agents. 

We have presented the basics of automata and DFA induction. We also explained 

the concept of MDL, our strategy for generalizing DFAs. Together, the concept of 

collaborative learning and DFA inference are used in chapter 3 where we work out 

our collaborative learning mechanism and use it for modelling network events. We 

also explained the ideas behind the notion of learning by compression. On one 

hand this explains the ideas behind MDL, on the other hand it sets one‟s mind 

towards more fundamental questions on learning in terms of self-organisation which 

we will encounter in chapter 6. 
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3 COLLABORATIVE GRAMMAR 

MODELLING 

We present a methodology for learning structures of successive events that occur in multi 

domain agent organisations. First we explain the setting and mechanism, then we describe 

how we learn DFA models from network event-data. We explain how MDL is used and show 

how DFA models learned in single domains can be merged. 

3.1 Learning software agents 

3.1.1 L-agents and N-agents 

In this chapter we look at software agents that collaborate in a learning task. Our 

goal is to design a distributed learning mechanism that is able to learn structures in 

distributed datasets. To stay close to the main subject of the dissertation, one can 

think of the datasets to contain information about events, for example events that 

occur in a collaborative agent organisation that handles tasks. For simplicity we 

make a distinction between  agents that observe events and learn structures and 

agents that handle operational tasks. The two types of agents are labelled as N-

agents (network agents) and L-agents (learning agents). Note that the L-agents 

have a (learning)task which is not to be confused with the (generic) tasks of the N-

agents.  

The distinction between L- and N-agents allows us to explain our collaborative 

learning mechanism in which learning is considered as a task. We will in a later 

stage leave this explicit distinction (in chapter 6), where we consider learning more 

as a process than as a task, and regard learning in organisations more from a 

perspective of self-organisation. In this chapter, the L-agents will get implemented 

as software agents while the N-agents just represent the entities that belong to the 

organisation (network) of which we want to optimise the task-handling behaviour. 

The L-agents will implement our collaborative modelling mechanism, described in 

the second half of the chapter.  
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Using such a perspective one may talk about the management of one network 

carried out by the other. The task of the L-agents network is to model the behaviour 

of the N-agents network. The N-agents may use the models of the L-agents. The 

overall aim is to let the N-agents better understand the global behaviour of the 

network, and enable them to tune their own behaviour such as to improve the 

performance of the network as a whole. 

Since both types of networks interact which each other they can be regarded as 

one single network. Using the perspective of self-organisation, the whole can be 

seen as one single network that learns by itself. Agents in such a network influence 

each other in order to optimise the network. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the two different agent organisations. The learning agents are 

denoted with an L, the operational network agents are denoted with a N. The agents 

operate in a universe U. The grey oval-shaped platform indicates the environment of 

the N-agents, which consists of multiple organisational domains (represented by 

dotted ovals). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: A collaborative organisation of learning agents (L-agents) modelling the task-

handling behaviour of an organisation of other agents (N-agents). The interaction between the 

two organisations has to be understood in terms of information about events and communication 

of detected structures. 

An L-agent can observe events that occur in one particular domain of the network of 

N-agents only. Communication constraints withhold an L-agent to share detailed 

data across the organisational domain border. To be able to obtain models of the 

behaviour of the global network of N-agents, the L-agents are allowed to share their 

own local models. The collaborative task of the L-agents is to contribute to the 

optimisation of performance of the N-agents. Communication within the network of 
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L-agents is about their collaboration in their global modelling task. Communication 

inside the network of N-agents is solely about its originally intended operation to act 

in an environment U. Communication between the N-agents and L-agents is 

twofold: an N-agent provides an L-agent with event data and vice versa, and an L-

agent provides an N-agent with event models. An L-agent that learns carries out 

three steps; it observes data, it creates models and it generalizes these models.  

3.1.2 Learning local and global DFA models 

The task of the L-agents is to model the flow of events in networks of N-agents. The 

obtained (DFA-)models represent the structure of events to occur in the networks of 

N-agents. The general idea is that using the models of the L-agents, the N-agents 

can improve the structure of their processes and thereby improve their performance. 

Each L-agent observes event-data within its own domain and uses grammar 

induction to build local models of that data. The agents are allowed to share these 

models across the domains in order to obtain global, multi-domain models. 

In a learning task we deal with a large distributed set of event-data that is 

produced by the network of N-agents. We call this dataset the global dataset. A set 

of learners (L-agents) has the collaborative task to model this dataset. Each learner 

can only observe a part of the global dataset. Such a part, called the local dataset, 

represents event-data inside the domain that is visible to the learner. Thus, the 

global dataset represents event-data of the whole networked environment and a 

local dataset represents event-data within a certain domain of that environment. 

Using its local dataset, each learner builds its own models, called its local or 

individual models. These models reflect the grammatical structures in the local 

dataset. The learners share and merge their local models into a global model. Note 

that „global‟ here means „extended beyond local‟. In the limit, „global‟ covers the 

events from the „whole‟ or „total‟ organisation of N-agents.  

When a particular learner communicates a model to another learner, this model is 

received and treated as an hypothesis by the receiving agent. Hypotheses are 

merged into the receiving agents‟ global model. By means of merging models, each 

agent tries to obtain a global model of the events that occur in the organisation of N-

agents. A side effect of this mechanism is that since each L-agent is allowed to 

make decisions on the order of accepting and merging of the hypotheses, the 

global model of one L-agent can be different from that of other L-agents. In this way, 

our mechanism allows the organisation to have different versions of a possible 

global model of task-handling events of the N-agents organisation. Our main 

motivation for not using a central blackboard is scalability. Taking into account the 

communication constraints in our intended application domain, a practical reason 

for using at least two models per agent is that a clear separation can be maintained 

between local information and shared information.  
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3.2 Collaborative modelling  

3.2.1 Local DFA modelling 

Based on time intervals, we collect event data. Events are labelled with symbols. 

Successive events are represented by means of strings, called sentences, of 

concatenated symbols. Together, a set of sentences form a sample.  

Learning a DFA starts with a sample, consisting of a set of sentences that are 

supposed to be accepted (or rejected) by the target DFA. Then, generalization 

(learning) takes place by merging states. Decisions on merging are made using the 

principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL) (see section 2.4.2). The MDL score 

that we calculate for each DFA consists of two parts : the number of bits needed to 

encode the model and the number of bits needed to encode the sample, given the 

model (Adriaans & Jacobs [6], Mulder & Jacobs [102]). The MDL score is the sum 

of both parts. The lower the sum, the better the model is assumed to be.  

We used the “Blue-Fringe” algorithm (Lang et al. [83]) to determine the merge 

candidates. This algorithm maintains a core of “red” states, which are states of the 

final DFA, and a list of “blue” states, which are the states that are considered for 

either to be promoted to “red” or to be merged with a red state. This set of “blue” 

states consists of all children of “red” states that are not themselves “red” states. 

The “blue” states are the heads of sub-trees of the PTA. The algorithm uses MDL to 

decide on the next step, which is either to promote a “blue” state to “red” or to 

merge a “blue” state with one of the “red” states.  

Promoting a “blue” state to “red” does not alter the MDL score, since it does not 

change the DFA, and thus does not change the set of accepted sentences. 

Therefore, states are only promoted to “red” if all attempted merges result in a 

worse MDL score. To decide on a particular merging step, all possibilities are tried, 

the MDL score of each of the results is computed, and the best one is chosen, after 

which this whole process is repeated, until all states are “red” states. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The „blue-fringe‟ algorithm. The red states (labelled R) are the identified parts of the 

automaton. The blue states (labelled B) are the current candidates for merging.  
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DFA learning: merging states using „Red-Blue‟ and MDL 

 

Determine red-states and blue-states: Colour the start state red and its direct children 

blue 

while count(blue-states)>0 

for each blue-state 

   for each red-state 

try merge blue state and red-state  

call calcMDL returning MDLscore 

remember the situation that has the lowest MDLscore 

   endfor 

endfor 

 

if MDLscore<MDL_current_dfa then 

merge blue state with the red-state 

else 

promote first blue-state of the tree to a red-state 

endif 

 

determine new list of blue-states: color all direct children of red states blue 

 

endwhile 

Algorithm 3.1, individual DFA learning using the “Blue-fringe” algorithm and the principle of 

MDL for making decisions about merging states. 
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3.2.1.1 Calculation of the model code 

The first part, the number of bits necessary for the model,    , is based on the work 

of (Adriaans & Jacobs [6]) and calculated as follows: Suppose we have a DFA with 

n states and a number of transitions (edges) over an alphabet   of     symbols. To 

deal in a simple manner with the type notification of a node, i.e. whether it is 

accepting, or not, we include a generic accepting state in this number n. This gives 

us        possible state transitions. As each of these transitions can have n possible 

destinations, there are          possible DFAs with n states. There is considerable 

redundancy as for each permutation of state 2..n, the DFA is equivalent.  

The size of the model code is therefore equal to          (   )  and thus, the length 

of an index identifying one specific DFA is     ( 
        (   ) ) 

 

         (
        

(   ) 
)  

 

Our experiences were that in situations in which a DFA contains a high variation in 

the number of edges per state, an encoding based on counting edges instead of 

node-transitions results in a smaller, i.e. better model code. For those DFAs we used 

 

         (
(     )  (    )       

(   ) 
)  

 

or via a bit-table of size (     ) that encodes whether or not a state-symbol 

combination exists, giving: 

 

               (
        

(   ) 
)  

 

The practical approach we used is to calculate them all, and take the minimum. 

 

       (                ) 

 

3.2.1.2 Calculation of the data-to-model code 

We define an index set for a DFA A as the set that associates a unique natural 

number with each string that is accepted by A. The size of this index set determines 

the second part of the MDL score, i.e. the number of bits to code data given the 

model,     .  
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Suppose L is the maximum length of a sentence in the sample. Let S be the number 

of sentences in the sample. Obviously, this set of sentences is a subset of the set of 

all sentences with length less than or equal to L.  

Then we calculate the total number of sentences N with length less than or equal 

to L that are accepted by the model. This can be done in a trivial, brute force way by 

generating all possible sentences and verify whether they are accepted by the 

model, or in a more elegant way, by walking recursively back from the end states, 

through the model and count the number of ways a state can be reached for each 

particular length of a sentence. 

Now, there are    ( 
 
) ways to select S sentences from N sentences. So, an 

integer with possible values between 0 and p-1 uniquely identifies the sample. Thus 

for the data-to-model code we need log2(p) bits. 

 

         ((
 

 
))      (

  

  (   ) 
) 

 

Note that we only estimate the size of the index set, we do not need to create the 

index set itself. 

 

  

Calculate MDL score 

 

Calculate the various model code sizes:                

Take minimum of these model codes:     

Let  L = the max length of a sentence in the sample 

Calculate  N , the number of sentences with length <= L 

                         That are accepted by the model 

Let S =  the number of sentences in the sample 

Let P = ( 
 
) number of ways to select S sentences from N sentences 

size of data-to-model code:          ( ) 

return score =          

 

Algorithm 3.2, calculation of the MDL-score of a DFA. 
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3.2.2 Combining DFA models 

In our situation of collaborative learning we have to obtain a global DFA model from 

a set of local DFA models. Since we have not seen any previous work on such an 

approach yet and since we want to apply a working mechanism in the case-

environments of grid computing, some of the decisions are made for practical 

reasons.  

Furthermore, decisions on how and when the individual local models are merged 

require knowledge about the workflow of the networked system that has to be 

modelled.  

Since it is common to classify events to happen either sequential or in parallel to 

each other, we use two different merging methods:  

 complementary DFA merging 

 congruent DFA merging 

 

Complementary DFA merging means that models from different environments are 

stitched (head-to-tail) into a single one.  

Congruent DFA merging means that models are merged by means overlapping their 

start-states together with the rest of their states. 

After merging, either complementary or congruent, we try to fold the merged model. 

This process is regarded as another generalization, or learning, step. Instead of 

complementary– and congruent merging.  

Therefore, we also speak of respectively complementary- and congruent learning. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Agent topology in the case of complementary merging. DFA models are stitched 

head-to-tail. 
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Complementary merging is used when the models are known to represent event-

patterns that are successive in terms of workflow in the underlying system. If 

possible, the individual models of the agents are combined by means of 

overlapping head-tail nodes. If there are no overlapping head-tail nodes a merge is 

not possible. 

Figure 3.4 provides a sketch of how two DFAs can be combined head-to-tail. If the 

first DFA has an edge to an end-state on symbol s, and the second DFA has an 

outgoing edge from its start-state on that same symbol s, the two edges are 

replaced by a single edge from the source of the first edge to the destination of the 

second edge. If the destination of the first edge has outgoing edges, these are 

added to the destination of the second edge. 

In general, such a merge step may result in a non-deterministic finite-state 

automaton, which can be made deterministic by applying a subset algorithm 

(Hopcroft [74]). 

 

 

DFA   DFA   DFA     

 

Figure 3.4: Merging sections of two DFA models by means of stitching. 

 

Complementary DFA merging 

 

perform individual learning for DFA1 and DFA2 

    for all possible overlapping end-begin states 

          stitch DFA1, DFA2 

          estimate sample size 

          minimize states 

    endfor 

    brute force merge-step 

Algorithm 3.3, Collaborative DFA Learning. 
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Congruent merging happens when merging DFAs that tend to have similar 

structures or cover the same event-time-intervals, is done. This happens when 

agents in parallel process domains combine their models to get a global overview. A 

congruent merge of two models allows for an enriched model in terms of the level of 

its details.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Topology of the agents for congruent merging of two DFA models. 

Two DFAs from similar environments are merged by combining the start-states of 

both DFAs. This may result in a non-deterministic finite-state automaton, which 

again can be made deterministic by applying the subset algorithm. In general, after 

merging with possible applications of the subset algorithm, the resulting DFA may 

have a considerable increase of the number of states compared to the original 

DFAs. It therefore makes sense to attempt to apply a learning step on the resulting 

DFA.  

However, the blue-fringe algorithm is no longer applicable. This is because the 

combined-DFA contains no information about blue or red states, and the merged 

DFA is not a DFA in PTA-format. Instead we use a DFA minimization algorithm 

followed by a brute-force merge-mechanism, knowing, it has a costly O(n2) time-

complexity. DFA minimization (Hopcroft [73]) refers to the task of transforming a 

DFA into an equivalent DFA which has minimum number of states. The brute force 

mechanism tries to merge all state-pairs of the DFA, repeatedly, until no more 

improvements are found, according to the MDL scores.  

To carry out this brute-force learning step, we again need an MDL score for the 

DFA resulting from the merge. Unfortunately, this score is not readily available, 

because we must assume that the samples from which the original DFAs were 

learned are not available anymore. We therefore need an estimate of the data-to-

model part of the MDL score of the resulting DFA. In the previous section, we 

discussed how the MDL score is computed using the number of sentences in the 
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sample (S) and the maximum sample length (L). In particular, the MDL score does 

not depend on the particular sample, but rather on the sample size (the S).  

At first sight, one might think that the original sample sizes could just be added to 

obtain a new sample size for the resulting DFA, but this is not the case. In congruent 

DFA merging, there might be overlap in the samples, and in complementary DFA 

merging, adding the sample sizes makes even less sense. So, we will have to 

estimate a sample size for the resulting DFA. In fact, assuming that the sample size 

S and the maximum sample length L are available for the original DFAs, we can from 

these numbers compute a “sample density” D, which is S divided by the total 

number of accepted sentences with length less than or equal to L (the N as 

mentioned in that same section). 

 

   
  

  
 

 

Now, let S1 and S2 be the sample sizes of the original DFAs, and L1 and L2 be the 

maximum sample lengths, and let D1 and D2 be the sample densities. An estimate 

for the maximum sample length lmerge of the resulting DFA is obtained as follows:  

for congruent learning, we use 

 

          (     ) 

 

for complementary learning we use  

 

               

.  

For the sample density Dmerge of the resulting DFA we use the average of D1 and D2. 

 

       
     

 
 

 

To compute the estimated sample size Smerge of the resulting DFA we compute Nmerge, 

i.e. the total number of accepted sentences with length less than or equal to Lmerge 

(by recursive backtracking and counting on the merged DFA), and multiply this 

number by Dmerge. 

 

                     

 

This computation allows for the computation of an MDL score, and thus allows for 

the application of a learning iteration on the resulting DFA. 
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Collaborative DFA learning 

 

perform individual learning for DFA1 and DFA2 

    for all overlapping start-states 

          merge DFA1, DFA2 

          estimate sample size 

          minimize states 

    endfor 

    brute force merge-step 

 

Algorithm 3.4, Collaborative DFA Learning. 

 

 

Applying a congruent merge not always means a plain overlay of labels, as can be 

seen in Figure 3.6. Since the merge is exact, a transition with a label b followed by a 

transition with a label 2 is in general not allowed. However, depending on the data-

to-model part of the MDL score, a possible generalization might allow for it. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: A congruent merge of the two datasets on the left does in general not result in the 

one shown in the middle, because the merge is exact. The generalization could allow for it 

depending on the MDL scores. 
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3.3 DFA learning in practice 

3.3.1 Learnability of languages 

Learning languages is one of the fundamental problem areas inside the discipline of 

machine learning and linguistics. A class of languages is said to be learnable if a 

learning function exists that can identify any target language in that class from a 

sequence of sentences from that language. The study on the learnability of 

languages (Gold [58]) focuses on the possibility of learning a certain class of 

languages given a specification of the conditions under which learning has to take 

place.  

Learning a grammar by means of finding an automaton that generalizes over 

unseen data but maintains a low generalization error over the sample data is, in 

terms of learnability, not a trivial task. Finding grammars of regular languages is 

classified as a problem which is believed to be of exponential time-complexity14. This 

means that a grammar induction task takes a very large amount of time for a large 

amount of sentences. Finding an optimal DFA is proven to be NP-complete (Gold 

[59]). In the case of learning from positive examples only it is impossible to provably 

learn the correct (optimal) DFA or, even worse, converging to an approximation of 

the optimal DFA is found to be an NP hard problem (Pitt and Warmuth [109]).  

A second problem we have with DFA learning using MDL is that it has been 

proved by Adriaans and Vitányi [7] that using MDL to decide on the next merging 

step of a DFA does not always lead to a better model. From that point of view, MDL 

will not help us to construct an optimal DFA in terms of a process of incremental 

compression since calculation of the MDL code cannot give any guidance on its 

own for compression (or expansion) of a (DFA) model. 

Although these theoretical limits exist, quite a few DFA learning algorithms have 

proven their value. It has been known from experiences that Blue Fringe is the best 

known DFA Folding algorithm and that MDL as criterion for merging provides good 

results. In the previous sections we provided a way of using the heuristic methods 

                                                
14 The computational time-complexity of a task is the number of steps that it takes to complete as a 

function of the size of the input, using the most efficient known algorithm. E.g. if a task that uses an 

input of length n is solved in n
2
 steps we say this task has a time-complexity of n

2
. Since the exact 

number of steps depends on what machine or language is being used, it is common to use the big-O 

notation (the O stands for the "order" of the calculation). One describes the limiting behaviour of a 

function when the argument tends towards a particular value or infinity, usually in terms of simpler 

functions. Big O notation allows its users to simplify functions in order to concentrate on their growth 

rates. Formally it is defined as follows: Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions defined on some subset of 

the real numbers. One writes  ( )   ( ( )) as     if and only if there exists a positive real 

number M and a real number x0 such that   ( )     ( )  for all x>x0. 
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that try to find good local optima. Lang [82] demonstrated experimentally that the 

average case is possible within polynomial time. In other words, the Grammar 

Induction tasks provide in most cases a DFA which is good enough. As a piece of 

solace, one can consider an analogy of the quick-sort algorithm15 which is  

commonly used as the best sorting algorithm: the algorithm has a very good 

average performance of O(n log n), though in worst cases performs as bad as O(n2). 

In most cases, the conditions on the data are suitable enough to score the average 

performance. In our DFA learning we simply have to deal with the „good enough‟ 

assumption. In chapter 4 we will see that learning patterns from network-events in 

grid infrastructures results in reasonable models. 

3.3.2 Quality of merged models 

We want to make a critical remark on the value of models as they are obtained by 

means of a merging. A merged model which is obtained from merging two models 

of individual learners, each learning a half of a particular dataset, can be worse in 

the sense of lower quality, than a model that would be obtained by a single learner 

that learns from the complete dataset: A merged model may have a higher MDL 

score. 

 

Theorem 3.1: A merged model which is obtained from models that have been 

learned from subsets of data is not always the best model in terms of MDL  

 

Proof: (Sketch) We take an example in which two generalized models are 

merged into one single model. The generalizations hide the details about the 

original sentences in the datasets which are not available anymore at the 

moment of merging.  

  

                                                
15 Sorting algorithms are of fundamental interest in computer science and mathematics. They are of 

importance to many other algorithms such as search and merge algorithms which are de-facto used 

in databases. Quick-sort relies on partition array. An element, called a pivot is chosen, all smaller 

elements are moved in front of the pivot and all greater elements are moved behind it. Efficient 

implementations of quick-sort are among the fastest sorting algorithms in practice. Together with its 

modest O(log n) space usage, this makes quick-sort one of the most popular sorting algorithms. 

However, the most complex issue in quick-sort is choosing a good pivot element; consistently poor 

choices of pivots can result in drastically slower O(n²) performance, but for most cases the median as 

the pivot seems to be sufficient, resulting in a time-complexity of O(n log n). 
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Let us take dataset of six sentences, which is split in two halves,  

Subset 1: {abcd, abccd, abcccd} and subset 2: {abcd, abcbcd, abcbcbcd}.  

 

Let us learn DFA models using the algorithms described in the beginning of 

this chapter. The DFA learned from subset 1 is depicted in (a). The DFA 

learned from subset 2 is shown in (b). The merged model is shown in (c) 

whereas the DFA model learned from the combination of both subsets is 

shown in (d).  

The merged model differs from a model that is learned from the whole dataset. 

The model in (d) has a lower MDL score and is therefore said to be better. 

 

 

Model learner 1 

(MDL score: 36) 

Model learner 2 

(MDL score: 36) 

Merged model 

(MDL score: 64) 

Single data model 

(MDL score: 56) 

 
  

 

(a)  (b) (c) (d) 

 

Figure 3.7: a merged model is not always the best model 

3.4 Conclusion 

We have described how DFA models can be inferred from (event) data in local and 

distributed environments. We explained how we merge DFA models. In applying 

MDL we have discussed how to calculate the model and data-to-model code. 

The method described in this chapter is applied in the case environment of 

computing grids, which will be presented in the next chapter. 
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4 COMPUTING GRID INFRASTRUCTURES 

Learning software agents are applied to support the management of computing grid 

infrastructures. We motivate the challenges in managing grid environments and mention the 

anarchistic, heterogeneous and volatile aspects which introduce complicating factors that 

hamper the network to behave in a transparent and predictable way. Then we present a 

prototype system that runs in two separate domains of a large production computing grid 

infrastructure. The system observes event data in system log files and learns DFA models that 

represent job-traffic paths. This system is based on agents that use our collaborative 

modelling approach and can deal with the volatile and multi-domain aspects of the grid 

infrastructure. Finally we explain how the models obtained by the agents are used to support 

system administrators in their tasks of administration and analysis. 

4.1 Introduction 

A computing grid infrastructure is a large scale computer network designed to share 

computer resources for doing large volumes of calculations and data storage 

(Foster et al. [48]). Computing grid16 infrastructures (Grids) are typically used in 

weather forecasting, physics, bio-medical research, serious gaming and simulation. 

Grid computing is the discipline that studies the development and use of grid 

infrastructures. Whereas the world wide web is used only to share information in the 

form of documents and pages, a grid infrastructure allows us to share computing 

power over the internet (Foster et al. [46], [47]). A grid infrastructure is designed to 

dynamically scale its size by increasing or decreasing the amount of elements to the 

required level of demand. It is a volatile network; the topology varies in time. The 

elements of a grid infrastructure are spread over multiple organisational domains 

and are owned by different organisations.  

                                                
16 The name „grid‟ originates from the word „power grid‟, used to denote an electricity network: The idea 

of a computing grid is to share computational power in the same way as electrical power (Foster et.al. 

[47]). Scientific communities developed and used the first grid infrastructures for e-science activities 

and collaborative research. 
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In the beginning of the 21st century industries adopted the term grid computing and 

developed it further using the notion of service orientation (project „Nessi‟ [106]). 

Over the last few years grid computing and service orientation have mutually 

enforced each other. Grid computing provides the technology for sharing large 

volumes of computational power. Service orientation offers flexible, and extensible 

ways of reusing functionalities inside and across organisational boundaries. Both 

technologies gave rise to scalable and configurable service-based computing 

infrastructures. Traditional client-server computer applications changed into scalable 

and configurable network applications in which resources are shared and delivered 

by multiple organisations. 

4.2 Managing grid infrastructures 

Today‟s large grid infrastructures contain several tens of thousands of CPU‟s and 

several petabytes of storage. They consist of hardware and software components 

that are provided, used and managed by more than two hundred collaborating 

organisations. For example, the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (LCG) 17 is an 

infrastructure that handles the high energy physics experiments undertaken at the 

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) located at CERN. Next to the large amount of data that 

is produced by the LHC, transferred between grid sites, and used by physicists 

worldwide, also meta information is generated by monitoring systems to make 

statements about the reliability, functionality, and usage of the grid. The large 

amount of jobs, roughly 300.000 per day, create a lot of monitoring data in a large 

variety of log files.  

Grid infrastructures tend to be hard to manage. The complexity of these 

networked environments grows with increasing user demands. Each day, more 

components are coupled, and more and more organisations are involved in the 

delivery of resources and functionality. The chaotic behaviour of grid infrastructures 

makes it difficult to make long-term forecasts about potential causes of unexpected 

behaviours. This leads to the situation where networked infrastructures after relative 

periods of stability break down unexpectedly and cause a lot of management effort. 

                                                
17 http://cern.ch/lcg.  The LCG is a large grid environment that supports the particle physics experiments 

using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LHC, at CERN near Geneva, is the largest 

scientific instrument on the planet. The data is captured and analyzed by more than 140 participating 

institutes in 35 countries. The mission of the LCG is to build and maintain a data storage and analysis 

infrastructure for the entire high energy physics community that will use the LHC. One of the great 

endeavors is to manage a huge data stream of 600 megabytes per second. The LCG is a typical 

example of a so called e-science-infrastructure. The emerge of e-science stimulated the growth of 

grid computing, and vice versa, grid technology gave a push to the first e-science projects. 
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4.2.1 Constraints 

The complex structure of grid infrastructures (Ilijašić et al. [75]) and the chaotic 

behaviour of traffic in such networks (Zhu et al. [136]) make network performance 

management a non-trivial process. We mention three intrinsic aspects of grid 

environments that challenge the process of network performance management: 

First, a grid consists of elements that are spread over multiple organisational 

domains and owned by multiple organisations. Each domain has its own 

characteristics and rules for authentication and authorization. Privacy and 

communication-bandwidth constraints hamper the share of information across the 

network. The multiple-domain aspect also makes grids prone to changes based on 

local preferences instead of an overall architectural vision. This leads to proliferation 

(sprawl), unpredicted behaviour, failures and instability (van der Aalst [1]). 

Secondly, a grid is a volatile environment. Elements can be added and removed 

freely, and resources are available only for a limited amount of time. The temporal 

aspects of grids force the process of information retrieval and analysis to deal with 

incomplete information. Grids are networks that grow or shrink without an 

architectural overview. The topology is allowed to change under local conditions, 

implying the need for a proper information management mechanism. Volatility 

challenges the operational management in situations in which individual 

components appear to work seamlessly when tested in isolation but cause 

problems once they run in a networked environment in which the dependencies are 

allowed to change in time.  

A third aspect is heterogeneity. Each organisation has its own type and version of 

hard- and software, elements undergo continuous improvements and there are 

many protocols and standards used.  

 

In their task of operational grid-management and administration, system 

administrators often need to analyze and combine information from multiple 

sources, such as monitor systems, user-privilege databases, sets of log files. 

Sometimes those sources all belong to their own domain, but sometimes they 

belong to domains that are governed by other organisations. In such cases more 

than one system administrator is involved in the problem solving and analysis tasks, 

which leads to more communication and even more time consumption. They have 

to make comparisons, relate local events and communicate their findings with each 

other in their attempt to find possible causes of a particular problem. In some cases, 

administrators have to analyse a multitude of system-log-files manually. This is a 

time-consuming process, which involves a lot of data that has to be analyzed 

carefully and correlated by hand. Sometimes, a difficulty one encounters is the fact 

that the required information was not written in the particular log-file. In those cases, 
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system administrators have to infer information by deducing what was missing in the 

log files. 

There is a strong need for automated verification methods that will increase the 

robustness and fault-tolerance of the infrastructure based on statistics extracted 

from the operational infrastructure and correlate data sets. The growth of these 

environments in terms of size and usage requires supporting systems to be of a 

sophisticated level. (Foster et al. [49]). In order to meet the operational and 

performance management challenges, and to improve the level of reliability and 

stability, event data coming from various isolated domains must be better related. 

Our intention is to support system administrators in their cross-domain analysis and 

to provide them with overviews that allow them to make their decisions quicker and 

more efficient. 

 

4.2.2 Contemporary monitoring tools 

There is a wide variety of software available that supports the management and 

monitoring grid infrastructures. Zanikolas ([135]) gives an overview of grid monitor 

software. Software tools that support the process of monitoring and performance 

measurement are commonly known in both academic and industrial worlds (e.g. 

Nagios18, HP openview19). Such tools provide information about the status and 

healthiness of a particular underlying system. Whereas some tools focus on 

supporting infrastructure maintenance and administration (such as e.g. Ganglia20), 

others belong to grid middleware and support the finding and bookkeeping of 

resources of interest (Czajkowski [33]). Although most of them are designed to be 

extensible, implementations are often bounded by hierarchy, by organisational 

boundaries or work primarily with predefined rules. Whereas complex event 

processing (Luckham [87]) is commonly used within industrial solutions, 

communication between components across organisational boundaries and 

interoperability between the tools themselves is still subject to improvements.  

Most tools provide a large variety of overviews. However, they often lack the 

functionality of relating events; they are written from the perspective of providing 

overviews, without the intention to help with problem analysis by means of 

correlating events. Ganglia e.g., can provide information from many sites at various 

desired levels of detail, but cannot relate the events in these overviews with each 

other. This is a practical problem given the growth in usage and complexity of grid 

environments (Shen & Lesser [119]). A monitor tool that provides real time grid 

                                                
18 http://www.nagios.org 

19 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HP_OpenView 

20 http:// www.ganglia.info 
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activity information is the Real Time Monitor (RTM), developed by the GridPP team21. 

Contemporary grid monitor tools lack the ability to correlate data from multiple 

sources. Data mining and inferring correlations is something that is not yet 

commonly done in those tools. Solutions based on agent technologies are being 

described (Foster [49]) but not implemented in production grids yet. 

Recently a team within the EGEE22 project started the Grid Observatory23 initiative. 

Their aim is to develop a scientific view of the dynamics of grid behaviour and 

usage, making the grid itself more reliable and stable. The role of the Grid 

Observatory project is to act as an “information provisioning service organisation”. It 

is envisioned that service-organisations form a landscape which together 

implements a proper grid-governance. Examples of other service organisations are 

broker organisations, quality assurance organisations, and operational maintenance 

organisations. 

While some of these efforts are in line with our research, our work focuses on 

sequential patterns in job events. We model the grammatical structures of grid job 

traffic and use Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) to model actual traffic patterns 

across the various grid domains. 

4.2.3 Managing performance 

Managing performance of networked infrastructures is like weather forecasting. It is 

impossible to make long-term forecasts of the weather-situation at a certain point in 

time, but by constantly updating our weather models we can improve the forecast 

gradually and increase the reliability of our forecast to an acceptable level. 

 In general, performance measurement in large computer networks involves finding 

the right parameters that influence this performance. One of the questions that is 

commonly addressed is “how to find the relevant parameters from which to deduce 

and judge the healthiness of a system?”. There are solutions that use expert 

knowledge. Prior information about the parameters and the kind of patterns to look 

for is stated by a human or external data source. Other approaches use more 

advanced methods that are based on learning, i.e. statistical or semantic deduction 

of relevant parameters or patterns in the data. 

Earlier work in the area of infrastructure management is done by Adriaans 

(Adriaans et al. [3][8][9]). With their “Adaptive System Management” (ASM) 

approach they improved the reliability of systems, detected hidden performance 

bottlenecks and reduced operational management workload. ASM distinguishes 

from traditional system management on the creation and usage of models that 

                                                
21 http://www.gridpp.ac.uk/ 

22
 Enabling Grids for E-Science in Europe (EGEE), See also http://www.eu-egee.org 

23 http://www.grid-observatory.org 
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capture the underlying infrastructure. ASM is defined as the realisation of proactive 

management that can learn to plan and predict effects of management actions in 

order to meet user requirements. 

 

Functionalities of ASM can be grouped in four categories: 

• Monitoring 

• Continuity Analysis 

• Trend Analysis 

• Model Mining 

 

In general, when measuring the state or behaviour of a system one must have an 

understanding of „what to measure‟ and „how to judge‟. This implies a proper prior 

knowledge of indicators and metrics. Furthermore, as stated in the introduction, the 

process of performance management implies statements and criteria on the 

indicators that are used in the interpretation of the term performance. In the work of 

Adriaans, Adaptive System Management (ASM), this argument forms the starting-

point of the meta-modelling and confronts us with the necessity of measuring 

service level agreements in terms of real user satisfaction: “The measurement of the 

health of the system is only possible if the service level agreements are defined in 

clear operational terms that can be implemented in the client software.” (Adriaans 

[3]).  

 

The monitoring functionality offers information to be stored in a single environment, 

called the Enterprise Model Warehouse (EMW) which is used to learn about the 

enterprise infrastructure. The more information becomes available, the better the 

environment can be modelled. Empty and erroneous data are removed, statistical 

values are calculated and derived attributes are retrieved. Data mining techniques 

are applied to the available monitoring data in the EMW. One type of the derived 

models are decision trees that show possible origins of the performance 

bottlenecks. Once the ASM discovers such information, advice is given to the 

system administrator on the corrective actions that should be taken to enhance the 

performance. 

ASM even goes a step further: if it finds out that system parameters should be 

changed (e.g. more swap space or larger file system) it can execute the correct 

actions to make the necessary changes. This forms the basis for unattended  

system management. The second functionality, continuity analysis, is the process to 

find performance bottlenecks for individual systems, as well as for entire business 

systems. It can track down what resource is causing the performance problems, but 

is then also able to find what attributes within that resource are causing the problem. 

The techniques used for continuity analysis produced exact numbers of the 
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performance of business applications. These numbers are used to check whether or 

not an application is performing within the limits of Service Level Agreements.  

ASM also offers trend analysis. Usually this is done by extrapolating available 

monitoring data. The data is analyzed using statistical techniques in order to try to 

find trends. ASM uses a more accurate mechanism to analyze trends of the 

behaviour of entire business applications: by applying learning algorithms (e.g. 

genetic algorithms) to the historical monitoring data, rules can be found that tell how 

resources affect each other. The entire set of discovered rules is used to predict how 

the business application will behave in the future. The fourth functionality is model 

mining, the process of finding hidden relationships and enriching business 

applications models. This implies data mining over the models, on top of the data. 

The EMW is able to verify whether a model of a business system is complete or not. 

If the EMW discovers that the model is not complete, it will automatically update the 

model with new information about that model. Over time the model becomes more 

complete and management of a business application will be more accurate.  

In an enterprise infrastructure, business applications share various resources. An 

example is a router: multiple applications can use the same router to communicate 

between front- and back-end of an application. Obviously it is possible that in these 

situations business applications can influence each other. In terms of pro-active 

management, it is crucial to find out what business applications influence each other 

and in what way the influence takes place. If an email service burdens a router or a 

server in such a way that other applications don‟t function well, it may be necessary 

to re-route the email traffic to free up more bandwidth on the router. This explains 

the need to find all hidden relationships, and to find a way to enrich the existing 

business application models.  

 

Our work extends the ASM approach in a) enhancing the scope of application from 

the level of single domain enterprise infrastructures to multi-domain grid 

infrastructures, and b) learning from distributed datasets instead of a single EMW. 

The overall intention of our work in the environment of grid-infrastructures is to 

improve the network performance. We model successive events that occur in the 

network, and learn DFA models in multiple organisational domains of the grid 

infrastructure. These models are used by system administrators, which can be 

considered to be part of the grid infrastructure itself. 
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4.3 Supporting grid management  

4.3.1 Collaborative Tracing Information Services (CTIS) 

We have developed software that supports the management of grid environments. 

Our system, called Collaborative Tracing Information Services (CTIS) is a distributed 

information system that fetches job-traffic information from various locations on the 

grid, and composes overviews that are used by grid administrators. The system 

supports administrators in their diagnosis and troubleshooting tasks. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Agents supporting network analysis administration 

The CTIS software consists of agents that gather job-traffic data from log files and 

attempt to find patterns by means of learning grammatical models. The agents 

obtain patterns and global overviews of traffic in a grid based on information that is 

stored in the log-files of the various components of the grid infrastructure. The 

agents collaborate to detect relations in various events that occur in a grid 

infrastructure. They build models and generate overviews that support both 

administrators as well as end-users. Our models are distributed amongst multiple 

organisational domains. They are retrieved using data from each individual domain 

and shared in order to be able to reason over the grid infrastructure as a whole. 

While focusing on correlation of information CTIS uses data (runs on top) of existing 

monitor tools.  

Whereas the grid infrastructure is considered to be a collaborative agent 

organisation, the agents form a collaborative agent organisation as well; they 
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communicate with each other, with the system to be managed and with their human 

users. The learned models are used to gain insight into the data or to classify or 

predict future data. Because of the multi-domain aspects and the fact that 

communication across domains is constrained, the process of modelling is carried 

out by sharing local models instead of domain specific details. By means of relating 

and comparing the models, conclusions about events that occur in different, 

isolated domains can be drawn. The models are used to complete missing 

information and making predictions. By sharing their DFA models, the agents are 

able to provide a global model of job-flows on the grid and correlate information. 

 

 

4.3.2 DFA learning 

The agents observe job-traffic, and retrieve paths that consist of series of individual 

observed job-locations. These series are used as input in the modelling process. In 

fact, the DFA models obtained in such a way represent the grammar that explains 

the job-handling behaviour of the grid infrastructure. An example is shown in Figure 

4.2. The upper half shows a subset of grid-nodes; normally, jobs are scheduled by a 

workflow-management broker (WFM), which sends them to a particular compute-

element node (CE). A CE can be seen as a kind of entry point of a particular grid 

domain. At the CE the job is forwarded to a head node of a local batch system (HN) 

where it is be scheduled to run on a worker node (WN). The number of CEs can be 

large, and the number of worker nodes can be very large. By modelling the job 

paths based on the analysis of log files, one can obtain an actual view of paths that 

the jobs follow while being handled by the grid. 

In the process of grammar induction we assume that the grammatical patterns of 

job-sequences belong to the set of regular languages. Motivations were given in 

section 2.4.3. Furthermore we know that jobs themselves have a limited lifetime in 

the grid as a result of time-constrained (proxy-)credentials. We also know that in the 

description of a job a maximum number of resubmissions is defined by the user. All 

together, this motivates the modelling by means of DFAs to be of sufficient 

complexity for learning the grammar of job-events. 
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Figure 4.2: Example of a topology and a corresponding DFA representing the flow of jobs. 

The process of constructing a DFA from traffic data is done by means of the 

grammar induction algorithms as described in chapter 3. In this process we regard 

the sequences in time of the job related events and denote those sequences by 

means of sentences. A sentence consists of symbols (locations) and a group of 

sentences is called a sample. In the DFA learning process we learn only from 

sentences that are to be accepted. In our case we only deal with data about job 

events that did/do occur. Since creating some DFA that is consistent with training 

data is trivial, it is usual to add the constraint that the DFA should generalize to 

unseen test data. For this, we use the “Blue-Fringe” merging algorithm and the 

principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL) as described in chapter 2. 

4.3.3 Local and global models 

From a traditional machine learning perspective, modelling job-traffic is regarded as 

a process in which we are given a large distributed dataset (the set of log-files within 

the various domains) and a set of learners (the agents). The task is to have the 

agents collaboratively model this dataset. We call this large dataset the global 

dataset. It contains data that is distributed amongst the various domains. The global 

dataset can be considered virtual, as communication constraints make it impossible 

to learn models directly from it; agents are restricted to observe only the part of the 
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information that belongs to their own particular local domain. We call this subset the 

local data set, since it contains data that belongs to the local environment of the 

agent. The global dataset contains job-traffic data about the grid-environment, the 

local dataset represents job-traffic within a particular organisational domain. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Mechanism of two agents analysing local grid-traffic data. 

Figure 4.3 shows two learners (M1 and M2) that observe (parts) of traffic data in a 

grid environment. Each learner observes a local dataset and shares its global 

models. Each learner builds a model, called its local model, that reflects the 

grammatical structures in its local dataset. In order to fulfil the collaborative learning 

task, the learners have to share and merge their models.  

Since the environmental constraints do not allow all event-details from one domain 

to be communicated to other domains, each learner also maintains a second model, 

called the learner‟s global model. A global DFA model contains information that is 

allowed to be shared across domains. The global model of a learner is 
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communicated to other learners. Each agent learns local models and shares these 

models to build global overviews. The agents build local DFA models, merge them 

with their own global model (or create a global model from a local model in case 

there is no global model yet) and share their global models with each other. In this 

way, each agent obtains a cross-domain model of job-traffic paths. By means of 

sharing and merging their own global DFA models, the agents are able to maintain a 

global model of job-flows on the grid.  

4.3.4 Sentinels (S-agents) and Squad Managers (M-agents) 

Modelling job-traffic is done in two steps. First, event information is extracted from 

plain log files and stored in event tables. This is done by means of filters based on 

regular expressions. The log files are of different types and their size varies from 1 to 

500 megabytes. Second, events from one or more tables are read, and 

concatenated into strings. The strings form the input of the grammar induction 

process which results in a DFA. The processes of producing event-tables and 

grammar induction are carried out as separate tasks. This allows flexibility in the 

design and deployment in constrained production environments. Figure 4.4 shows 

this process schematically.  

We distinguish between S-agents and M-agents. Since their most primitive 

function is to observe data from an information source, the agents that observe log 

files are called S-Agents, or Sentinels24. Sentinels that operate in the same 

organisational domain are grouped into a so-called Squad. Each squad contains a 

so-called M-agent or Squad Manager, which receives the information from the 

sentinels and creates local DFA models. The squad manager maintains a global 

model and shares this model with other Squad Managers. In other words, an S-

agent reads a log file and creates event tables (comma separated text files). An M-

agent reads the event tables and creates DFA models. This agent also shares its 

model with other agents.  

Depending on end-user needs, the moment of model sharing is done on timed 

intervals or each time an agent updates his local model. On request of the system 

administrator, a Squad manager provides cross domain traffic overviews based on 

its global model. 

 

Note: in chapter 3 we talked about L-agents (Learning agents) where here we talk 

about M-agents, (squad Managers). Their role is the same. 

  

                                                
24 A sentinel is a synonym for a watcher or guardian 
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Figure 4.4: Analysing log files and modelling of events. S-agents (sentinels) observe log 

files (1) and create event tables (2), M-agents are responsible for reading the event tables 

(3) and learning local (4) structures and merging models (5) 

4.3.5 Environment  

We deployed the software in two grid sites25. The first site is the grid-site of NIKHEF, 

the national institute for subatomic physics. The second site is the Donald Smits 

centre for information technology (RUG-CIT), which belongs to the University of 

Groningen. Both sites are part of the of the EGEE, BiGGrid26 and LCG27 

environments. Both sites offered us access to log files of traffic on a part of their 

actual production infrastructure elements. We investigated the collaborative learning 

mechanism in these domains and generated individual and combined models of job 

traffic information. 

Figure 4.5 depicts the setting at two grid sites (domains). Within each domain 

agents observe compute-element (CE) nodes and head nodes (HN) of a local 

cluster. Jobs of a user or group are scheduled by a workflow-management broker 

(WFM), which sends them to one of the CEs situated in a particular domain. The 

light-gray arrows in the figure reflect the possible job flows in this section of the grid. 

The first domain (NIKHEF) contained two CE nodes and one HN node. The second 

domain (RUG-CIT) contains one CE - and one HN node. 

 

                                                
25 A “grid site” is a common term to denote a sub-domain of one particular organisation 
26

 BiGGrid is the Dutch e-Science Grid. See also http://www.biggrid.nl 

27
 The LHC Computing Grid (LCG) is the grid environment that supports the particle physics 

experiments using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. See also http://gridcafe.web.cern.ch 
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Figure 4.5: Agents situated at two sites of a production grid infrastructure.  
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4.3.6 DFA Modelling 

An agent at a CE node, called a CE-Sentinel, observes log files from a gate-keeper 

service, which is a grid middleware component that accepts jobs for calculation and 

forwards them to a local cluster. An agent at the HN node, an HN-Sentinel, watches 

accounting log files from a cluster consisting of worker-nodes that handle the actual 

jobs.  

Examples of the log files and obtained event data are given in appendix B. 

 

Figure 4.6 shows a typical DFA graph that represents actual job-paths of jobs during 

an interval of 1 hour. For each job in that period, a sequence of detected locations is 

expressed in a concatenated string (called a sentence). In our setting, a typical 

sentence often is of the form : 

{user-environment;CE machine; headnode machine; subcluster ;worker machine}.  

 

The training sample for the DFA learning process consists of the set of sentences 

retrieved in this particular interval of 1 hour. The M-agents place the job paths first in 

a PTA tree structure and generalize by means of merging branches. The obtained 

overviews contain DFA models that represent the generalized, common job 

handling behaviour.  

 
… 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;lui2;017 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;val;055 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;val;056 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;val;027 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;lui2;013 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF 

cern;CE-Gazon_NIKHEF;stro.Nikhef.nl_NIKHEF;val;004 

… 

 

 

Figure 4.6: A simple DFA showing regular job-paths; 5 dec 16.00-17.00 hrs. The links show the 

transitions from one node (logical machine) in the grid to the next one. The DFA-nodes represent 

states of the grid in terms of job-handling. In our DFA models, we named the links, not the 

nodes.  
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Note: the nodes of the DFA represent the (abstract) states of the grid, not the nodes 

of the grid infrastructure. One has to read the DFA models as job-handling-

behaviour overviews; the links in the DFA represent a job-detection-event at the 

location of a grid infrastructure node. 

4.3.7 Recursive Jobs 

Of interest to system administrators is to get supported in case of irregular grid-job 

handling behaviour which involves a large number of jobs. There are multiple 

causes that lead to the occurrence of resubmitted jobs. In order to analyze whether 

or not this is a failure, and more specific, on what level this is an issue, a system 

administrator needs to verify a number of log files and compare the situation with 

other events. 

Figure 4.7 shows a screen-dump of the graphical user interface of CTIS as it is used 

by system administrators. 

  

 

Figure 4.7: A screen dump of the graphical user interface 

A typical example is to detect a pattern of resubmitted jobs, i.e. jobs which are not 

handled properly and are scheduled more than once. Figure 4.8. shows such a 

situation. The picture shows a model obtained during an interval of 24 hours. 

Amongst the regular traffic patterns within those 24 hours, one can see in the 

middle-bottom part that jobs from the „CNRS‟ and „eScience‟ users are scheduled a 

number of times on a CE, the headnode (stro.nikhef.nl) and the subcluster „val‟. 

They pass a number worker nodes before they are being handled by one of the 

worker nodes on the top. (here the DFA node is marked as end state). Although 

from this picture one cannot precisely tell which job followed exactly which route, it 

does clearly indicate that the handling of the jobs of this user went differently and 

triggers the system administrator for further analysis. 
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Figure 4.8: DFA model showing rescheduled jobs, domain NIKHEF, 4 dec 20:00 till 5-dec 20:00.  

The arrow indicates the resubmitted jobs from CNRS users. 
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4.3.8 Cross-domain traffic pattern overviews 

Cross-domain traffic overviews can be obtained because the squad managers 

exchange their models. These type of overviews provide a system administrator with 

information about the behaviour of the grid on a scale beyond his own local site 

domain. It is here were these models support the collaboration between system 

administrators of those domains. 

Figure 4.9 shows the result of merging two local models, made at the same time in 

both domains. The site of the Donald Smits Centre of Information Technology at the 

university of Groningen owns the CE-“RUGCIT” and the HN-“RUGCIT”. The site of 

NIKHEF owns the CE-“Gazon” and the CE-“Trekker”. 

The DFA-graph shows that jobs from users BRGM and INFN use the CE‟s of both 

sites. Also, it can be seen that e.g CERN uses the CE “Gazon” at the NIKHEF-site 

only. The straight line implies that one or more jobs got stuck on the CE “Trekker”. 

In the graph this can been seen as a straight line to the end-state, which indicates 

that this job was detected at the CE “Trekker” and thereafter not anymore. 

 

These kinds of overviews support the system administrators in their detection of 

network failures and analysis of possible causes. The graphs also show possible 

alternative paths, sometimes via other organisational domains. 
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Figure 4.9: Global DFA model obtained by combining the models of two agents. 

The arrow indicates the anomaly 
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4.4 Using the models 

The cross-domain overviews produced by the agents help in getting insight in 

whether a failure is a site-based failure, or a generic failure maybe pinpointing issues 

in the workflow definitions of the job. In case a loop occurs in two or more domains, 

chances are more towards an issue at level of the grid user, possibly at the level of 

the job description where a workflow is specified by the user. In case a loop occurs 

in one domain, but not in other domains, this might point more towards a site 

specific issue.  

Figure 4.10 illustrates an example of such a qualitative analysis. The figure shows 

the job-handling patterns at the domain RUG-CIT in the same time interval as shown 

for the domain NIKHEF, in Figure 4.8. Whereas the jobs of most users follow regular 

patterns (top of the figure), jobs from the group „CNRS‟ and „Grid‟ cause loops that 

indicate resubmitted jobs. Since the jobs from „CNRS‟ cause loops inside both site 

domains, this indicates a possible cause on the level of the workflow as specified by 

the user in the job description.  

A second trigger of analysis points toward a possible site issue: although the jobs 

from the user group named „Grid‟ indicate resubmission issues in the domain of 

RUG-CIT, they followed a regular pattern at the site of NIKHEF. A situation like this 

triggers the system administrator to further analyse the situation on the level of the 

infrastructure. 

 

The job-flow models can also be used for other purposes. First, they can be used for 

anomaly detection; actual job-handling behaviour, modelled using relative short 

time intervals, can be compared with models that are obtained over a relatively long 

time intervals. Significantly differences could trigger the system administrators. 

Second, the models can be used to predict behaviour and pro-actively support in 

alerting expected failures. A third kind of usage is for generating large, cross-domain 

high level overviews, which provides administrators with the insight in the job 

handling behaviour of a particular job, user or organisation across multiple domains. 

The DFA models can also be useful to end-users or for job scheduling systems. 

The models represent actual traffic, indicating the actual load and routing-behaviour 

of grid infrastructures. In general, the DFA models can also be used to obtain 

derived models, such as an overview of locations. Figure 4.11 presents a possible 

alternative representation of the DFA model. The figure shows a topology map of 

job-handling locations. It represents an actual view of the job-handing behaviour of 

the infrastructure. It allows systems administrators to verify situations over time 

about the expected topology of machines that handle jobs.  
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Figure 4.10: Job handling pattern at domain RUG-CIT, 4 dec 20:00 till 5-dec 20:00. 

The arrow shows the abnormal job handling situation for the user groups „CNRS‟ and „GRID‟. 
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Figure 4.11: Example of a DFA representation that is transformed into an topology overview 
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4.5 Conclusion and future work 

The collaborative DFA modelling mechanism, presented in chapter 3, can be 

applied to model events in computing grid infrastructures. Software agents that 

used these grammar induction techniques collaborated in their event observation 

and could model job-handling patterns. Our agents provided multi-domain job-traffic 

overviews as they were deployed in two domains of a large operational grid 

environment. They supported system administrators in their analysis tasks. The 

overviews helped them to make decisions on improving the routing of the job traffic. 

We obtained practical experience in how things work in the expertise field of grid 

computing. This even helped us to better understand our own problem area.  

Our efforts in the environment of grid infrastructures also initiated a track of 

interests in the communities of grid system administrators and network analysts. 

The kind of overviews were not produced by any other monitor system known at 

that time. Furthermore, since the models were obtained by means of observing log 

files, our system got the interests from those who need to scrawl them manually on 

a daily basis. We received invitations to workshops of other grid projects28. We 

believe that our approach may provide large benefits in terms of reduction of costs 

and efforts in the operational management of large scale computing infrastructures. 

 

In future work, we want to setup experiments to obtain figures about the actual 

performance improvements. This might involve user experiences and empirical 

research on the effect of using CTIS by system administrators. The timeline and 

maturity of our current research did not allow for such experiments. Given the 

results and current state of our research we propose such experiments as the next 

step.  

We also want to automate the detection of anomalies in the models and 

overviews. At the moment they are detected and interpreted manually, by system 

administrators. Although our method reduces analysis efforts, the detection and 

trigger to analyse is still a manual process. Changes in the complexity score of the 

model could provide a means for alerting the system administrators. 

Other open challenges we would like to include in our future work are anomaly 

detection based on suspected patterns (intrusion, malicious usage) and case 

specific pro-active network management. In parallel we want to further investigate 

the integration and collaboration between software agents and system 

administrators. 

                                                
28 Workshop Grids meet Autonomous Computing (see Mulder & Jacobs [102]) and the Enabling Grids 

for e-Science in Europe (EGEE) workshop. 
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The experiences gained in this case environment has also geared our motivations 

for future work in the domain of cloud computing. The aspect of elasticity and 

flexibility in price and number of resources make cloud-infrastructures extremely 

volatile. We expect performance management challenges at organisational- as well 

as technical levels. Stability, reliability, and robustness in cloud infrastructures are 

key to their further growth. We want to extend our CTIS research and goals in the 

direction of governance and pro-active cloud management. 
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5 COLLABORATIVE NETWORK 

ORGANISATIONS 

Effective information management is crucial in collaborating business organisations. We 

focus on performance management and discuss the aspects of cross-domain information 

retrieval. Software agents are developed to support the process of performance 

measurement. The software is used by two collaborative network organisations. We regard 

the individual member organisations as agents that collaborate with each other and with the 

software agents. The overall goal is to optimise the task-handling performance of the 

organisation as a whole. Instead of looking at local learning capabilities, this chapter focuses 

on information retrieval processes. The organisation learning process should manifest itself 

when the information is used to alter the behaviour of the individual organisations in such a 

way that global performance gets improved.  

5.1 Introduction 

In order to remain competitive and responsive to fast changing market conditions, 

organisations use collaborative strategies and shared business operations. 

Organisations arrange themselves in chains and networks, share common goals 

and work together to be able to respond effectively to changes in their market 

(Nagellen et al. [104]).  

A Collaborative Network Organisation (CNO) is a network of individual 

organisations that collaborate to achieve their common or compatible goals 

(Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [23]). The network itself acts like an organisation, 

fulfilling its own service delivery tasks to its outside world. The elements in the 

network are individual organisations, called members, and the links represent the 

relationships and dependencies between these members. While each member acts 

within its own local environment to deliver a partial product or service, it collaborates 

and aligns its activities with others in order to achieve common goals. Compared 

with a traditional single large organisation consisting of many sub-organisations, a 

CNO shows a high degree of flexibility in terms of configuration and delivery and a 
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faster reaction to the demands of customers in its market. Members in a CNO share 

information, align their processes, and share resources and responsibilities.  

Since the end of the 1990s various types of CNOs are commonly known: Virtual 

Enterprises (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [21]) and Virtual Organisations  

(Kotorov [81]) are established and widely supported by research and business-

practice communities. An example is Die Virtuelle Fabrik, a network of 70 small-

medium enterprises (SME) in the mechanical industry. 

Another type of CNO, encountered in research domains, are Virtual Laboratories. 

An example of this is the Virtual Laboratory for e-science (VL-e) (Hertzberger [65]). 

The VL-e project involves the design and development of an open, scalable grid 

framework that enables scientists and engineers in different areas to collaborate in 

their research. 

CNOs that focus more on individual human actors are known as Professional 

Virtual Communities (PVCs). Such networks are well-known in the area of social 

networks (Santoro [114]). 

5.2 Managing Collaborative Network Organisations 

5.2.1 Performance management 

Compared to traditional management models, the concepts and characteristics of 

CNOs lead to performance management challenges and approaches (Karvonen et 

al. [79]). The intrinsic characteristics of the network make the application of existing 

management models in the area of CNOs difficult. (van der Aalst [2]). 

One of the challenges is caused by the heterogeneity of the network organisation; 

each member has its own way of working,  using its own business rules within its 

local environment and culture. Each member acts within its own local environment 

and has its own goals for the delivery of its products or services. Although their 

intended collaboration forces the members to align their activities in order to achieve 

common goals, managing such alignments implies extra communication and 

consolidation of tasks. Related to this is the geographical spread of the members. 

This introduces globalization issues which go beyond the problems of locality, date-

time, units of measures or language. A less tangible aspect, culture, has significant 

influences on the operation of the individual organisations and has its implicit 

reflections on the collaboration within CNOs (Schein [115]). The location and social 

habits of the country where a member is situated, combined with the fact that each 

member has to deal with particular local rules, laws and legislations has significant 

influences on the process of network management.  

Other management challenges arise because of volatility; entities may join and leave 

the network during its operation. Whilst sharing temporary common goals, members 
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may join or leave the network at any time allowing the configuration of the network 

to change. In the life-cycle model of a CNO (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh [24]) 

this is referred to as the evolution of the network during its operation. The volatility of 

the network puts extra challenges on the performance measurement processes, 

such as for example the need to deal with incomplete information or information that 

is out of date. 

5.2.2 Indicator and metrics 

One of the key elements of performance management in organisation networks is 

the acquisition of information about the status and operation of the network and its 

individual member organisations (Picard [108]). Contemporary measurement 

approaches in the industry include aspects to manage the correct allocation of 

capabilities and capacities, but are lacking in measuring the degree of collaboration 

(Westphal et. al [129]). 

Performance management involves both the process of information retrieval about a 

particular (collaborative) task, and the translation of this information in the so-called 

performance indicators and metrics. An example of an indicator is on-time-delivery 

which involves the monitoring of the actual readiness (metric) of the delivered 

goods.  

 

Definition: Performance measurement is the process of quantifying the 

efficiency and effectiveness of past actions through acquisition and analysis of 

performance data. 

 

Definition: A performance indicator is a measure of performance that is used 

to define, categorize and evaluate the performance of a task-handling entity. 

 

Definition: A performance metric is a piece of information that is quantifiable 

and measurable. It is used to express the value of a performance indicator. 

 

Indicators and metrics are commonly used to measure flexibility, reliability and 

speed of delivery of organisations. They are defined in the Supply Chain Operations 

Reference (SCOR) model (Beamon [15]). The SCOR model, developed by the 

Supply Chain Council in 1996, has become widely known throughout all industrial 

branches. The goal of the SCOR model (or method) is to standardize processes 

within a supply chain in order to make the processes comparable and compatible. 

The method also includes a set of performance indicators with which a supply 

chain‟s performance can be measured.  
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Indicators in the SCOR model are defined in five categories and two perspectives. 

Reliability, Responsiveness and Flexibility are categories of the external perspective 

and Costs and Assets are categories of the internal perspective.  

Most of the performance management approaches are oriented towards 

processes within a single organisation and focus on procurement, production or 

financial management. For CNOs it is required to also measure the performance of 

the collaboration, i.e. performance of the network as a whole. CNO performance 

management requires an extension on the set of SCOR indicators. An example of 

such an extension is the collaboration perspective (Westphal et al. [129]). This 

perspective consists of commitment and communication indicators. The 

commitment category includes indicators that evaluate the level of initiative of each 

member of the CNO and the satisfaction of the members with respect to the 

collaboration. Communication indicators reflect the amount and the degree of 

communication between partners. A third category, conformity, is proposed by 

Gelbrich [54]. This category reflects the degree of task-alignment between the 

requirements and perception of the end-user.  

5.2.3 Information retrieval 

Key to performance measurement of CNOs is the acquisition of information29 about 

the status and operation of the network and its entities. The process of information 

retrieval in a CNO is not trivial. First, since each member has its own internal 

procedures and mechanisms to produce this information, there are differences in 

the frequency, amount and kind of information that members provide (Westphal et 

al. [128]). Second, information that touches the member‟s core business cannot 

always be shared because of strategic goals and aspects of trust (Msanjila et. al 

[97]). As a result, not all necessary details for performance management can be 

retrieved (Nagellen et. al [104]). A third problem is the incompleteness and 

imprecision of performance information. This is where modelling and learning 

commonly provides added value (Adriaans et al. [5]) 

Contemporary tools offer solutions to manage the allocation of knowledge, 

capabilities and capacities, but lack a perspective to measure effective 

collaboration. Several companies (amongst others SAP, IBM, HP, Microsoft, Tibco, 

Cisco and Oracle) have developed monitoring-and-control tools that support the 

                                                
29 Note that Information and Information management are terms associated with different and shallow 

definitions like “Information management is the collection and management of information from one or 

more sources and the distribution of that information to one or more audiences”... More specifically 

Information management is commonly understood as the control over the processing and delivery of 

information, whereas in information theory, information is formally defined in terms of data 

predictability and compression (see chapter 2). 
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process of performance management. However, most of their solutions are focused 

on processes and procedures within single organisational boundaries and tend 

towards a centralised, homogenous design. Although interoperability standards 

used by the tools force a better exchange of information between different 

organisations, collaboration is in general not part of their fundamental design. 

5.3 Supporting CNO performance management 

Within the context of the European project ECOLEAD (Camarinha-Matos et al.[25]) 

we developed a tool-set that supports the process of CNO performance 

management. The tool-set consists of components, called e-Services that support 

the definition, classification and process of performance monitoring. The tool-set 

also provides alerting in the event of upcoming deviations and is able to simulate 

alternative configurations and scenarios (Hodik et al. [70], Mulder et al. [100]). The 

design of the tool-set is aimed to support the CNO-manager in managing the CNO 

throughout its life-cycle (Hodík et al. [71]). Together with partners of the ECOLEAD 

project we developed a demonstrator and investigated its use in two CNO 

environments. These activities resulted in a modular, web-service oriented solution 

consisting of five collaborating software components: 

 

1. Modelling (MOD) 

2. Supporting Indicator Definition (SID) 

3. Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3)  

4. Monitoring Activities and Finance (MAF)  

5. Decision Support System (DSS) 

 

The modelling component (MOD) supports the modelling of the topology, life-cycle 

phases and work-breakdown structure of CNOs. The Supporting Indicator Definition 

(SID) service provides functionalities for the administration of indicators. This 

includes definition of indicators to be monitored as well as the storage of 

corresponding indicator values. The Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3) 

provides measurement of indicators using software agents that are situated inside 

the domains of the CNO members. The Monitor and Finance (MAF) service is used 

by the CNO manager to monitor the network activities, to maintain an updated CNO 

management situation and to monitor the „key performance indicators‟ and status of 

the network. The Decision Support System (DSS) module provides a scenario 

based what-if analysis based on future performance simulations. 

 

Our contribution focused on the development of the DI3 component and 

concentrated on distributed measurement and information sharing mechanisms. 
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5.3.1 Distributed Indicator Information Integrator (DI3) 

DI3 (pronounced dee-triple-eye) is a distributed information retrieval system 

designed to support performance measurement in CNOs. The system uses 

autonomously operating software agents which are designed to act in an 

environment that consists of multiple organisational domains (Hillegersberg [68]). 

The software agents are situated at the locations of the CNO members. The process 

of information retrieval is regarded as a distributed, collaborative task carried out by 

a group of communicating software agents. They share indicator information.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Supporting performance management 

The software agents can be configured to measure the following categories of 

indicators: 

 Responsiveness, ability to quickly fulfil market or customer requests 

 Reliability, ability to meet the organisations task-handling performance as 

expected by the market or individual customers 

 Flexibility, ability to adapt to changes in market- or customer demands 

 Commitment, ability to commit to the CNO based upon trust 

 Communication, ability to exchange information quickly 

 Conformity, ability to serve the customer as one entity 

 

The DI3 agents interact with the SID and MOD components of the toolkit and work 

with indicator categories as defined in the enhanced SCOR framework. A CNO 

manager (with help of the SID component) asks DI3 to measure certain indicators. 

DI3 takes this as an order and starts an autonomous fetching process. Local 

measurement rules and work-breakdown information (stored in the MOD 
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component) are used. Finally, DI3 gathers and combines the individual member 

information and calculates the indicator values using predefined calculation-rules. 

 

The design of the DI3 system is based on the following principles: 

- Configurable measurement system with interacting retrieval components 

- Communication across multiple individual domains 

- Gathering and fetching is guided by local rules  

 

The way DI3 agents fetch actual data can be configured on global (e.g. a CNO 

manager)  as well as local (e.g. by a CNO member-manager) scale.  

A typical DI3 configuration consists of two  types of agents and a web application for 

control and administration: 

 

• a Collaborative Information Service (CIS) 

This type of agent is responsible for controlling the indicator 

measurements and provisioning of the results. A CIS-agent takes care of 

the communication and autonomous execution of measurement tasks. 

Together, the CIS agents, each located in its own member domain, fulfil 

the collaborative task of supporting performance management by the 

retrieval of indicator information 

. 

• a Data Adapter (DA) 

This type of agent takes care of technical  translations in the 

communication with existing systems, in particular local domains. A DA-

agent interfaces with a back-end system30 and acts as a filter. A DA-agent 

takes care of technical and semantic translations.  

 

• a Controller 

This is a web application that enables proper configuration of DI3 in the 

individual partner domains. The Controller allows a CNO Member to 

configure the local DI3 agents and control which information is allowed to 

be shared. 

  

                                                
30 There are various kinds of enterprise systems that can be used to serve as input for capturing 

performance measurement indicators. For example customer relationship management (CRM) 

databases that contain customers and order information, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems 

that are used to manage and coordinate business resources, and supply chain management (SCM) 

systems that contain information about material flow along a supply chain. More directly email 

systems or direct-user-web-interfaces can be used to obtain indicator values. 
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Figure 5.2: DI3 - architectural components 

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of DI3 agents located inside the domain of each CNO 

member. The figure resembles Figure 4.3 on page 59. The CIS agents play a similar 

role as the M-agents, except that the CIS agents do not create DFA models. 

Although they certainly could, in our case-setting the CIS-agent did not learn any 

models. The DA-agents fulfil a function that is comparable with the S-Agents, as 

presented in Figure 4.4 on page 61. 

The arrows indicate the flow of information across the domains of two members, 

domain A and domain B. At the top, a fictive database representing the performance 

data of the CNO is depicted. Since this is not a real database, it is denoted with 

dashed lines. Instead, performance data is stored only in local databases, which are 
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situated within the domains of members. The Data adapter fetches local metric 

values and provides them to the CIS agent. The CIS agents share metric values and 

indicator values. Together they provide the indicator information to the CNO 

manager. 

 

The information retrieval and measurement tasks are arranged by the CIS-agents. A 

CIS-agent receives requests for measurements from a CNO manager. In case a 

measurement task is meant to be carried out in a different organisational domain, it 

is forwarded by the CIS-agent to a CIS-agent of that particular domain. The requests 

contain the instructions about local measurement and retrieval tasks.  

An example of such a request is presented in appendix C. A CIS-agent uses 

calculation rules to calculate the indicator values out of the metric values and 

provision rules for its communication with the CNO manager.  

 

Actual fetching of the data is done by means of a second type of agent, the Data 

Adapter (DA). A DA-agent is configured to connect to local information source. 

Examples of data adapter actions are querying a local database, sending out emails 

or waiting for values that are keyed in by a human directly via a web application. 

Since a member domain may use its own language a DA-agent is able to make 

translations. In order to deal with heterogeneity of the network, different types of 

data adapters are designed.  

 

Examples include DA-agents that can: 

 Access databases 

 Read Excel sheets 

 Send and receive email 

 Use interaction with mobile devices 
 

A Controller, implemented in the form of a web application, enables the control and 

configuration within the domain of a member. The controller guides for example the 

coupling with specific types of data-adapters. Furthermore, the controller provides 

the possibility of manual intervention on incoming indicator measurement requests 

such as starting and stopping them. The controller also visualises metric information 

and provides facilities for manual inputs. 
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5.3.2 Indicator measurements 

An indicator measurement task begins with a request from the CNO manager via the 

SID toolset component to a CIS agent. Such a message consists of the following 

information: 

 information about the indicator 

 the metrics, together with the locations where they should be retrieved from 

and a metric-provision rule, indicating when the metric value is 

communicated. 

 a calculation rule, instructing the CIS how to calculate the indicator value 

from the set of metric values 

 a provision rule, a rule instructing when the indicator value should be 

reported in an external database 

 measurement rules, governing when and how a measurement should be 

done 

 validity rules, describing time dependent validities 

 

Measurement tasks in the form of indicator-request messages are shared amongst 

CIS agents in other domains. Each CIS-agent interprets its own part of the request, 

and forwards other parts to their colleague CIS-agents. After a confirmation-check 

from the local CNO member environment (e.g. confirmation about the proper data 

adapter is attached), each involved CIS starts measuring using a local worker-thread 

mechanism and a DA agent. The measurement results are sent back to the CIS-

agent that originally received the indicator request which in turn applies a 

calculation rule and provision rule. 
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5.3.3 Proof of concept: Deployment and use of DI3 

We applied the toolset in the environments of two different manufacturing CNOs: 

Orona and Die Virtuelle Fabrik. We used our prototype in the context of their daily 

operation. The CIS and data adapters retrieved data from local data files (MS office 

Excel) or alternatively using email notifications. A web application enabling manual 

entrance of metric values was also used. The management of the indicator 

definitions and the control of the information agents was done using the controller 

web application.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the controller web application 

ORONA is a leading Spanish company in the lift industry. The company is supplier 

of technology and materials on the international elevator scene. As a member of the 

MCC (Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa), a business group of more than 250 

companies, ORONA participates in a variety of project-oriented CNOs. DI3 was 

deployed at five ORONA members, EIC, IKERLAN, ORONA, MGEP, and ELECTRA. 

Indicators for progress were defined and used for a period of one month. 

Measurements of the level of completeness (metrics) were done by means of 

automated email notifications and the web application.  

Our first use of DI3 mainly concentrated on the retrieval of traditional performance 

measurement indicators, but the experience during the pilot has led to better 

understanding of the problem in terms of the needs, definitions and practical usage 

of collaborative indicators. The ORONA roll out provided us with experiences of DI3 

deployed into a real and actual business network environment. We encountered 

organisational challenges and management issues as they appear in a real-life 
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operational CNO environment. The discussions and first experiences contributed to 

the tool-development itself, with the accent on deployment and configurability. 

A second environment in which we deployed DI3 was a network of 70 small-

medium enterprises (SMEs) in the mechanical industry, named “Die Virtuelle 

Fabrik”. Established in 1995 it has grown to a flexible organisation, with a high 

degree of acceptance of organisational and ICT concepts and tools. Temporary 

alliances in the form of production clusters formed various CNOs. In one of their 

projects, a small production network of three partners was responsible for the 

production of a gear component used for manufacturing purposes.  

 

Measurement tasks were defined to measure some of the performance and 

collaboration indicators: 

 

Indicator Metric 

Progress completion level in % 
Extra costs additional EUR / task 
Quality level tolerable parts / total parts 

Delay additional days / task 
Collaboration satisfaction degree 

 

Indicator values were measured at the location of three different members: 

 Innotool AG (using Excel data adapters) 

 Greminger AG (using Email data adapters) 

 ALWO SMA (using Email data adapters) 

 

DI3 offered the managers of “Die Virtuelle Fabrik” a means to obtain information 

about the performance of the network. In general, as the indicator values were 

obtained across multiple organisational domains, DI3 contributed to the overall 

process of network performance management. 
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5.4 Conclusion and future work 

Performance measurement is crucial for the management of CNOs. Measuring and 

combining indicator information as it is retrieved from multiple organisational 

domains is not yet standardized. Although it is commonly believed that indicators 

measuring the degree of collaboration do enhance the set of indicators used within 

individual organisations, this is insufficiently addressed in performance management 

standards and existing performance management tools. 

Our distributed measurement approach provides practical solutions in the domain 

of CNO management and meets the heterogeneous aspects as well as the overall 

communication and security constraints of CNOs. The aspect of using adapters to 

be able to retrieve information from different types of data sources provides a means 

to deal with heterogeneity. While the performance indicator values are retrieved from 

multiple organisational domains, each individual member organisation can locally 

control the amount of information that is shared. This holds for the incoming 

measurement requests as well as the amount of detail of the outgoing information.  

The approach is implemented as a proof of concept in a software system called 

DI3. The software is based on the use of software agents that perform measurement 

tasks and share their results to obtain performance indicator values. Conceptually, 

the agents form a collaborative agent organisation. The collaboration between the 

CNO managers and the software agents forms an even larger collaborative agent 

organisation, which can be considered a learning agent organisation, since the 

information provided by the software agents is used by the CNO managers in their 

decision making.  

 

We intend to continue with our work and defined two lines of activities that can be 

addressed as future work. First, although DI3 measures quantitatively the 

performance of a CNO, we did not perform any experiments that show quantitatively 

the influence of DI3 on the performance of the CNO itself. We therefore would like to 

set up experiments in which we measure user-experiences and effects of using DI3 

with respect to performance improvement of the CNOs. 

Second, since we focussed on information management and calculations of 

collaboration indicators using predefined rules, we did not use learning techniques 

at level the of the individual software agents. In future work we want to turn our focus 

to proactive magement, which requires the individual agents to learn and use local 

models of the performance of the organisation. 
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6 MODELLING LEARNING AGENT 

ORGANISATIONS 

We introduce a formal paradigm to study global adaptive behaviour of organisations of 

collaborative agents with local learning capabilities. Our model is based on an extension of 

the classical language learning setting in which a teacher provides examples to a student that 

must guess a correct grammar. In our model the teacher is transformed into a workload 

dispatcher and the student is replaced by an organisation of workers. The jobs that the 

dispatcher creates consist of sequences of tasks that can be modelled as sentences of a 

language. The workers in the organisation have language learning capabilities that can be 

used to learn local work-distribution strategies. In this context one can study the conditions 

under which the organisation can adapt itself to structural pressure from an environment. We 

show that local learning capabilities contribute to global performance improvements. The 

theoretical framework is implemented in a workbench that can be used to run simulations. We 

discuss some results of these simulations. We believe that this approach provides a viable 

framework to study processes of self-organisation and performance optimisation of 

collaborative agent organisations. 

6.1 A formal descriptive model of learning organisations 

The notion of an organisation as a network of collaborative agents is almost as 

general as the idea of a system. In this chapter we study a formal model of learning 

organisations. We build on earlier work done in the domain of grammar induction, 

specifically the work of learning DFAs using MDL (Adriaans & Jacobs [6]) and 

(Adriaans & Vitányi [7]). We base our approach on the broadly accepted theory of 

learnability, the notion of learning by identification (Gold [58], Angluin [11]), which 

deals with linguistic structures and the learnability of these structures. We replace 

the classical teacher- student model with one in which a teacher/dispatcher presents 

a structured workload to an organisation of students/workers with a certain learning 

capacity.  
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The work described in this chapter is motivated by research questions concerning 

the management of grid environments (Mulder & Jacobs [102]) and collaborative 

network organisations (Mulder & Meijer [99]), but it also touches on issues studied 

in ant colony behaviour (Sim et al. [121])31 and deep belief networks (Hinton [69]). In 

hindsight, planning problems like the ones studied in (Heijer et al. [63]) and 

(Adriaans [4]) belong to the same domain, but in that work genetic algorithms were 

used to analyse the structure of the workload. At that time the techniques for 

learning DFA's from positive examples were not yet developed. Our work can also 

be seen as a more specific version of the problems studied in scheduling using 

local optimisation (Anderson [10]) in the sense that we study variants with highly 

structured workloads. 

 

The paradigm: Consider an organisation of specialized worker-agents. Each agent 

can perform only one type of task and can work at only one task at a time. An agent 

has limited overview of the rest of the organisation and can delegate work to 

colleagues in his immediate environment, but he does not know the whole 

organisation. A job description consists of a sequence of typed tasks. Workloads 

consisting of series of jobs are submitted to the organisation by an agent or a 

dispatcher in the environment outside the organisation. This dispatcher generates 

and sends workloads with a certain structure to the organisation of agents. An agent 

accepts a job when the first task of this job matches the type of work he is 

specialized in. After acceptance, and after other pending work is finished, the agent 

executes the task and sends the rest of the job to one of his colleagues. The agents 

that are involved with the execution of a particular job report back to each other when 

the job has been processed successfully and also report which individual agents 

have executed which task of that job. Each agent keeps track of such information 

and uses it to learn which type of job is to be routed to which of his direct 

colleagues. In the absence of (sufficient) data the agent will dispatch the jobs to his 

close colleagues at random, but as soon as there is enough data to learn a model of 

the successful tracks of jobs through the organisation the agent will use this model to 

route the work. In this sense one can say that the organisation adapts its global 

behaviour on the basis of local learning capabilities. We are interested in this kind of 

global adaptation as a result of local learning. 

 

                                                
31 In our approach however, the agents are situated at fixed locations, which differs from the literature 

about agent based path optimisations, as e.g. used in Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) studies. 

Though, in our situation one may regard the jobs as being the mobile entities that leave trails like ant-

pheromones. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any ACO studies in which grammar 

models are used. 
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Figure 6.1: A collaborative agent organisation learning the grammar of external task structures 

6.2 Regular Task Learning (RTL) framework 

Definition: A job  <ID, AID, [ <t1,d1>, ...,<ti,di>]> consists of a job index with 

a finite sequence of tasks. Here ID є   is a job index, and AID є   is the index 

from the agent that sent the job. A task consists of a tuple <ti,di> with ti є T is a 

type in a finite set of types T and di є   is a number indicating a duration. We 

will consider tasks with duration 1 only, consequently the job notation can be 

simplified to <ID,AID, [t1, ...,ti]>. A workload consists of a finite sequence of 

jobs. 

 

Definition: A collaborative learning agent is a tuple <AID, t, WL, H, M , L, A, S, 

F> where: 

 AID є   is an index. 

 t є T is a type in a finite set of types. 

 WL is a work-list, a list of (partial) jobs to be executed by the agent. The 

first task in each job must be of type t. 

 H is a history, which consists of a list of reduced jobs and a list of 

processed job paths. The list of reduced jobs contains jobs that are 

waiting or have been sent through by the agent after finishing a task. 

Jobs in the history can have three statuses: waiting (if the job still needs 

to be accepted by another agent) or sent (if the job has been accepted 

by another agent) or finished. If a job is finished the processed path, or 

a part of it, is stored in the history. A processed path of a job that has 

been processed successfully by the organisation has the form <ID, 

AID, [<t1, AID1 ,d1>, ...,<ti, AIDi, di>]>, where AID1,...,AIDi are the 

indexes of the agents that have actually executed the tasks. 

 M is a learned model. The RTL-framework allows us to use various 

types of models. In our work we study the use of DFA models. 
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 A is a learning algorithm. The learning algorithm takes a list of 

processing paths P as input and produces a model M. 

 L is a learning strategy, that defines how and when A is invoked. One 

could consider batch learning, continuous learning, interval learning, 

learning with depreciation etc. 

 S is a job acceptance and distribution strategy. This regulates how the 

learned model M is used to dispatch jobs to other agents. 

 F is a status of the agent which can be either free or busy, depending on 

whether the agent is working on a job or not. 

 

Definition: A collaborative learning agent is resource-bounded if one or more 

of its resources are limited. Limits to be considered could be: the size of the 

work-list, the size of the history, the size of the list of processed paths, the size 

of the model and the amount of processing time allowed to learn the model. An 

interesting boundary case is the situation in which the size of the work-list is 1, 

i.e. every agent can only handle one job at the time. 

 

Definition: An organisation of collaborative agents is a network (or digraph) of 

agents O = <Γ, r >, where Γ is the set of collaborative learning agents and r є 

Γ x Γ is a directed cooperation relation. A direct controlled neighbourhood of an 

agent i in an organisation O is {x | <i, x > є r}, i.e. the set of all agents that 

have a direct relation starting in i. A direct supervised neighbourhood of an 

agent i in an organisation O is {x | <x, i > є r}, i.e. the set of all agents that 

have a direct relation ending in i. Agent j can be reached from agent i iff there is 

a path from i to j. 

 

Definition: A teacher or workload dispatcher is an agent outside the 

organisation that generates and submits workloads to the organisation 

according to a certain submission strategy. This can be either a batch or a 

continuous stream of jobs. 

 

Based on these definitions the learning process takes the following form: 

 Given are a workload dispatcher W and a finite number of agents Γ of various 

types T 

 The workload dispatcher W and the agents agree on a class of workload 

structures from which W may select one to generate workloads. This step is 

analogous to the selection of a class of languages to be learned in the Gold 

model (Gold [58]) 

 The agents Γ select an initial organisation form, i.e. they select r 

 The workload dispatcher starts to generate and submit jobs 
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The whole process is discrete and regulated by a central timer. At each time-step a 

two phase process takes place: 

 Communication: The teacher submits a job <ID, dispatcher , [<t1,d1>, 

...,<ti,di>]> to an agent of the organisation. The agents submit, using their 

distribution strategy S, reduced jobs <ID, AID, [<tk,dk>, ...,<ti,di>]> to their 

colleagues, where AID is the index of the dispatching agent. An agent 

accepts a job from the dispatcher or from one of his colleagues and puts it 

on his work-list. If a reduced job cannot be submitted, i.e. if there is no agent 

that can handle the next task of the job, it is kept in the history with waiting 

status. As soon as it is accepted the job gets the status sent. When an agent 

AIDn finished the last task of a job <ID, AIDm, [<ti,di>]> he sends a message 

<ID, [<ti, AIDn, di>]> to his supervising agent AIDm. This agent AIDm updates 

his history and sends the enriched description <ID, [<tl, AIDm, dl>,<ti, AIDn, 

di>]> to his supervising agent AIDl etc. 

 Execution: The agents perform a task of a job and put the reduced job in the 

agents local history with the waiting status. Each agent selects a new job 

from his local work list. If there is no new job the status of the agent is free. If 

there is a task being carried out the status of the agent is busy. 

 

In parallel to this two-stage process the agents can have their own process of 

updating or generalizing their models.  

 

One can study research questions of the following form in this setting: 

 Does the organisation accept a job with a certain structure at a certain 

moment in time? We say that an organisation accepts a job when it is 

capable of processing this job, i.e. the job travels through the organisation 

and ends in a situation in which each task of the job has been handled by an 

agent and finished. 

 Is the organisation adequate for a certain class of workloads, i.e. will all 

possible sequences of tasks be accepted? 

 Is the structure of the organisation optimal for a certain class of workloads, 

i.e. will all possible tasks be accepted in the shortest possible time? 

 

The setting that we study in this work is the one in which the structural descriptions 

of the jobs match a regular language. Here the teacher selects a DFA to generate 

workloads. The worker-agents use a learning algorithm based on MDL to learn DFA 

models on the basis of positive examples. The intuition is that an optimal 

organisation for such a workload would be a model that is isomorphic to a parallel 

nondeterministic automaton (NFA) equivalent to the original DFA selected by the 

workload dispatcher.  
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In order to analyse this we need a result from language learning theory: 

 

Let a theoretically optimal compression algorithm be an algorithm that always finds 

the optimal compression of a data-set in terms of its Kolmogorov complexity. We 

know that such an algorithm does not exist, but also that it can be approximated in 

the limit (Li & Vitánji [85]). We also know that an MDL algorithm using such a 

compression algorithm is optimal, in the sense that it always find the best (or 'a' 

best, if there are more) theory in terms of randomness deficiency (Adriaans & Vitánji 

[7]). Let's call such an MDL algorithm optimal. Such an optimal MDL algorithm does 

not exist, but it can be approximated in the limit. This insight allows us to use the 

notion of an optimal DFA-learner in some of the proofs below. The results represent 

limited cases that can be approximated empirically using practical implementations 

of MDL. Of course the observation that it might in practice be impossible to 

implement an effective coding scheme for the model and the data remains. 

 

We can now turn our attention to organisational learning issues.  

 

We distinguish two types of learning: 

 

Definition: Given a set of processing paths of jobs of the form  <ID, AID,[ <t1, 

AID1 ,d1>, ...,<ti, AIDi, di>]> one can make two sets of sentences. Sentences 

in the first set have the form [ t1,...,ti]. Learning a DFA structure of this set 

amounts to learning the workload language.  

We call this environment learning.  

Sentences in the second set have the form [AID1,...,AIDi]. Learning a DFA 

structure of this second set amounts to learning the structure of the 

organisation given the workload language.  

We call this organisation learning.  
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6.3 Some theoretical results and an open problem 

As it is useful to consider some boundary cases, we present some theoretical 

results. 

 

Definition: A minimal unbounded clique is an organisation in which there is 

exactly one agent of each type with unbounded resources and in which each 

agent is connected to every other agent (including the reflexive connection). 

 

A minimal unbounded clique is the organisational counterpart of a universal 

automaton that accepts any language. The corresponding theorem is: 

 

Theorem 1: A minimal unbounded clique is adequate for any finite workload. 

 

Proof: each agent can locally maintain a work-list of any length. Therefore the 

dispatcher can simply dispatch the whole workload to the correspondingly 

typed agents at once. After performing a task of a job the agent has always a 

neighbour of the right type to dispatch the task. Such an agent will always 

accept the task since there are no bounds for the work-list. Therefore, at any 

moment in time, as long as there are jobs in the system, at least one agent will 

perform at least one task. The total amount of work is reduced with each time 

step. Since the workload is finite the organisation will finish all the work in a 

finite amount of time. The theorem also holds for cliques that are not minimal. 

 

That the unboundedness is essential is clear from the following result: 

 

Lemma: A resource bounded clique cannot accept every workload. 

Proof: Suppose we have a workload of size l containing jobs with similar tasks 

<ID,AID, [t1, ...,ti]> | i > 1, ti=t. These jobs are accepted by an agent of type t 

having a bounded memory of size k. For each job, this agent forwards a 

reduced job to itself. Now, if l>k, then after a finite number of steps the 

memory of this agents gets fully occupied and both the dispatch as well as the 

agent will keep on waiting. 

Since each agent acts as a dispatcher of reduced jobs, this can happen for any 

number of agents of type t in the clique. 

Such a situation can be explained using the notion of gridlock32, commonly 

used to describe congestion due to traffic that blocks itself.  

 

                                                
32 The term ‘gridlock’ was coined in 1980 by Sam Schwartz ("Gridlock Sam"). 
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An adaptive organisation needs to find a balance between two forces, 1) the 

structure of the workloads and 2) its internal structure. Separating these two issues 

is not always possible or necessary on the basis of local learning capabilities. For 

example suppose that a teacher/dispatcher is not a good informer, in the sense of 

Gold, for the workload language, i.e. there are parts of the language that are never 

produced. In that case there might be parts of the organisation that are never used, 

but an agent with only local knowledge of the organisation might never know this. 

We therefore introduce the notion of a universal dispatcher: 

 

Definition: Given a type set T, a universal dispatcher U is one which creates 

workloads on the basis of the universal language of T, i.e. any finite subset of 

T* can be a valid workload. We demand that the universal dispatcher also is a 

text for this language, i.e. every string in T* will be produced by U in the limit. A 

universal dispatcher randomly chooses for each job an agent of the right type, 

i.e. an agent that can perform the first task. 

 

One could view a universal dispatcher as an environment that creates maximally 

noisy messages. Such noise gives a possibility for the local agents to explore the 

organisation. The following situation illustrates this. Let us define the notion of a 

mixed-clique organisation. This will be an organisation that consists of two or more 

cliques that are mixed over the individual agents : 

 

Definition: O1,2 = O1   O2 is a two-clique organisation iff the following 

conditions hold: we have types sets T1 and T2 such that T1   T2    and  

(T1 - T2 )   (T2 - T1)   , i.e. they overlap but are mutually different.  

The two organisations O1 = < Γ1, r1> and  O2 = <Γ2, r2> are such that O1 

contains a finite non-empty set of agents for each type t є T1 and O2 contains a 

finite non-empty set of agents for each type t є T2. Moreover O1 and O2 are non-

minimal cliques that overlap in the sense that there are agents that belong to 

O1 as well as O2 but for some types t є T1   T2 there are agents  

<a, t, WL, H, M, L, A, S, F> є O1 but <a, t, WL, H, M , L, A, S, F>   O2, 

 i.e. the organisations share types but not all agents of a certain type belong to 

both organisations. 
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of a two-clique organisation. 

The problem for agents in a two-clique organisation is that they do not know to 

which part of the organisation they themselves or their direct controlled 

neighbourhood belong. A fundamental question is whether the agents still can learn 

optimal routing in such a confused setting. We can prove the following lemma: 

 

Lemma 1:  Given a universal dispatcher for T1   T2 and a corresponding two-

clique organisation O1,2 with agents that use an optimal DFA induction strategy, 

the agents will in the limit create a maximally adequate organisation, in the 

sense that any workload that can be processed by the organisation will be 

processed. 

 

Proof: (Sketch) Note that the two cliques in O1,2 only cooperate with each other 

over the agents that they share. The corresponding workload-language is one 

in which arbitrary fragments of T1* can via shared types be mixed with arbitrary 

fragments of T2*. The universal dispatcher will create four types of  jobs: 1) jobs 

that only contain tasks of types in T1, 2) jobs that only contain tasks of types in 

T2, 3) jobs that contain tasks that belong to T1    (T2 - T1). The first two types of 

jobs can be processed by the organisation, the others cannot necessarily be 

processed since they contain tasks that can only be performed in different 

parts of the organisation that not necessarily have direct communication. The 
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universal dispatcher will distribute the jobs randomly over the appropriate 

agents. These agents will perform their task and then select an appropriate 

agent for the reduced task in their direct controlled environment. The job-

descriptions will remain in the histories of the individual agents. In the limit 

these histories will contain sub-lists of successful jobs and jobs that apparently 

never were processed by the rest of the organisation. Note that the histories of 

the successful jobs are tagged with the ID's of the individual agents. Now by 

performing two learning algorithms an agent can learn two models: 1) by 

performing an DFA learning algorithm on the sequences of types that 

correspond to successful jobs the agent can learn which parts of the 

organisation accept which type of jobs. This is environment learning. The 

model will be a DFA over the alphabet of types. 2) by performing a DFA 

learning algorithm in the sequences of ID's of agents he can learn a model of 

the organisation. This is organisation learning. This will be a DFA over the 

alphabet of agent ID's. The optimality of the DFA induction guarantees that in 

the limit these models will be correct. This ensures that any local agent in the 

organisation will only dispatch jobs to agents of which he is certain that they 

can handle them. 

 

This lemma can be generalized to the following general theorem: 

 

Theorem 2: Given a universal dispatcher for T and a corresponding 

organisation O of any structure with agents that use an optimal DFA induction 

strategy, the agents will in the limit create a maximally adequate organisation, 

in the sense that any workload that can be processed by the organisation will 

be processed. 

 

Proof: (Sketch) A job that has to be handled by an organisation O can end up 

in three ways: 1) it gets stuck when there is no connection to a colleague agent 

that can handle the next task, 2) it gets stuck for similar reasons, but due to an 

agent that made a wrong routing decision, 3) it gets accepted.  

Every agent in O maintains a history. On the basis of this history an agent can 

in the limit learn which agents in his direct controlled environment can process 

which types of sentences. He can use this information to route workloads. If the 

learned models are adequate, then no routing decision of any agent 

diminishes the processing capacity of the total organisation and no jobs get 

unnecessary stuck. i.e. the organisation is maximally adequate. 

 

Note that if there are multiple entry-agents with different levels of adequacy, the 

successful processing of a job might depend on the first agent that is selected by 
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the workload dispatcher, but this is obviously also a problem of the original 

organisation, so this does not depreciate the value of this proof. If the original 

organisation could process the job starting from a certain agent, then so can the 

optimised organisation. 

 

Theorems and proofs such as the one presented above are not available for 

organisation learning. Even if the agents have optimal DFA learning algorithms, 

issues of local versus global organisation come into play. It might be the case that a 

local optimisation of one agent prevents other agents from performing more efficient 

optimisation. Since there is a timing issue local adaptations might oscillate or sweep 

through the organisation in a chaotic way. We conclude this section with the 

formulation of an open problem: 

 

Definition: Organisation learning problem: Given a work dispatcher that uses a 

regular job language, can an adequately rich clique of agents with optimal 

learners always converge to an optimal organisation? 

 

If this problem is unsolvable in general, we would be interested in the particular 

constraints that make it viable. We will leave this for future research. 

 

Related to our organisation learning problem is the fact that local optimisation not 

always leads to global performance improvement. 

 

Theorem 3: A local optimisation, i.e. an optimisation made by a single agent in its 

own model, does not always lead to global performance improvement of the 

organisation.  

 

Proof: (Sketch) Suppose we have an organisation consisting of agents as 

illustrated below. Agent A can accept tasks of type a, agent B1 and B2 accept 

tasks of type b, agent C accepts tasks of type c and agent D accepts task of 

type d. Now, a job consisting of a series of task that begins with abd might be 

handled by agent A and passed to agent B1. Successful handling of agent D 

will result in an update of agent A‟s model to forward jobs with a next task 

labelled b always to agent B1. Suppose a next job accepted by agent A 

consists of a task series beginning with abc, then, due to the previous update 

of the model, this job is not forwarded to agent B2 and agent C, but instead 

might get forwarded to agent B1 where is gets stuck. This second job is then 

not handled by the organisation, which can be interpreted as a decrease in its 

performance. 
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Figure 6.3: Simple illustration of local optimisation leading to global network performance 

Without looking ahead and without performing extra communication, agent A might 

not even know that agent C exists. A situation like this may happen for any task in a 

job. 

To overcome unwanted deadlocks, extra communication and feedback about state 

and decision-making between the agents is necessary. Practical workarounds, such 

as using interval based communication between neighbouring agents about their 

current state or using probability distributions in dispatching tasks can be applied, 

but this gives no guarantees for every possible situation. At the moment we do not 

know how to ensure that a local optimisation always contributes to global 

optimisation. We think that possible answers may be obtained from the field of 

distributed algorithms and concurrent systems. A typical example of the need of a 

synchronisation mechanism is the „Dining Philosophers‟ problem33 (Lynch [88]). It 

demonstrates the need of an extra algorithm to overcome a deadlock situation due 

to local decisions. There are algorithms that solve the problem, but all of them are 

based on extra communication about synchronizing individual actions and 

decisions.  

                                                
33 The „Dining Philosophers problem‟ is a classic computing synchronisation problem in concurrency. 

There are five philosophers and five chopsticks. A philosopher must obtain the use of his left and right 

chopstick concurrently to be able to eat, which means two neighbouring philosophers cannot eat 

simultaneously since they share the resource, the chopstick. If he is unable to eat, he rests and 

thinks. The lack of available chopsticks is an analogy to the locking of shared resources in real 

computer programming. 
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6.4 Experiments 

6.4.1 Workbench Intelligent Collaborating Organisations (WICO) 

We developed a software workbench to run simulations of learning agent 

organisations. The workbench, called "Workbench for Intelligent Collaborative 

Organisations" (WICO), can be used to create various types of workloads, 

organisations and experimental setups. 

 

Components of the workbench are: 

 

 a DFA editor that can be used to build a pre-defined probabilistic DFA 

structure for possible workloads 

 a workload generator that generates jobs form a given probabilistic DFA 

 a work dispatcher that can be configured to send jobs to an organisation of 

agents 

 an organisation factory for creating agent organisations with different 

topologies 

 a DFA learning algorithm based on MDL which is used by the agents to learn 

DFA models 

 a number of visual components to visualize experiments, organisations, 

workloads and the DFA models 

 an experiment controller unit that can be used to define experiments and 

capture results 

 

The workbench allows for the generation of various types of workload structures:  

An impression of some different types of workload structures is given in table 6.1. 
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Figure 6.4: Screen shots of the workbench environment 
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Structure of the workload Name 

 

Simple-structure 

 

ABAAA 

 

Self-loop 

 

Nested loop 

 

One loop 

 

Multi forward 

 

Table 6.1: impression of different structural types of workloads 
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6.4.2 Environment and organisation learning 

In a first series of experiments we used the workbench to study the environment 

learning capability of an unbounded network.  

 

A workload was generated using a probabilistic DFA as shown in Figure 6.5b. 

Using this DFA a workload was generated containing strings of the form  

AC(EF)n, ACE(FE) n, BD(EF) n, BDE(FE) n.     . 

 

Figure 6.5a shows an example of a minimal unbounded clique aimed to learn task 

structures of the workload dispatcher. Figure 6.5c shows the DFA of agent A as it 

has learned from successful jobs in which it was involved. This grammar also 

reflects the organisation of the colleague agents that were involved with the 

successful jobs. 

 

 

 

a) c) 

 
b) 

Figure 6.5: a) minimal-clique, b) workload generation DFA, c) DFA of agent A 
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We studied the organisation learning capabilities by using a uniform dispatcher 

sending jobs through various types of organisations. Figure 6.6 gives an impression 

for typical situations in a two-clique organisation which handled 1000 jobs with 

random task lengths. Experiences were that only a fraction of these random jobs got 

successfully processed, as most of them got stuck in the network because of the 

lack of a possible connection. The figure shows the DFA models of some of the 

agents. Each agent maintains two models34 : one containing only the task labels and 

one containing task labels together with the index of the agent that processed that 

task. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6: Illustration of environment- and organisation learning 

 

                                                
34 Note: these are not the local and global models that we used in chapter 3 and 4. In this setting, there 

is no global model learned or used at all. The agents only use local models, which can represent 

organisational structures or task structures. 
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6.4.3 Performance optimisation 

In a second series of experiments, we looked at the global performance of agent 

organisations by measuring the proportion of jobs that are successfully handled. 

The local DFA model is used to determine whether an agent is able to handle the 

next task of the job. We used a network that consists of two cliques, symbolizing an 

organisation of two departments. Figure 6.7 shows an organisation that was used in 

this experiment. The organisation consists of two departments; one department 

contains agents that can handle tasks of types A, B, C, D, the other department is 

specialized in the processing of tasks E and F. Only a few C and D agents have a 

link with the E and F department.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Graph of a typical organisation used in our performance experiments. The left 

clique shows a department that can handle A, B,C and D tasks. The right clique is a 

department that handles E and F tasks. Only a few C and D agents know how to communicate 

with the E and F department. 

Figure 6.8 (page 106) shows the results of a typical experiment which shows how 

the global performance handling of the organisation gets improved while learning 

local DFA models. The experiment illustrates the basic ideas and workings of an 

organisation that learns using agents that learn locally.  

Initially all agents in the organisation have no model at all. Jobs are just forwarded 

to a colleague agent that can handle the next task. A workload that has to be 

handled by this group of agents might not get fully handled, since some jobs might 

get stuck at an agent that has no connection to the E and F agents. However, jobs 

that get handled cause the DFA model of the involved agents to be filled with 

successfull paths. At a next moment, when a new workload has to be handled, the 
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agents use their model to prioritize their decision on forwarding jobs to their 

colleagues. Those agents who previously were successfully involved, will have a 

higher chance of getting the rest of the job than those agents who were not.  

 

To be able to actually see the influence of the locally learned DFA models on the 

global network performance we processed a series of workloads. For this 

experiment we generated and dispatched 100 workloads, each consisting of 500 

jobs. The problem for such an experiment is that during the handling of the jobs, the 

network already learns. To see how it gradually learns, we used a step-by-step 

approach: we processed a workload of 500 jobs by the network while the agents 

were instructed not to update their models, after which we processed a small 

workload of 10 jobs, during which we allowed the agents to update their model. In 

other words during those 10 jobs, the organisation learns, while the 500 jobs just 

provide us a means to reasonably count the number of jobs that came through. This 

was repeated for 100 workloads. 

 

Figure 6.8 shows the resulting learning curve (upper curve). One can see that as the 

network learns, the number of successfully processed jobs increases gradually from 

roughly 185 to 425. Gradually more C and D agents updated their model on 

successful jobs. For the A and B agents those C and D agents become more 

attractive to forward a job. Other C and D agents become less attractive to get a 

forwarded job. The reason that the total number of handled jobs does not reach 500 

is a side-effect of a simple stochastic job dispatching strategy we used here. 

We looked at the DFA- and MDL complexity score of the individual agent models 

during the learning process. For the calculation of these scores we refer to chapter 3 

and earlier work in (Mulder & Jacobs [101]). The score for the network is calculated 

as the sum of the complexity of the individual agent models. Figure 6.8 (lower two 

curves) shows the DFA- and MDL scores. Both curves show that both the model-

code (DFA score) as well as the model-code including the data (MDL score) 

gradually evolve until all agents have learned an (almost) complete model for these 

kind of tasks. The curve of the DFA complexity is expected to behave asymptotically 

as the structure of the models will converge. The MDL score keeps slowly increasing 

as long as there are new unique series of jobs sent by the workload dispatcher. 
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Figure 6.8: Results of the experiment on network performance while learning 
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6.5 Conclusions and future work 

Collaborative agents are able to learn grammatical models of both workload 

structures and their own organisation while handling sequences of tasks. Using the 

models, the agents can make early statements about the acceptance of tasks and 

make proper decisions on forwarding jobs. Using a local modelling mechanism and 

communicating successful jobs, the agents contribute to the improvement of the 

global network performance. 

The distinction between organisational and environmental learning, and the fact 

that the strategic impact of both forms of learning might be different, is very 

important: if an organisation wants to learn the handling of tasks as defined by an 

external environment, its complexity will increase. Instead, if the organisation learns 

its own structure, the complexity might decrease. 

We believe that our framework is useful for the analysis of problems in the 

optimisation of agent organisations. Experiments have shown that extreme 

efficiency is at times counterproductive. Sometimes it is useful to blow a bit of 

random noise through the organisation to discover where the real bottlenecks are. 

The theoretical results in this chapter (theorem 2) seem to corroborate this insight. 

The workbench can be used to investigate issues in related fields of research: 

Agents that make local decisions to handle and dispatch reduced task series pose 

new research questions in the field of routing and load balancing. Developing 

different agent strategies and using them in simulations running in the workbench, 

allows one to study how local modelling can lead to robust behaviour and global 

performance optimisation.  With the framework and workbench we hope to set 

some first steps in a new research direction.  

Future work will be done on continuous workload streams, studying scenarios in 

which organisations are insufficient, in equilibrium or redundant. We also want to 

extend the cases with dynamic organisation topologies. This means that we have to 

think about strategies to create and delete agents and connections on the fly. 

Furthermore we want to study the influence of perturbations on the network of 

agents, which amounts to the research on the stability and reliability of grid 

infrastructures. We want to investigate under what conditions an organisation in 

unstable environments can still learn to handle task structures and optimise its 

behaviour. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we present our conclusions and general results of the work described in this 

dissertation. We address the research questions and discuss our key findings. We end with a 

discussion in which we address the industrial valorisation by means of a practical outlook 

towards possible applications and further exploitation of the rationale behind the dissertation. 

7.1 Results 

The overall aim of our work was to analyse, understand and possibly improve the 

task-handling behaviour of collaborative agent organisations. We looked at the 

learning capabilities of these organisations and studied how individual learning, 

communication and collaboration capabilities influence the organisation‟s global 

performance.  

 

The research was performed around two main research questions and three case 

related questions. We will treat the main research questions in section 7.1.1 and the 

case related questions in section 7.1.2. 

7.1.1 Answers to the main research questions 

Our main research questions as posed in the introduction chapter are: 

1) How can learning agent organisations make use of local learning 

mechanisms to improve their global operational performance? 

2) What is an formal (descriptive) model of a learning agent organisation that 

we can use to study its learning capabilities and what are the basic 

ingredients of a framework based on such a model? 

 

We will formulate our answer to the first question in the form of process steps. These 

steps are worked out in sections 7.1.1.1 and 7.1.1.2, where we make a distinction 

between learning using global models and learning without using global models. 
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In section 7.1.1.3 we stress the difference between organisation learning and 

environment learning.  This provides an additional answer to or first research 

question.  

For the answer to our second research question we refer to the descriptive 

framework as presented in chapter 6.  

7.1.1.1 Learning in agent organisations using global models 

In chapter 1 we defined a learning agent organisation as a collaborative agent 

organisation that is able to learn models of its task-handling behaviour and use 

these models to improve its performance with experience. In the dissertation we 

focussed on environments where information needed for learning is only locally 

available. In such environments global learning processes, in which entities outside 

the organisation can learn the organisations behaviour, are not possible.  

In chapter 3 we developed a collaborative grammar induction mechanism. We 

applied this mechanism in chapter 4 and showed how software agents and human 

system administrators collaborate in a learning agent organisation. Chapter 5 

discussed the role of software agents in a second case environment, where they 

supported business managers of a collaborative network organisation (CNO).  

Based on the work described in these chapters an answer to our first question can 

be formulated as follows:  

Learning in agent organisations is a process that consists of the following steps:  

1. agents use a local learning mechanism to obtain models of task-handling 

behaviour in their local environment,  

2. agents share these local models and combine them into global models, 

3. agents communicate the combined model to other agents that can influence 

the assignment of tasks to agents in the organisation, 

4. the other agents use these combined models in decision making processes. 

 

In the grid infrastructure case, the software agents learn models that represent event 

structures in local domains (step 1) and combine these models into larger, cross-

domain models (step 2). The software agents are operating in a grid infrastructure, 

an environment that itself could be described in terms of a collaborative agent 

organisation. While being considered as part of that organisation, they provide their 

models in the form of overviews to other agents, i.e. the system administrators (step 

3). These other agents use the overviews in making decisions about the control of 

the task-flow in the collaborative organisation (step 4). 

 

Similar steps can be described for the CNO case: The software agents retrieved 

metric information (step 1+2) and presented calculated indicator values (step 3) to 

business managers responsible for managing the network (step 4).  
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At first sight we can say that these steps provide good directions for answering the 

main research questions. However, we found out that using global models can lead 

to problems on their value and on the scalability of the system. The merge of local 

models gives rise to some practical and theoretical issues: first, as explained  at the 

end of chapter 3, the combination of local models not always leads to better global 

models. Second, we know from theory that the computational complexity of 

calculating the models may drastically increase with the size of the data. In chapter 

2 we also mentioned that learning optimal DFA models is an NP-hard problem. 

Together, these arguments resulted in closer studies at learning processes, possibly 

without the need for using global models. 

7.1.1.2 Learning in agent organisations without using global models 

In chapter 6 we presented a formal descriptive model of a learning agent 

organisation. Based on this descriptive model we developed a software workbench 

and used it to study the learning capacities of agent organisations. We showed that 

agent organisations can learn without the need of global models. The idea behind 

our framework was based on an extension of the classical language learning setting 

(Language identification in the limit) in which a teacher provides examples to a 

student that must guess a correct grammar. In our model the teacher was 

transformed into a workload dispatcher and the student was replaced by an 

organisation of workers. The jobs that the dispatcher created consisted of series of 

typed tasks. The structure of these jobs resembled sentences of a regular language. 

The workers in the organisation we provided with language learning capabilities 

which allowed them to learn local work-distribution strategies. 

 

Based on the work described in chapter 6 we refine the steps for learning in agent 

organisations: 

1. agents learn local models of external task structures and local work 

distribution strategies, 

2. agents share information about their involvement in completed tasks series, 

3. agents use this information to update their local models,  

4. local models are used in making decisions to forward tasks to other agents. 

 

Experiences with the framework and the software workbench showed that the 

learning capability of a collaborative agent organisation can be achieved by the 

individual learning capabilities of its members, communication with the organisation, 

and the capacity of the individual members to adapt their behaviour. This 

corroborates our hypothesis posed in the introduction of this dissertation.  
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7.1.1.3 Organisation learning vs. environment learning 

When looking at learning agent organisations, one can make a distinction between 

organisation learning processes and environment learning processes. The impact of 

both forms of learning on the organisation is different: on one hand the internal 

structure of the organisation needs to be managed, on the other hand the 

organisation is forced by external task structures to organise itself in such a way that 

it can handle those tasks. We see this as an interesting result in the understanding 

of learning in collaborative agent organisations. 

As generalisation normally implies a reduction of complexity in learned models, 

one might think that the complexity of an organisation reduces during its learning 

process. However, as a consequence of the difference between organisation 

learning and environment learning, the complexity of an agent organisation, in terms 

of the agent models does not always decrease during the process of learning. 

Where organisation learning processes normally reduce the complexity of an 

organisation, environmental learning processes may cause the complexity of the 

organisation to increase.  

In the learning process steps mentioned above both forms of learning are 

intertwined. Optimisations in the models to decide to which colleague agent a task 

should be forwarded may reduce the complexity of those models, but as the 

organisation needs to adapt to new external task structures, the complexity of the 

models may increase. 
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7.1.2 Answers to the case-specific questions 

Questions on the level of case-environments and framework experiments are: 

3) How can we model patterns of successive events that occur in volatile multi 

domain networks? 

4) What is a practical approach to model the job handling behaviour of a grid 

computing environment? 

5) How can we measure performance indicators in a collaborative business 

organisation network? 

 

The answer to question 3 is motivated in chapter 3, where we presented a 

collaborative DFA learning mechanism. We explained how DFA models can be 

learned from data within each domains of the network. We showed how a DFA 

model is used to represent successive events that occur within a local domain. We 

also showed how these DFA models can be combined to represent multi-domain 

event structures. 

In chapter 4 we demonstrated the application of this mechanism in modelling grid 

environments. We have developed agents that model the job handling behaviour of 

grid computing learned job handling events in an operational production grid 

environment. The models obtained from different  grid sites can be combined into 

cross-domain overviews. These overviews represent the job handling behaviour of 

the grid with respect to those parts. The models helped system administrators in 

their operational management tasks. This answers question 4. 

The answer to question 5 is worked out in chapter 5, where we introduced the 

notion of collaboration-indicators and presented a mechanism that supports the 

process of distributed information retrieval in business organisation networks.  
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7.2 Discussion 

7.2.1 Learning in agent organisations 

Learning in agent organisations can be regarded either as a process or as a task 

(see section 1.1.4). Looking at the software agents, each agent generalises its 

models using heuristics and merging criteria in order to explain unseen data. The 

modelling itself is regarded to be learning as a task. Together, the software agents 

form a collaborative agent organisation.  

When these models are used in decisions on task-handling, task-assignment or 

task-dispatching the organisation with a goal to improve the overall performance, 

the organisation is a learning agent organisation. In general, i.e. in most cases local 

adaptation of the models, using either local or share information leads to changes in 

behaviour of the organisation which might in some cases cause the emergent effect 

of an increased overall performance and thereby to successful global learning.  

However, local optimisations do not always contribute to global performance 

improvement of the organisation. In chapter 6 we showed that a local optimisation 

can also lead to unwanted routing of task structures or may cause deadlocks inside 

the organisation. It is therefore not always the case that when an individual agent in 

an organisation has optimised its behaviour that, as a consequence, the total 

behaviour of the organisation gets optimised.  

We try to understand this phenomenon in terms of non-alignment of two or more 

local optimisations or insufficient insight in the effect of a local change. At the 

moment we do not know how to ensure that a local optimisation always contributes 

to global optimisation. Possible answers may be obtained by studying 

synchronisation algorithms, a subject that belongs to the field of distributed 

algorithms (Lynch [88]). 

7.2.2 The role of the case environments 

We would like to make a critical remark on the level of our research methodology. 

Although we clearly aimed to improve the overall performance of agent 

organisations, especially the task-handling performance of Grid and CNO networks, 

we did not perform any quantitative experiments to measure the influence and 

results of using our mechanisms on the performance of those organisations. In 

future work, we would like to set up new experiments in which we measure the user-

experiences and quantitative effects of using our learning mechanisms. Given the 

volatile aspects of the intended environments, one of the challenges is to clearly 

motivate the decisions about the triggers and frequencies of updating models. 

One might also discuss about the size of the overall context of the case 

environments in relation to the state of our research when we started to address 
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these environments: On one hand, it might have been too ambitious to use these 

environments for studying organisation learning processes, but on the other hand 

this involvement in both environments triggered our minds and motivated our 

research from practical and engineering points of view, which in turn lead us to 

investigate learning processes in agent organisations from more fundamental points 

of view. 

7.2.3 Practical outlook 

This section provides a general practical outlook towards possible applications and 

further exploitation of the rationale behind the dissertation35. We discuss our ideas 

along the lines of three different, yet complementary general trends:  

 

1. Evolution of interacting and interconnected computer systems 

2. Evolution of business ecosystems 

3. Evolution of human-machine collaboration 

Evolution of interacting and interconnected computer systems  

Interconnected computer systems appear today in the form of service oriented 

architectures (OASIS [89]) inside large enterprises. These systems are growing 

towards large scale service networks, with connections across organisational 

borders. Examples are the evolution of grid infrastructures and cloud computing 

environments. A cloud computing environment, or shortly „cloud36‟, is a scalable and 

configurable network of computing services, which are accessible via the internet. A 

cloud can be regarded as a complex service network (Nessi project [106]). Services 

might be owned by different organisations and can be composed of other services.  

Growing complexities in such environments will come with management 

challenges which might touch the subjects that we described in this dissertation. We 

foresee problems in the field of cloud computing similar to those encountered in 

grid infrastructures and think that learning agent organisations may contribute to 

govern cloud infrastructures, business processes and service level agreements. 

They might also play a major role in information provisioning necessary for 

managing performance load, failure detection and pro-active system management. 

As resources and services in the cloud are subject to local changes, volatility and 

communication constraints, modelling their global behaviour requires a 

                                                
35 Note that this section has a lower scientific content than as is kept a bit superficial as its purpose it to 

provide directions and discuss ideas. 
36 The term “cloud” refers to the metaphor for the internet, based on how it is depicted as a cloud-

symbol in computer network diagrams. In fact, the cloud-symbol symbolizes the abstraction of the 

complex infrastructure it conceals. 
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collaborative learning mechanism. Furthermore, the work on optimizing the 

performance of agent organisations that organise themselves while handling task 

structures, as presented in chapter 6, can be applied to organise services in cloud 

environments. 

Recent developments in the automotive industry and the area of logistics, 

commonly known under the concept of internet-of-things37, extend the level of 

interconnection by addressing the collaboration between physical objects, humans 

and computer systems. Examples are the project contexts of SPITS38 and 

EURIDICE39. As networked systems grow in size and complexity, their internal 

structures tend to get organized more and more into local sub-structures recognized 

as autonomous functional units. The influence of local decisions while keeping 

insight on the effects on global network behaviour diminishes with the growth of 

these networks. It is here where the concepts of self-organising networks and 

learning agent organisations may provide useful directions.  

Evolution of business ecosystems 

The second trend, evolution of business ecosystems, addresses the growth of 

collaboration between business organisations. We see this in the domain of 

Collaborative Network Organisations where multiple enterprises organise 

themselves as temporary resource networks, sharing common goals towards the 

delivery of their services. Members act in a continuously changing environment and 

align their internal processes to their environment and to each other in order to fulfil 

their services.  

Typical examples of members that operate networks are enterprise networks in 

the manufacturing domain. Another example is the creative industry, where small 

companies collaborate in the production of entertainment services, architecture (of 

buildings), fashion or industrial design. They form so-called business eco-systems 

and are involved with challenges on the level of collaboration.  

Network organisations that are able to learn can better adapt themselves to 

changing market requests, better reorganise themselves and thereby optimise their 

performance in terms of time and efficiency. It is of viable importance to understand 

how agent organisations can learn to align their processes with each other, leading 

to an improvement of the overall performance of the network. 

                                                
37 The Internet of things, also known as the Internet of objects, refers to the networked interconnection 

of everyday objects, see http://www.connectedenvironments.com (ref dec 2010). 

38 https://spits-project.com (ref dec 2010). SPITS is a Dutch project, targeted at creating concepts in the 

Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS) domain that can improve mobility and safety. 

39 http://www.euridice-project.eu (ref dec 2010). The EURIDICE platform is a service infrastructure 

supporting "on the fly" combination of services to address ad hoc user-cargo-context interactions. 
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Evolution of human-machine collaboration 

The third trend, man-machine collaboration manifests itself as a growing symbiosis 

between humans and systems. This area is also known as actor-agent systems or 

socio-technical systems (Franssen and Jespersen, [51]), which are systems in 

which people capacities interfere with system capacities causing the functioning of 

these systems to depend on both. 

As the number and complexity of networked infrastructures grow each day, 

people become more and more involved with using them. Interaction between 

humans and machines takes place in two directions: 1) using a multitude of 

interfaces, mostly via visual screens, humans access the interfaces of systems to 

manipulate their state or store and retrieve data, and 2) machines invoke humans to 

verify states in automatically controlled processes, for example people in control 

rooms of gas distribution, traffic or train management. Here, systems provide 

alerting stimuli on large wall displays, letting humans take appropriate actions.  

Evolution of this type of collaboration leads to agent organisations where man and 

machine interact seamlessly. Communication in such networks is using semantics40 

and learning takes place in terms of optimizing the agents´ local decision making 

processes. An example of a project in which networks of machines and humans that 

adapt themselves to environmental changes and learn from experience are studied 

is the “Next Generation Infrastructures”41 project. 

 

In earlier work (Mulder & Meijer [98]) we introduced the notion of Squads, being 

mobile hybrid task-forces that support the management of computing platforms 

using actor-agent teams. These Squads consist of human members as well as 

software agents.  

Figure 7.1 (next page) is a three-dimensional sketch of a Squad that interacts with 

business networks as well as computer infrastructure networks.  

Using the results of this dissertation, we plan to extend CTIS framework with agents 

that communicate with the end-users of grid infrastructures42. The agents help them 

to understand the cause of malfunctioning network behaviour, for example in case 

of job failures. They help with the necessary translations between the technical 

system administration environment and user-specific contexts in the process of 

troubleshooting.  

                                                
40 Http://www.w3.org/2001/sw (june 2010). The Semantic Web provides a common framework that 

allows data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries. It is a 

collaborative effort led by W3C in which many individual organisations participate. 

41 Next Generation Infrastructures (NGI) is a platform within knowledge institutions, market players and 

government organisations that work together on the identification of technical and social aspects of 

infrastructure systems. 

42 The project is named „Dust‟ which stands for Distributed User Support and Troubleshooting. 
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From this point of view software agents not only support system administrators and 

humans; they become part of the problem-solving organisation, i.e. a Squad. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Squads 

 

The three trends describe the rise of symbiotic agent organisations, which will, 

unfortunately but inevitably, still be prone to failures and unexpected behaviour. This 

dissertation is a first step in understanding such organisations. 

Together, these trends provide the following possible view of our near future:  

 

Within the next 10-20 years learning agent organisations consisting of humans and 

machines will manifest themselves in many networked environments. This might hold 

for computer infrastructures, collaborative network organisations, but also for energy 

networks, transport systems and logistic networks.  

 

 

Learning agent organisations will play a crucial role in our future habitat. 
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APPENDIX A: 

AGENT ORIENTED SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING  

Within the scope of our work we developed three software systems: 

 DI3, used in the collaborative network organisations case 

 WICO, used for studying self-organizing agents 

 CTIS, used in the grid infrastructure case 

 

From an engineering perspective it is relevant to share some knowledge about the technical 

background of our agent based systems and present some of the details and architectural 

design choices we made. 

We start this section with a motivation for agent systems in industrial application. Then, using 

CTIS as an example, we give an insight in some technical details of our software. 

 

 

Sense of software agents 

A software agent is a piece of software that acts autonomously, and can 

communicate with other agents. Agents are used to describe systems in terms of 

their autonomous components.  

Although fully exploited in a number of successful application areas (Jennings & 

Wooldridge [76], Parunak & van Dyke [107]), software agents are sometimes still(!) 

perceived to belong to a somewhat unknown, neglected, risky kind of software. 

During our software development activities we have perceived that the average 

engineer still has a hesitating attitude towards the paradigm of agent based 

systems. Reasons are often not grounded, but generally come from a fear of 

unnecessary complexity, unawareness of the concepts or lack of experience in  

event based programming.  

In our work we use the concept of agents for modelling networked systems as 

well as for engineering our software. We believe that agent based systems are more 

suitable for modelling and programming networked systems than other, more 

traditionally and hierarchically oriented approaches. Our grounds for using software 

agents are based on the volatility and multi-domain aspects of networked systems. 

Software agents are useful for modelling and engineering large-scale complex 

systems such as e.g. grid infrastructures (Foster et al. [49]). 
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Also in the domain of collaborative business organisation networks, the use of 

software agents is used to support administrative management tasks (Camarinha-

Matos and Afsarmanesh [21]).  

Our practical experiences confirmed three general reasons commonly used as 

motivations for using agents (Jennings [77]): First, in agent based systems one can 

in general better deal with communication bandwidth- and security constraints. 

Since agents are designed to act autonomously and to communicate with other 

agents, they can deal with a local set of rules and are able to make local 

interpretations and decisions. Information details that are not allowed to be shared 

can be kept within the agent´s local domains. In its communication with other 

agents the information of an agent can be abstracted, summarized or anonymised. 

A second motivation for using agents is anthropomorphic: in general a design in 

terms of agents closely fits to the reality of its environment as it allows the actions, 

roles and responsibilities of the agents to be modelled to the business processes of 

the environment in which the system should run. Using agent based modelling, 

desired functionality can be mapped to responsible system entities and local rules. 

It provides a way for humans to understand the behaviour of complex systems in 

terms of smaller components, and their individual way of working. 

 A third reason for using agents is that they provide a means for an acceptable 

and human-friendly interaction with the system. The interface and behaviour of 

agents can be personalised to end-users. In fact, users are no longer confronted 

which the complexity of a system, but instead they interact only with a necessary 

part of it, sometimes even via a personalised interface. One may think of such an 

interface as the hand-over of a document from a software agent to an end-user. A 

different example is an impersonalized avatar on a screen that takes commands and 

reports results to human users of a system. Such interfaces support the perception 

of the agent as a colleague of the user, i.e. the system and the user to belong to the 

same (learning) organisation. 

 

One sometimes hears about „Intelligent Agents‟. This term is often misused as a 

buzzword. In our work we rather speak about a „learning agent‟, i.e. an agent that is 

able to generalise over data, reason about its findings, adapt to its environment and 

provide useful information to members of the organisation it belongs to.  
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JADE Framework  

In the design and implementation of our software we used one of the leading 

software frameworks for agent based systems, JADE43 (Java Agent Development 

Environment) (Bellifemine [16]). JADE is open source middleware for the 

development and run-time execution of peer-to-peer applications which are based 

on the agents paradigm. The environment allows agents to live in containers. A 

container facilitates the communication with the agents and the platform in which 

they run. Containers are grouped in platforms and can be deployed over multiple 

locations. The JADE framework architecture is completely modular and can meet 

different requirements in terms of connectivity, memory and processing power. A 

commonly used configuration is the so-called Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform 

(LEAP)44 configuration. An architecture that uses the LEAP configuration allows for 

lightweight containers that use minimum overhead and operate relatively fast. LEAP 

allows for optimisation of communication mechanisms. It can deal with devices that 

have limited resources and that are connected through wireless networks. In a LEAP 

configuration a JADE container is “split” into a front-end container that can run on a 

mobile device or any location that has limited resources, and a back-end container 

running on a more dedicated server in a fixed network.  

 

 

Figure A.1 : Jade-Leap “Split container architecture” 

An important component, called mediator, is in charge of instantiating and holding 

back-end containers. To face work-load problems it is possible to deploy several 

mediators, each one holding several back-end containers. Each front-end container 

is linked to its corresponding back-end by means of a permanent bi-directional 

connection. It is important to note that there is no difference at all for application 

developers between an agent that is deployed on a normal container and one 

                                                
43 http://jade.tilab.com 

44 LEAP is a result of the European IST-1999-10211 project 
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deployed on the front-end of a split container, since both the available functionality 

and the interfaces to access them are exactly the same. 

 

For us, the split-container approach has a number of advantages: 

First, large parts of administrative functionality that runs inside a container are 

delegated to the back-end, thus making the front-end extremely lightweight in terms 

of required memory and processing power. 

Second, the back-end hides the actual IP address assigned to the machine on 

which the agent is running.  

A third advantage is that the front-end is able to detect a loss of connection with 

the back-end (for instance due to an out of coverage condition) and re-establish it 

as soon as possible. And a fourth good reason is that both the front-end and the 

back-end implement a store-and-forward mechanism: messages that cannot be 

transmitted due to a temporary disconnection are buffered and delivered as soon as 

the connection is re-established. 

 

CTIS Components 

In the design and implementation of our software we used commonly known basic 

principles of system analysis, architectural design and software development 

methodologies.  

The CTIS software used in the case environments consists of different types of 

agents. In their task of information retrieval and modelling, these agents form 

groups, called Squads. Below we summarize the role and main functionality of these 

agents.  

The agents all inherit from a general agent, called CTIS agent, which implements 

the generic communication functionalities. Figure A.2 shows a class diagram of 

these agents. 

Figure A.2: Class diagram of the most relevant CTIS components 
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There are four different types of agents: 

 Sentinels 

 Squad managers 

 Controllers 

 Request agents 

 

Sentinels are the information retrievers of the system. A sentinel can be deployed in 

a specific domain to observe a system log file, create event tables and provide 

information about those events. A sentinel can be asked to read the log files on an 

interval base. Furthermore it has an interface to query the event tables. Our 

prototype worked with different sub-types of sentinels, one for each type of log-file. 

Sentinels are not allowed to communicate across organisational domain borders. 

Squad managers are agents that create (DFA) models. They communicate with the 

sentinels to get the data for the models. They also communicate with each other to 

share models. Squad managers are allowed to share information (models) across 

organisational domain borders. In a typical setting a Squad manager and a group of 

Sentinels form an agent organisation that we call a Squad. 

Controller agents are responsible for the deployment and operational control of the 

squad. A controller agent communicates with the agent container and is aware of 

which agent is running where.  

Request agents are used to ask the squad for information. Via a request agent, a 

Squad Manager can be asked to present a local or global DFA model. This can be 

done either for a specific time interval or for a specific job. 

Learning models 

Figure A.3 shows a sequence diagram of the steps involved with the process of DFA 

modelling. As mentioned in chapter 4, the local modelling process consists of two 

steps. First, log files are read and events are stored in event-data tables. Then, a 

subset of the event-data, based on e.g. a chosen time interval, is read in order to 

build a DFA model. Such a local DFA model can be merged with any existing global 

model. Depending on the type of request, either a local DFA model or a global DFA 

model is provided to the user. 

We developed a software library for DFA induction, merging models and model 

visualisations. Learning local models is carried out in parallel with the tasks of 

sending and receiving models from other agents. Both tasks are synchronized 

during merging at regular time intervals. At each time step the learner is presented 

with a set of models coming from other learners. Before merging models (temporary 

considered as hypotheses) into the learners global model,  each agent first merges 

its own local model with its global model. After updating the global model of an 
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agent, changes with the previous model can be used to improve its individual 

learning process. In this way, a feedback to the local learning mechanism can be 

given, to change search criteria, frequency of the information retrieval, or the 

steering parameters of the algorithm that is used. 

 

 

Figure A.3 : Sequence diagram of the DFA modelling process 

In the architecture and implementation of the software we made an extensive use of 

software design-patterns (Gamma et al [52]). 
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Ontologies 

Agents communicate using ontologies. Although the standard Agent-

Communication Language (ACL) encodes messages in a proper format (e.g. string), 

agents might have their own (possibly different) way of building and interpreting the 

message. The standard of ACL content expression appeared to be insufficient for 

our internal message handling. For example a message like “here is a model in the 

form of a DFA:[…]” would involve string parsing in a way that becomes hard in 

terms of flexibility and extensibility. JADE supports the use of ontologies, allowing 

the DFA model to be treated as a (java) object as part of the message. In computer 

science and information science, an ontology is a formal representation of a set of 

concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts. It is used 

to reason about the properties of that domain, and may be used to define the 

domain. In JADE, specifying an ontology is done by making an instance of the 

Ontology class and add schemas defining the structure of the types of predicates, 

agent actions and domain specific concepts. 

CTIS agents use two ontologies; one for technical purposes and one for the specific 

application (grid) domain. We created the ontology-classes by hand, although there 

exists also a plug-in for the Protégé environment called „beangenerator45‟ which 

automatically creates the ontology definition class together with the predicates, 

agent actions and concept classes.  

 

 

 

Figure A.5 : Ontology classes 

  

                                                
45 http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/usr/aart/beangenerator 
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Deployment and configuration 

Figure A.6. schematically shows a deployment configuration for a basic CTIS 

configuration for two domains. There is a graphical user interface (GUI) for each 

domain. The GUI has a control window which shows the local domain agent 

topology and the Squad managers of other domains. It also shows the DFA models 

that are generated by the Squad managers. Using the GUI one can specify the time-

intervals for analysis and a few model-generation parameters.  

The front-end containers host the Sentinels and Squad managers. Via a mediator 

and a back-end container the Squad manager can communicate with containers in 

other domains. Because of firewall port restrictions, a third domain running only a 

main container had to be used. Optionally, this main container could be running in 

replicated mode in order to overcome single point failures. 

Containers can be configured to use different protocols for their communication. 

The most commonly used protocols are HTTP, HTTPS and IMTP (which runs on top 

of RMI). Our prototype makes use of configuration files in which their configuration 

and communication can be specified. On top of that, the CTIS application uses a 

configuration file in which the network topology of agent organisation can be 

specified. 
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Figure A.6 : Screendump and schematic view of  the deployment CTIS components 
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APPENDIX B: GRID LOG FILES 

This appendix contains examples of log-files and event-tables retrieved from those 

log files. They result from the work performed by the so-called „Sentinels‟, as 

described in chapter 4. 

 

A CE-sentinel observes so-called gatekeeper.log files and retrieves event table 

details about users and groups. A regular expression detects lines which start with a 

so-called gatekeeper_jm_id (with timestamp). These lines also contain an 

edg_wl_job_id, gram_script_job_id and an outgoing timestamp. Each log-file that is 

read by a CE-Sentinel contains data of one week and varies in size between 100-

450 MBs. 

Example of a log file observed and analyzed by a CE-sentinel 

 

Name logfile Gatekeeper log 

Node Globus Computing Element (CE) (trekker,gazon) 

Location CE /var/log/globus-gatekeeper.log 

…  

<1000ths of lines>  

… 

Notice: 0: executing /opt/globus/libexec/globus-job-manager 

Notice: 0: GATEKEEPER_JM_ID 2008-05-29.15:00:40.0000001526.0000046998 for 

/O=dutchgrid/O=users/O=Nikhef/CN=MrX(SAM tester) on 1.2.3.4 

JMA 2008/05/29 15:00:40 GATEKEEPER_JM_ID 2008-05-29.15:00:40.0000001526.0000046998 has 

EDG_WL_JOBID 'https://kop.Nikhef.nl:9000/mNZFq4fenM0wP0uPTl0eUg' 

Notice: 0: GRID_SECURITY_CONTEXT_FD=12 

…  

JMA 2008/05/29 15:00:51 GATEKEEPER_JM_ID 2008-05-29.15:00:40.0000001526.0000046998 has 

GRAM_SCRIPT_JOB_ID 1397643.tbn20.Nikhef.nl manager type pbs 

JMA 2008/05/29 15:00:51 GATEKEEPER_JM_ID 2008-05-29.15:00:40.0000001526.0000046998 JM 

exiting 

… 

 

Example of an event table generated by a CE-sentinel 

gatekeeperJMID user Organis

ation 

edg_wl_jobid gram_script_

job_id 

timestamp 

2008-08-

07.21:59:45.0000005945 

RS Nikhef https://boszwijn.Nikhef.nl

:9000/klx9yzJtixbWmS9... 

126305.stro.

Nikhef.nl 

2008/08/07 

21:59:50 

2008-08-

07.22:05:45.0000006927 

RS Nikhef https://boszwijn.Nikhef.nl

:9000/DAAuB2Usu1puxZT... 

126320.stro.

Nikhef.nl 

2008/08/07 

22:05:50 

2008-08-

08.13:06:50.0000014234 

AS INFN https://rb106.cern.ch:9000

/lDNL0RHp8jwmaVKVtydf4w 

129513.stro.

Nikhef.nl 

2008/08/08 

13:06:55 

2008-08-

08.13:07:00.0000017633 

AS INFN https://rb121.cern.ch:9000

/TpYQ_gjEv2857uRUDBl9IA 

129516.stro.

Nikhef.nl 

2008/08/08 

13:07:06 

2008-08-

08.13:07:25.0000022179 

AS INFN https://rb121.cern.ch:9000

/-NO0lFFV3yaz3Uw5mMM7wQ 

129517.stro.

Nikhef.nl 

2008/08/08 

13:07:30 

… … … … … … 
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An HN-sentinel watches account.log files and retrieves details about the 

gram_script_job_id with a timestamp and the exec_host, i.e worker node where the 

job is scheduled to run. The size of a log-file read by a HN-Sentinel varies around 

the 10 MB and contains information about a single day. 

Example of a log file observed and analysed by a HN-sentinel 

Name Accounting log 

Node Batch system head node (HN) (stro) 

Location /var/spool/pbs/server_priv/accounting/20080529 

… 

05/29/2008 15:00:51;Q;1397643.tbn20.Nikhef.nl;queue=qshort 

05/29/2008 15:00:52;S;1397643.tbn20.Nikhef.nl;user=pvier009 group=pvier jobname=STDIN 

queue=qshort ctime=1212066051 qtime=1212066051 etime=1212066051 start=1212066052 

exec_host=wn-lui1-028.farm.Nikhef.nl/1 Resource_List.cput=04:00:00 

Resource_List.neednodes=wn-lui1-028.farm.Nikhef.nl Resource_List.nodect=1 

Resource_List.nodes=1 Resource_List.walltime=05:00:00 

05/29/2008 15:01:05;E;1397643.tbn20.Nikhef.nl;user=pvier009 group=pvier jobname=STDIN 

queue=qshort ctime=1212066051 qtime=1212066051 etime=1212066051 start=1212066052 

exec_host=wn-lui1-028.farm.Nikhef.nl/1 Resource_List.cput=04:00:00  

…  

 

Example of an event table generated by a HN-sentinel 

gram_script_job_id User group timestamp_in exec_host 

191367.stro.Nikhef.nl atlb010 atlb 08/22/2008 00:00:48 wn-val-033.farm.Nikhef.nl/2 

191448.stro.Nikhef.nl atlb010 atlb 08/22/2008 00:01:38 wn-val-042.farm.Nikhef.nl/3 

191290.stro.Nikhef.nl atlb010 atlb 08/22/2008 00:01:55 wn-lui2-

007.farm.Nikhef.nl/2 

192278.stro.Nikhef.nl lhcbpr14 lhcbprd 08/22/2008 00:01:56 wn-val-015.farm.Nikhef.nl/3 

189160.stro.Nikhef.nl alisgm01 alicesgm 08/22/2008 00:02:46 wn-val-037.farm.Nikhef.nl/7 

191458.stro.Nikhef.nl atlb010 Atlb 08/22/2008 00:03:43 wn-val-014.farm.Nikhef.nl/4 

192299.stro.Nikhef.nl dzero004 Dzero 08/22/2008 00:03:49 wn-val-014.farm.Nikhef.nl/4 

191509.stro.Nikhef.nl atlb010 Atlb 08/22/2008 00:03:52 wn-val-040.farm.Nikhef.nl/7 
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APPENDIX C: 

INDICATOR INFORMATION REQUEST 

Example of an indicator request 

 

The CIS-agents of the DI3 system, as discussed in chapter 5, share indicator 

requests. These requests are defined in XML files and contain the rules and 

behaviour of the metric measurements. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<message receiver="DI3Cis" sender="sid" type="scheduleMeasurement"> 

    <indicator id="123456789101234567890"> 

        <name>CNO-Progress-Percentage Done</name> 

        <description>percentace done of gears</description> 

        <cno id="cno_id" name="VF Test CNO"/> 

        <calculationrules> 

            <calculationrule id="IC1" expression="(Wellen+Gehauese)/2" /> 

        </calculationrules> 

        <calculationmomentrules> 

            <calculationmomentrule name="wait_for_all_and_flush"/> 

        </calculationmomentrules> 

        <provisionrules> 

            <provisionrule id="IPR1" name="at_calculation" expression="" /> 

        </provisionrules> 

        <metrics> 

            <metric id="1" type="integer"> 

                <name>Wellen</name> 

                <description>Percentage done of Wellen</description> 

                <workergroup_id>Innotool AG</workergroup_id> 

                <measurementrules> 

                    <measurementrule expression="4" id="MMR1" 

name="frequency_seconds"/> 

                </measurementrules> 

                <provisionrules> 

                    <provisionrule id="MPR1" name="at_measurement" receiver="CIS"/> 

                </provisionrules> 

            </metric> 

            <metric id="2" type="integer"> 

                <name>Gehauese</name> 

                <description>Percentage done Gehauese</description> 

                <workergroup_id>Greminger AG</workergroup_id> 

                <measurementrules> 

                   <measurementrule id="MMR2" name="frequency_seconds" expression="7" 

/> 

                </measurementrules> 

                <provisionrules> 

                    <provisionrule id="MPR2" name="at_measurement" receiver="CIS"/> 

                </provisionrules> 

            </metric> 

        </metrics> 

    </indicator> 

</message> 
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APPENDIX D: CNS EXPERTISE TEAM  

Since the work reported about in this dissertation was supported by the NWO 

Casimir program46, our studies, engineering activities and experiments also had an 

indirect goal: bridging scientific research with industrial application areas. Our work 

inspired the creation of an expertise team inside Logica that is involved with 

scientific prototyping and a number of industrial research projects. The relationship 

between various kinds of networked systems is reflected in the name of this team, 

“Collaborative Network Services” (CNS). The team focuses on the management of 

complex networked environments, learning systems and agent technology. 

 

The CNS expertise team is a direct result of the Casimir 

mindset: building bridges between academic and industrial 

worlds. Based on our own experiences in the creation and 

operation of this team within the Logica consultancy 

organisation we identified four critical success factors for the operations of the 

„Casimir-driven‟ team: Passion, Scouting, Guardian angel and Free space.  

Critical for a successful general operation of the team is the combination of passion 

and managerial skills of the people involved. The passion is two-fold; firstly the 

subject, and secondly the karma of bringing scientific worlds and industrial worlds 

together. 

Managerial skills involve people management and expectation management. 

Another necessary element for success is that the resources for the project have 

capabilities to work in unknown contexts. Furthermore, inside the CNS group, each 

member has its own individual and complementary drives, spirits and goals. 

Members are committed and show the willingness to align and synergize their goals 

and tasks.  

A third element for critical success is the role of a „guardian angel‟ in the Logica 

organisation; a person having direct links to the steering board with a main 

responsibility for the overall project budget. As well as the project-leader, 

responsible for the budget in terms of the content, the guardian angel must have a 

firm stand in the continuous discussions about the role and alignment of the project 

with the long and short term company strategies.  

                                                
46 The NWO Casimir program provides financial incentives for companies and knowledge institutions to 

organise exchanges between talented researchers in the public and private sectors and to offer them 

enhanced career prospects. By doing so, the programme promotes mobility, encourages high-quality 

research (both pure and applied) and helps to overcome the knowledge paradox through the 

reciprocal transfer of knowledge. 
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Last but not least, free space is necessary to explore roles and make use of 

creativity in environments and tasks that are not clearly defined. This free space also 

diminishes budget discussions and unnecessary administrative efforts. A positive, 

critical, sceptical, but always collaborative attitude combined with creativity is 

necessary for the operation of a successful research project. Creating and 

managing free space is a skill in itself, which must be exercised in parallel to the 

operational activities. 

As a result of the work described in this dissertation, the team now runs a project 

on supporting administration and usage of grid infrastructures47. The team is also 

active in the area of so-called “Smart electricity grids”48, which are networks of 

energy consuming and producing devices. A third example of current project activity 

is the development of an ontology-based reasoning and information system for car-

drivers. This activity is a contribution to a large program for standardisation of IT 

infrastructures in the area of logistics and automotive industry. 

 

                                                
47 The project is entitled „DUST‟ which stands for Distributed User Support and Troubleshooting 

48 A “smart electricity grid” is a term that is used for distributed electricity infrastructures that balance 

energy needs between suppliers and consumers. Smart electricity grids use agent technology to 

control appliances at consumers' homes with a goal to save energy, balance power loads and reduce 

costs. 
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SUMMARY 

This dissertation is the result of several years of research into systems and 

organisations that consist of autonomously operating and communicating entities, 

called agents. The research focuses on collaborative learning mechanisms and on 

how local learning mechanisms can be used to improve the global performance of 

the networked organisations. We study the learning capacity of agent organisations 

and apply our results in the context of two different types of networked systems: 

computing grid-infrastructures and business organisation networks. 

The research was driven by theoretical as well as practical motivations. We 

developed a method for inducing grammatical structures in events that occur in 

networked environments and studied how local learning mechanisms can contribute 

to global performance improvements. We applied our work in two case 

environments. In the Virtual Lab for e-Science (VL-e) project we studied the 

operational management of grid-infrastructures and developed software agents that 

support system administrators. In the European collaborative organisation 

leadership project (Ecolead) we looked at collaborative performance management 

processes and developed agents for information management purposes.  

We regard both environments as organisations of agents. Describing both types 

of network in terms of collaborative agents allows us to study them on equal levels 

of abstraction. It furthermore allows us to describe the role and the influence of the 

software agents that also act inside these organisations. 

 

Chapter 1 describes the motivation and scope of our research and presents the 

research questions. In chapter 2 we discuss the theoretical background necessary 

to understand the subjects described in the rest of the dissertation. Chapter 3 

presents our collaborative grammar induction mechanism. We describe how various 

local models can be combined into global overviews. 

We applied this mechanism in chapter 4, the case of managing computing grid 

infrastructures. The software agents observe events occurring in the various 

organisational domains of the network, learn patterns and exchange these patterns 

to map the global network behaviour. We develop learning software agents that 

provide real-time overviews of the task-handling behaviour of the network. The 

overviews obtained by the agents are used by the system administrators.  

In chapter 5 we look at the distributed performance management processes in 

networks of business organisations. We look at network performance indicators and 

describe how software agents are used to measure the values of these indicators.  

The work in both case environments paved a way towards a more formal approach 

of learning in organisational networks. In chapter 6 we introduce a formal paradigm 
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to study global adaptive behaviour of organisations of collaborative agents with local 

learning capabilities. We describe how task-handling agents that use local learning 

mechanisms can collaborate in their learning process in order to learn as an 

organisation. The framework allows us to study the conditions under which the 

organisation can adapt itself to structural pressure from an environment.  

In chapter 7 we discuss the results of our work. We revisit our research questions 

and discuss our findings. Finally we discuss the valorisation of our work and provide 

a practical outlook on some areas of application. One of them is cloud computing, 

the business concept of using computing resources in a flexible manner via the 

internet. Another interesting domain is formed by the field of logistic networks and 

traffic management in which we see interesting applications of our work and 

possibilities for future research. The context research also led to the foundation of 

an expertise group at Logica that works closely with universities and research 

institutes. 
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SAMENVATTING

Deze dissertatie is het resultaat van enkele jaren onderzoek naar systemen en 

organisaties die bestaan uit zelfstandig opererende en communicerende entiteiten, 

genaamd agenten. Er is studie gedaan naar het lerend vermogen van dit soort 

organisaties en naar de invloed van individuele leerprocessen van de agenten op de 

prestaties van de organisatie als geheel. 

De motivaties voor het onderzoek alsook de resultaten zijn zowel theoretisch als 

praktisch van aard. We hebben een methode ontwikkeld om grammaticale 

structuren te destilleren uit data afkomstig van verschillende gegevensbronnen en 

bestudeerd hoe lokale leermechanismen kunnen bijdragen aan globale prestatie- 

verbeteringen. De technieken zijn toegepast in twee projectomgevingen: In het 

Virtual Lab for e-science project hebben we het beheer van grid-infrastructuren 

bestudeerd en software agenten ontwikkeld die systeembeheerders ondersteunen 

in hun werk. In het Ecolead project hebben we gekeken naar de ondersteuning van 

performance management processen in netwerkorganisaties. We hebben software 

agenten ontwikkeld die helpen met het vergaren van managementinformatie. 

In de dissertatie worden de grid-infrastructuren en netwerkorganisaties 

beschouwd als agent-organisaties. Door de beide typen netwerken, die op het 

eerste gezicht zeer verschillend van aard zijn, te beschrijven in termen van agenten, 

kunnen ze op een gelijkwaardig abstractieniveau worden bestudeerd. Vervolgens 

kan dan ook de rol en interactie van de software agenten die in deze organisaties 

acteren worden uitgelegd. 

 

Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft de motivatie voor het onderzoek en presenteert de 

onderzoeksvragen. Hoofdstuk 2 verduidelijkt de achtergrond en theorie nodig om 

het onderzoek in het bedoelde perspectief te kunnen plaatsen. In hoofdstuk 3 

presenteren we een mechanisme voor het leren van grammaticale structuren uit 

gedistribueerde datasets. We laten zien hoe verschillende lokale modellen kunnen 

worden samengevoegd tot globale overzichten. 

Het mechanisme is in de praktijk toegepast. Dit beschrijven we in hoofdstuk 4. We 

hebben softwareagenten ontwikkeld die gebeurtenissen observeren in verschillende 

domeinen van een computer grid-infrastructuur. De agenten leren patronen en 

wisselen deze onderling uit om zo het gedrag van infrastructuur als geheel in kaart 

te brengen. Ze maken overzichten en ondersteunen daarmee de systeem-

beheerders. Hoofdstuk 5 gaat over het meten van prestaties van netwerken van 

business-organisaties. We hebben gekeken naar indicatoren die de samenwerking 

binnen een organisatie kunnen meten. Ook hebben we softwareagenten ontwikkeld 

die helpen met het vergaren van de informatie. 
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Het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 en 5 heeft ons geleerd om anders te kijken naar 

leerprocessen in agent-organisaties. In hoofdstuk 6 introduceren we daarom een 

theoretisch raamwerk voor het bestuderen van het leergedrag van organisaties van 

agenten. We beschrijven hoe taakverwerkende agenten lokale modellen gebruiken 

en door samen te werken in het leerproces, als organisatie kunnen leren. Opnieuw 

hebben we software ontwikkeld. Deze keer om specifiek te kunnen kijken naar het 

leergedrag en het lerend vermogen van agent organisaties.  

In hoofdstuk 7 worden de resultaten van het onderzoek besproken. Een 

belangrijk verworven inzicht is het verschil tussen organisatie-leren en taak-

omgeving-leren: aan de ene kant dient de structuur van de organisatie te worden 

gehandhaafd, aan de andere kant moet de organisatie zich kunnen aanpassen aan 

een externe omgeving die de organisatie taken oplegt. Tenslotte gaan we in op de 

valorisatie van het werk en bespreken we een aantal mogelijke toepassings-

gebieden van ons onderzoek. Eén daarvan is cloud computing, een concept 

waarbinnen bedrijven via het internet op een flexibele manier gebruik maken van 

computer toepassingen. Ook in logistieke netwerken en op het gebied van 

verkeersmanagement zien we toepassingen en mogelijkheden voor verder 

onderzoek. In de context van dit onderzoek is binnen Logica een expertise team 

opgericht dat nauw samenwerkt met universiteiten en kennisinstellingen. Met de 

totstandkoming van deze groep onderschrijven we de algemene Casimir-belangen49 

en waarderen we de honorering verkregen in de vorm van een NWO-subsidie. 

 

  

                                                
49 Onder de titel „Assist: maintenance of dynamic-ict infrastructures by means of collaborative 

organisations using adaptive information services‟ is dit onderzoek door het NWO (Nederlandse 

organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek) gehonoreerd als een Casimir-onderzoek. Het doel van 

het Casimir programma is de mobiliteit van onderzoekers te vergroten en de interactie tussen 

bedrijven, publieke kennisinstellingen en hun onderzoekers te bevorderen. Het programma draagt 

aan deze doelstellingen bij door subsidies te verstrekken die bedrijven en kennisinstellingen 

stimuleren onderzoekers publiek-privaat uit te wisselen en loopbaanperspectieven te bieden. Hendrik 

Brugt Gerhard Casimir (1909 – 2000) was een Nederlandse natuurkundige die in 1948 het casimir-

effect heeft ontdekt. Dit effect is het verschijnsel waarbij twee op extreem kortste afstand van elkaar 

geplaatste metalen platen elkaar in een vacuüm aantrekken door kwantumfluctuaties. Hendrik 

Casimir was lange tijd hoofd van het Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium, „Nat-lab‟ in Eindhoven. Hij 

was een schoolvoorbeeld van de verbinding van academische wetenschap en bedrijfsleven. 
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